p.nnjsthetics,unwholesome postures in bed.
•fee., should be avoided. When :i peculiar
feeling of stupor is perceived, the limbs
“fall asleep’1 without apparent cans*-. .*••
there is an uneasiness and rigidity of any
of the muscles, with
virtigo, lassitude, debility and capric e of the mind, a stiseeplible person should he on the alert, for
there may be no time to waste.
These
me
incipient symptoms of an attach.

fafiTi, Garden, and Household,
Farm
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Notes.

With

a

little

pains,!

have early, potatoes for the
i
.July. Vbout the middle of April,
it tii'' potatoes in a box with dirt or mould
me

can

The

among them, and sot in a warm
place near the tire, but not too near: and as
c :: as the
round will permit, select a dry,
!i

onvcnient

■

and prepare it. for the
Dress the land with suitin the drills, and take the box

spot

Power for

the

Farm.

Spring Cleaning.

sprouted tubers

p.y

\. srrrERj:R.

Much has been written on this question
piece, take it apart of late, showing that the subject is begin- The melencholy «lays have come, the saddest of
the year.
to attract the attention it deserves,
ning
■iii! n
ii.ii.' -.I" potatoes carefully, care
Of cleaning paint, ami scrubbing lloors, ami
but I do not sec anything published to iufar and near.
i._ \.h. n t" let injure the sprouts; cover
scouring
form the public of the great perfection
the corners of the room, the ancient
ght.'v after setting the potatoes in their which has been attained in governing and Heaped in
dirt lav quiet.
The best to use the power of the wind; and in the j Nor rose up at the father's tread, nor to the
per position in the rows.
first place 1 wish to say that I am not a !
children's riot;
:y n,r Mils purpose is that known as
n

•nine

!.'•

'.

'O

.lu-

<

■

manufacturer or interested in the sale of But now tho carpets are all up. and from the
xtairhouso top.
any windmill, but simply wish to call the
attention of those in need of cheap power j The mistress calls to man and maid to wield the
will pi
and mop.
broom
to the advantages ottered by this source of :
ss. e-ii-ldies-. and quality, ro variety oxThe windmill used by several of j Where are those rooms, those quiet rooms, the
power.
V
i;u- in tids direction, will
house but now presented.
my neighbor.", and which gives uniform j
ve iat•
table iise long before they satisfaction, is made by the Continental Wherein wo dwelt, nor dreamed of dirt. *o oozy
and contented''
Windmill Co. Ollier mills may be equally
in
!'• e11is 1 bv lit*I-.I processes, and are
Alas! they’re turned all upside down, that quiet
good■ but 1 have never seen any other that
-id, led t.» every dav tare. Rows two
suit of rooms.
seemed to me to be worth using; and this With slops and suds, and
soap and sand, and
:ip trt, hills one foot in rows.
seems so nearly perfect, that I see nothing
tubs and pans and brooms;
'Ms'i\ia>>.
Tin- time for grafting is at to suggest as an improvement. It will run Chairs, tables, stands are standing round at sixes
and at sevens.
<‘M orchards have been rejuvenated in a very light wind, and will regulate itWhile wife and housemaids tly about like meteto the force of the wind and
made to tliri\e with luxuriance and sell according
ors in the heavens.
of
cenof
means
the work required
it, by
f,t:olnt>-., by i i;. h in us pruning, grafting, trifugal weights similar in principle to the The
parlor and the chamber lloor were cleaned
j
a week ago;
raping .-} trunks ami cultivating, cither j well-known “governor” of the steam en- |
is high, the regulator | The carpets shook and windows washed, as all
when
the
wind
gine;
muYldiig
owing and manuring.
the
neighbors know:
trims the sails at a sharper angle to the
1
atei [» bar
But still tin* sanctum had escaped—the table
eggs upon the twigs of
wind, anil when it subsides, the sails trim
piled with books.
>hou <1 '»• removetl ami burned;
themselves to catch all the wind they can.
Bens, ink and paper till about, peace in it- very
It will run safely in very heavy weather,
ii *.iM lie ve r be permitted to roam
looks—
and if kept in motion, does not clog with
till loll till' woman on them ail. as inns mo
pis!ure j|| an orchard or fruit yard;
snow, sleet, or hail; in fact, almost all that !
plague on men.
mug trees need righting, grafting, and is needed to
keep one of these mills in run- | And then they vanished all away hooks, papers,
ireful pruning; the ground about them
ink
and pen.
to
tno
runis
to
attend
on
mg
ning order,
■nld
made rich, and the trees kept in
ning parts once or twice a week, for it is And now when comes the master home, as come
lie mud at nights.
provided with a vane which keeps it always
h> ii: hy "ii.ii! i'ii.
in grafting be careful
headed to the wind, and can be kept run- To lind all things are “set to wrongs" that they
n 1 s« h et
iri ties suited to our northern
have "set to rights
ning day and night if desired, or can be
When the sound oi driving tacks is heard,
iii s wji sa\e
imate
disappointment and stopped at any time with perfect ease.
though the house is tar from still.
Where power is needed all the time or
ss
<>: t inn* and money
the winter and
And the carpet-woman on the stairs, that harthe* wind-mill must of course
binger Of ill••{'ring \aiieti.-s are most valuable and every day,to steam,
horse-power or caloric lie looks for papers, books or hills, that all were
give place
i»r*• ii t;lJ, 1.•: of fail and early winter vaiieties
there Indore,
engines, for we cannot depend upon having
■I'.,
tew are needed :n each orchard:
a
wind enough always. Hut where the work And sighs to lind them on the desk or in tile
drawer no more.
required is intermittent, and where we can j
•; a;1 :::.o\ers slemld awake *.< the fact, that
choose our time fur doing it, not generally And then he
grimly thinks of her who set this
>e> nd
to
when
j>a\
glow cider-apples,
being obliged to run more than hall the
fuss alloat.
r and bet vr
uaet ies will ihmrish as
time with full power, the wind-mill furnishAnd wishes she was out to sea in a very leaky
boat.
t 11 e ;;; 11 11
1 elSt 111’ed
With es by far tin* cheapest and most convenient
emllM
power known, lor the reasons given below : He meets her at the parlor door, with hair and
a
!>. ing taken to protect
-h,
cap awry;
1.
No engineer is required to run the
With sleeves tucked up, and broom in hand, de-m ih | uvilations where sheep
ntt'bin.1, as in the ease ol steam engines.
liance in her eye;
op -hards w ith.
\.
I' id ui
The power is ready at a moment’s lie feels
unite small, and knows full well there's
notice, whenever the wind blows, no delay
nothing to he said.
So holds his tongue, and drinks ins tea and
needed to get up steam
being
Country Schools.
sneaks away to bed.
Tiie expense of running is merely
nominal, being the oil required, the repairs
Wlbie so Hindi attention is g lvcn by
and interest on the outlay, both of which
•':ijisy people t*» tin* <1.-tails ol the farm
latter items are much less than in the ease
hii i dairy. would it not He well to look lor
Lottie’s April Fool Bundle.
ol steam or horse power.
i. \v moments into tin* quid >• liooi-rooni,
lit S. ANNIK KltO.ST.
!.
The capital required for llrst outlay j
i1
."tor. maise
knowledge. from which
is less than 1 or the corresponding power in
our '•"ii" and daughters. to roinc
j
It was tin1 first day of April, clear,
steam, horse power or caloric engine.
o' !i } •; r'| >:i IT. I lor till- to! Its ol life ?
The first of April,
Thus take lor instance the mill, Hu feet j bright, and windy.
b :iu:in'. that many parents think
l
in diameter, furnished by this company ; j lie it known, was observed with due pomp
it
ii i.e if children can obtain as much
v\ l< 1..'
as
they themselves had, it is tin* price is 8800; the tower required will j and ceremony in llauover, the scene of
Hut is it. so?
'I'.imh.
Does not their own vary with the locality from 8-"*0 to 8100, my story. That i.s to say, boys chalked
\« ri> nee teach them a lesson ol' wisdom,
making the machine cost 8000 at the out- } cadi other’s jackets, left “bogus” pack'A leu they lvmemln'i' the
perplex ties ami side. This will give in ordinary weather ages of goods on doorsteps, mailed abfrom live to ten horse power, according to surd
troubles lin-y have been obligt-d to endure,
letters, and played all sorts of time
t-on.
die want 11r tills very thing.
Surely the lorce of the wind, and would be ample honored tricks upon cadi other and the
in o age so enlighten.*d as the
present, no to cut fodder, grind grain, thresh, pump community
around them.
Doubtless
in-, i
I-so blinded as to think
water, and turn grindstone and circular
thus.
there was “fun” for the perpetrators id'
Have \ mi ciiildren ail the means ol pro- saw. or turning lathe or churn—where ."0 i
the jests, or they would have been allowii,
borough common school eduea- head of cattle are kept—and all this withed to die a natural death, but whether
out any expense for fuel or engineer, or
Are tlmy supplied with the necessary
*he
fun was as entirely appreciated by
risk of explosion or lire.
For irrigating
""■ks. l.'om which they can study, without
the victims may be reasonably question1 know of upland or draining meadows, wherever a
■:"i"'nu ng upon their mates?
b 11 few tilings more
annoying to a teacher, reservoir can be used so as not to require ed.
On tlie first of April, 18C7, (1 like to lie
incessant pumping, no power can compete
Hi oi to have scholars always depending up"ii tin ir mates lor a
spelling book or reader. with the wind for cheapness and conven- particular about dates), Miss Lottie Wilience.
Von would not send your son into the lield
kinson was demurely walking up the
t" r.-ap grain, without lirst
Several gentlemen hereabouts are intro- main street of llanover, with a little parequipping him
0
i'
Neither ought ducing them to irrigate their gardens, and
cel in her hands containing buttons for a
implenn-nts.
t
m
\■ ct
him t-> reap a harvest of some gardeners who study economy and new dress.
Dress and buttons were of
Know. !ge witiiou:
are
them
in
-oks.
Are they punc- protit
using
everything they do,
great importance to my little heroine, for
uai > :t* ei:d.i..•
This t. wholly in the with great advantage. 1 think they are desmoney was by no means bountifully suphob" o; p:!tvit»". and they cannot be too
tined to be very generally introduced.
plied in her well worn portmonnaie, and
'codar in t!iis v< "pSeveral sizes of mills are made smaller
\ scholar can
a new dress was rather an event in her
•i
iin !.c loss i>i a single recitation,
than the above named, costing 81H”> and
life. She was walking quietly along
i.
hi" place in his class, becomes
upwards, and ver> much larger ones also daily
that if her dress was chosen of a
mi am b and unless gitled with an extra
are made when required..
Gouutry Gen- thinking
sober mouse color for economy's sake, at
iiv o: perseverance, will lose all interest
tlemen.
least the buttons and braid were blue as
burning and become -nothing: ye*.
her own eyes, and would match the blue
W'.i-sc than nothing in the school room, for
Horseradish.
ribbons of her hat very nicely. Then she
a
.‘solars an- the e\ei lruill'll! source of
if Bert (lilmore would see her
opposing the progress of
Gan you tell the Haulers of the Ploughman wondered
ie
;m 1 a
none
in the new suit, and if he adthemselves.
!v.in.-ing
something about raising horseradish for the on Sunday
h. re he. me >ay. do not expect too
A
combination of mouse color
mired
the
market ? We have a tew plants about the
mm h .'rum tin- tende r; you do not know
but 1 hear that it is considered a and blue in a walking dress. With such
garden,
many triad ire thrown in the pathway profitable
for meditation, it was
crop for the market. Is it desira- absorbing topics
•: a laithful teacher a* he strives,
day after ble to raise it to sell?
not wonderful tiiat Lottie hail forgotten
s. \.
•;
'.
iii"! ill into tie- minds of his pupils, a
This plant is by many thought to be about entirely the day of the month, and stopd "ire for knowledge, mid emit avors to help
: the most profitable plant that can be raised, I ped with surprise and the pleasure of a
them on in their studies. And you never for the
reason that it is always of ready sale
discoverer before a bundle lying across
know tie- amount of rare that he experiamong the pickle makers in our large cities.
the sidewalk, evidently dropped hy.somemes in hi" dad\ duties, till you have yourIt is of easy and simple cultivation.
The one in advance, of her. She looked up
•e|f atteinp'.-d so g .. in and leach a score
r
sets
used
tiie
are generally
plants
pieces : the street and down, but no one was near
'•r more ot ehildivu o; every kind, age, and
I broken off from the main root in preparing
so she stopped
ii'po'ition. Teachers sire not made of iron, it for market. These pieces are cut into enough to he questioned,
and lifted the package, adding its weight
mi tin- wear and tear of the school room |
of about six inches, and are usually
lengths
to her own bundle, and continuing on her
ion Id have no died upon their nerves and
from a quarter to half an iucli in diameter,
Aieiice but of llesh and blood and subject
way, homeward, hurrying a little that
are planted between the rows of cauliThey
to lil.. leadings as other men.
No ordinary flower or
she might examine her acquisition.
as soon as these crops
i
cabbages,
be
an."
should
allowed to detain any i are
"See, mamma, what I have found in
planted in the spring, and about the
liolar at home even for one half day.
It
the street!”
same distances apart between the plants,
m inii't have help, hire it, rather than take
It was not a very tempting looking buni The “set” is put in perpendicular three
our ii iV"
lrom seiiool, and rob them of
inches under the surface. The root is so dle that she held up; not a neatly tied
w
very parent is under obligations to
tenacious of life that it might be planted
dry goods package, or a white paper covhis child, namely, a common school
gov
wen deeper without danger, but that is deep
It
ered confectioner’s store of sweets.
•duration.
Hut .""me nun say they arc too
enough to delay its starting till the cabbage was a carelessly wrapped newspaper cov1
11
t>*
Tn
is
to
lie
even
but
regretted
;
poor
crop gets up. This latter may grow and ered package, rather long and narrow,
is at iiaml in planning work
,i renj. b\
| close over it without any injury whatever to and not very large.
Still, there was ra'.e
day s when t in school room i" the horscardish. If ^planted too near the
j
ther an exulting ring in Lottie’s tone, as
surface, or il the “sets” are very strong, it she
cried; “See, mamma, jrhat I found
I! m
Is not tile r» p"tilioii of the assertion
will sometimes grow so strongly as to interin the street!”
1
prove to us that we Par in a fast age.
fere with the cabbage crop, when it should
Her lace fell as a shout canto from her
Hut it must be remembered that times have
be cut oil’ with a hoe. This will not injure
hanged as well as the people.
Mowing it in the least, since the root is all of this brother Toni, a lad often, who looked up
.'
bines have taken the place of the snath
before her mother could answer,
crop that is wanted, and that is grown most and,
ind si vthc on the lanm and factories semi
shouted: “April Fool! O Lottie what a
in the late summer and fall months, so that
! r' b bale attei Hale of Hot 1 is lor the people
cutting olf the leaves in June or July does goose! I’ll bet there’s nothing in it but
in the country, instea I of tin* hand loom in
not in any way injure it.
straw, or rags, or old newspapers. Open
tv fanners kitchen.
Pin American people
>> in*ii
inecaooagcs are cut on, me stumps it, Lottie. There!” he cried, again, as
:<• n.itrii lor ; Ii«»ir Ml warduess. :i in l nt no ;
;iiv to be removed ami the ground deeply
his sister opened the parcel, “I told you
11 >|m (11.
ill s more painfully hoed so as to
|*<•! li:ti, is
promote the growth of the so, nothing but a parcel of old papers.”
w i 111 <
{ than in tin* growing want »>f rchorseradish.
Once
is
Mrs. Wilkinson smiled at Lottie’s dishoeing
generally
v which is
exhibited by the younger
enough as the plant now grows very rapid- appointed lace, its she hastily wrapped
i;ts- oJ' the people.
This is very plainly
and by the end of October or the first of the
ly,
papers up again, and thrust them on
lu-araletl in tin; >< !iool room.
Show me
November, it may be dug up, but it is so a lower shelf of the sitting room closet,
tho-1
children who are best governed at
that it may lie left till there is danger
hardy
a sort of general receptable for odds and
home, and 1 will show von the best scholars of the
ground freezing up, or late in Nov- ends of all kinds, and
in i:ie school
There was a time when a
especially for waste
ember, when it is packed in pits to be prehild.
punished at school, received an- pared for market in winter, when there lit- paper.
•'!i•
The liullnns were displayed next, and
punishment, on its return home; and tle else to do. All it wants is to trim oft’
iith-umh w- would not advise the same to the small roots for next
time Lottie had put away her hat
year’s
crop, wash by the
practiced now, yet we do say that some and rinse in a till), weigh and pack in barrels. and shawl and was seated putting the
parent' should have a better oversight of
The average yield pel* acre is about four last stitches in the pretty walking suit,
l’he propensity of boys
their rhildivn.
tons, and the last live years it has averaged Tom had gone oil'to a game of loot ball
>e. tree in their ‘'lirn-" to become the rulers
about §200 per ton, or at the rate of §800 and the April Fool parcel was forgotten.
instead el th ruled siiould be overcome by
Mrs. Wilkinson had been a willow
per acre. It lias sold as high as §250 a ton,
strict a id unwavering diseipline at home.
That you see pays well, when you con- since Tom had first opened his great sauPerhaps there is no better way of making sider the cabbage crop, too, as raising
cy blue eyes upon the world, and Lottie
vour boy a “tyrant," Hum to submit to his
Indian corn at twenty live bushels an acre. then but
eight years old, had but little
wilt at home, and uphold him ill the wrong
The cabbage crop, it ought to be remember- recollection of a father who had
spent
at.mad.
We e annot have sympathy for the
ed, is one ol the best and most profitable most of his time
lie
at he r. who is u slave to the will and lirey
away from home,
we can raise, either to sell or to feed out to
had held the situation of travelling clerk
‘‘Train up up a child
pas-ions ,.f his son
milch cows. [ Ed. Mass. Ploughman.
ho
in
uni when
*-botiia
old
in tli,- w y
in a commercial house in New York city,
and during bis lifetime, im family had
It. is the fruit
he wiii not depart from it.”
House Medicines. I wish to say some- lived handsomely in that city.
Hi! that soweth the
..r the ill sowed seed;
Upon his
win.I shall roup the whirlwind.”
thing about the very many medicines so death, his widow had tound that her
Ihas Ix-i-it said-that the great mass of the much vaunted in llaming advertisements. means were sufficient to support her in
IH...jile g.-t tln-ir eduealiou at the common In the lirst place, the horse, ninety-nine comfort it used frugally, but were far too
schools; yet there is not that improvement times out of a hundred, does not require small for the
style of living warranted by
in th. ifi that there siiould he.
I’eople liave anything more than to be allowed to rest a his salary. A country house was at once
little, or at least only work say half a day
seemed eonteut to have their children grow
a
in Haneach day for a week or more, taking care to dee.idcdupon, cottage purchased
up with iitHe knowledge except the edueaover, and furniture selected from the city
iion of tin farm; hut a few, who have not change his diet; aud suppose he did remansion and sent there. Her income was
had the means of giving their children the quire some medicine, will black antimony,
sufficient for every comfort, but there
education they desired, have instilled nto sulphur, rosin, saltpetre, cream of tartar,
was no margin lor luxuries, and many an
their minds that indomitable spirit of energy or anything of the kind, be proper to give?
The true expert in horse-ology tells you article of dress was left unpurchased that
that enabled them to overcome all obstacles,
and to write their names among the great no; especially will a man properly versed the sum laid aside for Tom’s education
and mighty of the earth.
Many able men in therapeutics tell you that such a mixture might grow in bulk.
of the present, time have sprung from this as that mentioned on p. 10 is dangerous to
Lottie’s education was her mother’s own
the life and health of the horse. If we charge, and lew boarding school misses
.lass of people; coming up out of the
-eeludeil farm house to take their place in must have something of the kind, the prewere more thoroughly taught, or could
the council of the nation.
Vet It was by paration of an old acquaintance of mine in boast of more graceful accomplishments,
their own exertions that they carved their Chicago years ago, is much preferable, as, than the little homebred maiden. In adif it does no good, it could not do much
the monument ol fame,
names high on
dition, Miss Lottie was a most expert
harm. It was composed of dried black
bred Freeland. in Maine Farmer.
could make great varieties
waluut sawdust, chiefly scented with pul- housekeeper;
of bread, biscuit, pies and cake; could
verized fenugreek seed. 1 am not joking;
prepare dainty dinners and savory supthis was and is now a true fact.
Cheep Wash for Buildings.
of
The best alterative for a horse which pers ; was proficient in needle work
all kinds, and quite dressmaker and milTake ^ clean, water-tight cask and put in- may be overworked or a little out of sorts
inor enough for all home demands.
Slack it by is
to it half a bushel of lime.
Mr. Herbert Gilmore was quite well
No. 1. Pulverized gentian, 2 oz.; best
pouring water over it boiling hot, and in
aware of these varied excellencies of Miss
suflicient quantity to cover it live inches ginger, pulverized, 1 oz.; capsicum, pulver1-4
ized,
oz.; mix into four parts and give Lottie, and was also able to describe most
deep, and stir it briskly till thoroughly in
a ball, made with
syrup—if the horse accurately the glossy brown hair, soft
slackened. When the lime has been slackwill not eat it iu powder.
blue eyes, creamy complexion, and graceened, dissolve it in water, and add two
No. 2. Golden seal, 2 1-2 oz.; ginger, 1 ful
figure of the young lady. He knew
pounds of sulphate of zinc and one of com1-4 oz.; four doses.
mon salt.
what were her favorite songs, and could
These will cause the wash to oz.; capsicum,
when
Often
looking over incongruous
harden and prevent its cracking, which
a clear, powerful tenor, to aid her
of medicine am I put in mind of bring
gives an unseemly appearance to the work. mixtures
sweet soprano. lie knew that the pretty
have
I
an
anecdote
heard
John
B.
A beautiful cream color may be given to the
Gough ornaments in the parlor were the work of
wash by adding three pounds of yellow relate. A certain noted quack told him Lottie’s little white hands, that the flowone of his methods of cure consisted
that
a
or
or
the
color
lead
ochre;
good pearl
by
ers on the stand were tended by her, and
a large black bottle a little
addition of a lump of iron black. For fawn in putting into
the light tea buiscuit were of her making.
as well as the
•color add lour pounds umber, one pound of of every kind of medicine,
You guess they were lovers. Well, so
his bottles, &c. When a
Indian red, and one pound common lamp leavings of all
but, as “tho course of true
black. For stone color add two pounds patient presented himself, whose disease thoy were;
runs smooth,” so there was a
raw umber ami two pounds
lamp black. he could not understand (a very common love never
in tho channel of their
When applied to the outside of houses and thing witli quacks), he invariably gave him great rock ahead
a dose from this bottle, which he argued
love, and the rock was named Martin
to fences, it is rendered more durable by
reach
some
the
in
Gilmore
was as tough
shape,
Gilmore. Martin
adding about a pint of sweet milk to a gallon would surely,
Vet.
disease.
an fdd bachelor, as rich and kind hearted
of wash.
[Scientific American,
l
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figured in a romance, ami, moreuncle to the handsome young Herbert, who had so long studied Lottie Wilkinson’s blue eyes and busy fingers.
as over
over,

Mrs. Wilkinson had been a kind friend
the young man. whose only home was
bis uncle's gloomy house, and when the
love store was confided to her, gave a
willing consent to her daughter’s betrothal with one whom she believed to be honorable and true, a sincere (’hristian and
worthy of her confidence. The question
of money never occurred to her, and her
amazement was unfeigned when she found
Martin (lilmore entirely opposed to the
match on the ground of the bride elect’s
want of fortune.
Herbert at once asserted his right to
choose for himself,
lie was a young lawyer, with a fair practice, without sufficient means to warrant matrimony at
present, but hopeful and industrious,
willing to wait for his home until he earned it. and by no means waiting for his
I nch' .Martin’s fortune to fall to him.
In
the spring time of which I an. writing,
Herbert was a party in a lawsuit of which
1 must soon write more, and there was
some hope that the little home over which
Lottie was to preside, might be nearer
than was at first anticipated.
April was a week old when, one evening Herbert came to Mrs. Wilkinson’s
pleasant parlor evidently in a state of
Loitie was alone, sewgn it excitement.
ing (oh, ye romantic!) a patch on'lhe elbow of Tom’s jacket.
“Lottie put down that sowing, do, and
hear my news.”
Such sympathizing blue eyes are not
always raised for news.
“I've had a windfall.”
“What is it, Bert
“1 never would tell you about this lawsuit before, Lottie, because I did not consider my chance worth a pin: but it is
dill’erent, now, and I want to tell you
about it.”
•*l am listening, licit.
“My father had two brothers and one
sister, my Uncle Martin, Uncle Godfrey,
and Aunt Elsie.
Years ago Uncle Godfrey and Uncle Martin accumulated large
fortunes, but lather was too liberal and
open-hearted to save much, and never
was a rich man.
Some two years before
lie died Aunt Elsie married a man as poor
Uncle
as himselt, but good and true.
Godfrey opposed this match bitterly, and
when she was left a widow after six
months of married life, he refused her an y
assistance. She was then very ill with
what has since developed into spine disIn
father took her home.
ease, and
furious wrath Uncle Godfrey marie a will,
leaving his entire fortune to Uncle Martin.
I was but a little child when all this happened, but I heard of it. Some five years
ago Uncle Godfrey sent for me to make
him a visit, and during that visit we beNo longer
came attached to each other.
the stern angry man who disinherited my
father, he was softened and penitent, and
spoke most kindly of Aunt Elsie. Before
1 left him he promised to revoke his unjust will, giving me my father’s share,
and Aunt Elsie hers. Do I lire you with
my long story ?”
•‘No, indeed !”
“Two years ago Uncle Godfrey died.
Uncle Martin, as the oldest brother, took
out letters of administration, and claimed
the property of the old will. But behold
neither old nor new will could be found !
I was not of age, and my guardians and
Aunt Elsie at once claimed the division of
So comthe estate according to law.
menced the suit, and to-morrow the deBut a few
cision will be given in court.
days ago, Uncle Martin, in turning over
•some deeds and mortgage papers, found
the will leaving him the entire property.”
“O, Bert!”
“Wait, Lottie! Olf started uncle to his
lawyer’s with all the papers bundled up
together, and on his way he lost the
lie
whole out of his overcoat pneket.
has advertised in vain, ottering a large
reward.
Small as Hanover is Uncle
Martin’s papers are completely lost to all
appearances. So to-morrow the suit will
probably be decided as Uncle Godfrey
would have wished, and Beit Gilmore
will have fifty thousand dollars to oiler to
Miss Lottie Wilkinson.”
“But, Bert, if they are found ?”
“Then Uncle Martin adds my share and
Aunt Elsie's to his own, and wo arc left
as before.”
“It seems hard ?”
“True, but he has the law. Of coarse,
if the will is found, it would be only
cheating to hold it back; but it seems utterly lost, or surely such tempting rewards
as he advertises would product* it.”
to

Mrs. WilkinThen came other topics.
in, ami there was no more said
lawsuit until the young man
was leaving, when he said to Lottie:
“To-morrow evening you may see the
heir to a fortune if those papers do not

son came

about tin*

turn

up.”

“When were they lost, Bert ?”
“One week ago to-riav. Good night,
Lottie.”
One week ago.
Why, that was April
Fool’s day. If—if Lottie scarcely dared
to think in words as she sped across the
entry to the sitting room, and tore open
the closet door.
Fulling out the papers
in front, there lay the parcel she had
found in the street. With cold, trembling
lingers she opened it j again. There they
lay, closely written sheets, folded in legal
shape, and amongst them even her own
inexperienced eyes soon detected the
will.
“Oil, dear! oh, dear!" That was all
slie said., as she wrapped up the parcel
and went to her own room with it.
Martin Gilmore was at breakfast, and
to say that he was not in good humor
gives but a mild idea of the energy ol his
movements and the scowl upon his face.
Herbert bad hastily swallowed his coffee,
but the idd gentleman, growling at
everything, was still at the table.
“A lady to see you, sir.”
“A what !” cried the old gentleman,
glaring at his servant“A ladv to see you, sir.”
“What does she want?”
“Wants to see you, sir.”
A beggar for some
“Show her in.
She won’t get anything here.
charity.
If there is anything 1 do hate it is a
strong minded committee woman !”
The little figure that followed the maid
servant into the room, scarcely answered
one’s preconceived ideas of the energetic
specimens of the sex hated by Martin
Gilmore. She was petite, fair, and young,
wore

a

mouse-colored

dress, trimmed

with blue, and blue ribbons on her hat.
“Want to see me?" growled the gentleman.
“You lost a package of papers a week
ago, sir. Here they are.”
Eagerly he clutched them, and opened,
one after another.
“You shall have the
reward,” he said.
“Yes, yes, they are
all here.”
“I did not bring them for a reward!
They were yours, and it was only honest
to return them.”
Little could he guess, by the clear,
steady blue eyes, what a wakeful, weeping night her honesty had cost.
“Why did you keep them a week ?”
“I did not know what they were until
last evening.”
“Can’t you read ?”
•‘I did not examine the parcel. I found
it in the street on April Fool’s day, and
it was a trick parcel.”
“Humph! Nice mess! Tomfoolery!”
grumbled the old man. “And pray,” he
said, “how came you to ascertain last
evening that it was not a trick parcel.”

thought

Lottie hesitated a moment, then she
said: “Mr. Herbert Gilmore told me you
lost a parcel of valuable papers on the
first of April, and I looked to ascertain
if they wore the same ones I found.”
“Herbert Gilmore! Then you are—”
“Miss Charlotte Wilkinson.
Good
morning. Mr. Gilmore.”

“Stay—stay a moment! Did Herbert
tell you what these papers were ?’’
“Yes, sir.”
“Anil that one," anil he held up the
will, “deprives him of liftv thousand
dollars ?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Ami so you were willing to deprive
him ot his fortune ?”
“lie would not have a stolen inheritance,” said th<' young girl indignantly.
“He is young, and can make his own
way in the world.” “We,” (and a bright
little blush followed the pronoun) “do
not need a fortune to be happy.”
“Then the finding of the will is a matter of indill'erenee to yon ?"
“No, sir. 1 would like Herbert to have
what his Dnelc (iodfrey wished him to inherit, if he could have it honestly: and I
am very, vorv sorry for his poor Aunt

Elsie.”
“What ! Do you know my sister?”
“No, sir; but she is old, and poor, and

sick.

1 wish she could have her share.”
! Ah ! Oh !”
Mv pen can give no idea of the intonation of the scries ol grunts that followed
this speech ol Lottie's.
Suddenly the old man got up, the will
in his hand, and stood before Lottie.
“Miss Charlotte Wilkinson,” he said abruptly, “I like you!”
“Thank you,” she said, demurely.
“I like you ! I’m an old man, worth a
half million of dollars, but I don’t know
that anybody loves me.
l)o you think
that you could ?”
“I don’t know.” was the frank reply.
“Will you try
You will be my niece,
you know, when lierl marries you, and
you will be a bit of sunshine in the old
house it has not seen for a long time.
Will you allow me to make you a wedding gift ?’’ and to her unutterab’c
amazement he walked across the room
and deliberately placed the will upon a
bank of glowing coals in the open grate.
Doth watched the paper crackle, curl,
blaze and finally lloat up the chimney in
little black Hakes. Then Lottie came to
the old man’s side.
“1 have done you injustice.” she said simply. “1 have no
but
if
will
let me, I will give
father,
you
you a daughter’s love.”
“Thank you, my dear,” lie said, taking
her hand, and drawing her to him, “l
will come with Herbert this evening to
sec your mother,
(looil bye, now; 1
must go to court and deliver up the remainder of Lottie’s April Fool Bundle.”

"Humph

A Woman's Whim.
The Toledo Commercial relates a nice
litlie domestic story for the benefit of those
married ladies who know not how to understand and value unsentimental, manly
husbands. A worthy and contented husband and wife residing comfortably in
that city wore lately visited by a female
friend of the lady, who coming from another city where she had a liege lord and
several children, and not bringing even
her latest young baby with her, had somewhat the otl'ect of a strong-minded contempt of conventional escort, llor manner, too. with her Toledo friends was constrained : she seemed unwilling to talk of
herself or anything belonging to her; and
when after several days of rising early
and spending hours upon apparently unsatisfactory quest in the city, she was
heard to sob bitterly m her own room,
her hospitable entertainers concluded that
it was their duty, as her friends, to ask
some account of such'ominous appearances.
It fibre this conclusion could lie
carried into otl'ect, however, the gentleman
of the house was accosted in the street by
a business acquaintance, who asked him
for information as to the character of a
! “.Miss Williams,” who, seemingly in great
distress, had applied to him for employment, and given as a reference the gentleman whom he then had the honor to ad:
dress. Said gentleman replied, in some
I astonishment, that he knew no Miss Williams; "but'' added he, after a moment’s
thought, "I’d like to ask my wife, about
I it.” Permission being accorded, the wife
was
duly asked that afternoon at dinner
if she knew any “Miss Williams;” and as
at the sound of the question, their female
guest turned first very red, then deathly
white, and at last withdrew in haste from
the dining room, husband and wife both
decided that both of them did know Miss
Williams. Acting promptly upon this decision. the wife followed her friend to the
room in which she
had taken refuge,
and soon drew from the excited and weepiug woman a full confession. She had
\ been offended by her husband in some
trivial matter, left home “never to return,”
and was possessed of some half-crazy idea
about finding employment and earning a
living for herself in Toledo. “Oh! that
is all nonsense,” commented the fair receiver of this confidence, who lost no time
in getting her husband to telegraph to the
husband of her misguided friend, that he
must come at once and take charge ot his
wife. The telegraphed one, however, instead of obeying, made reply that he
should do nothing of the kind.
Ilis wife
had left him without cause and in anger,
and while perfectly ready to receive her,
he should not go an inch alter her. The
poor, foolish runaway, now thoroughly
tired of and alarmed at her own folly, was
glad enough of the opportunity to return,
even though it involved some retributive
humiliation, and accordingly “packed her
things,” and hurried back to her husband,
home and children awaiting her witii welcome and forgiveness.
It may have had
the excellent etl'eet of deterring her from
ever seeking the other kind.
i From the- New York Sun. |

Ways

that

are

Dark-

The people living on the Merrimac riv er
in Massachusetts have been highly delighted with the liberality ot Congress in
appropriating S:>u,()jO, in addition to tiro
.■B.)0,00(>, voted last year, for improving
the navigation of that stream, as the judicious expenditure of that amount, it was
thought, would render it navigable at any
,.n: i» i„ lUrci.tii, n...
„r.„»>igation, for vessels drawing not over ten

feet.

Their

total extinction of life
Are not so unequivocal as manv
suppose
Cessation or respiration and circulation
can not afford positive evidence, lor tin
Letter from Florida.
external senses arc not sufficiently acute
Perils of Premature Burials.
to enable us to detect either respiration or
£ liy Alexander|\Vildor, M, I)., in the Eclectic.]
Correspondcnco ol the Journal,
the circulation in the smallest degree comWe remember vividly the horror proJacksonville, March, 1871.
patible with mere existence. Loss of
duced, while yet in our boyhood, when an heat is not conclusive: for life
A party left with us for a
may contrip to the up- elder sister read
from the I’tica Observer tinue ami
take place when no
recovery
per St. Johns, and a few from Ilostou a
The
“Buried
Alive.”
story entitled
perceptible vital warmth exists. It is
who joined us, were the
leading spirit? of person had fallen into a cataleptic condi- customary in some places to cut orampu
while
and
the expedition. To one, who we
rigid
yet tate a finger, relying on the ihnv or nondesig- j tion. becoming cold
nated as the “life ot the group,"’ we were conscious, and was duly coffined and flowing of the blood to reveal tin aetu i-l
buried.
He was exhumed by ‘‘resurrec- fact.
Perhaps vesication would be equal! v
indebted for much amusement. T he fust tionists,” carried to a medical
college, sure. Heat or an irritating snb-tan.-e
point of interest is l’ilatka, the largest and placed on the table of a demonstrator could be applied to the skin—tin* <>«•place above Jacksonville. It has a de- of anatomy ; a few shocks of the galvanic eurring of a blister is evidence of vitality
aroused him, ami on the Fonbert
proposed as a test to cut into on
lightful climate, and is situated on a high battery partially
wounding of his breast by the knife he of the intercostal spaces ami feel tin* lie
Id nil' above the river. It is the headgave signs of life, and by proper treat- with tin* linger.
Holding tin* linger- !»«•
quarters for steamboats from Charleston ment was fully resuscitated, 'Fen or tore a light is said to be sure a reduce
and Savannah. On our arrival we found twelve years afterward a relative, where
being apparent in the living subject. but
we were
visiting, told us of having been none in ease of death. Calv inism leas
lour large steamers, tilled with passenpn sent when the body of her son-in-law been
supposed to furnish a certain t»• -t
gers, mostly, like ourselves, pleasure was made ready for the eoflin, and
per- j Irritability is extinguished lirst it. the lett
seekers; also two small boats, resem- eeiving, as she imagined, a warm spot on ventricle, then in the intestines and
bling pictures of the ark. bound for tin1 the left breast, a daughter who was sitting stomach, n^xt in tin* bladder. afterward
as this was told cried out with honor, I
in the right ventricle, then in tin* <e-. »ph
Oeklawaha, Our boat here was soon Idl- by
“Do not talk anymore of it. the idea is too
I’h
and after that in the iris.
ed with mosquitoes.
The walls were dreadful to think of.” But wo did think gus,
muscles of the trunk finally give way. t!
black with them, and we were an- over and over again of the horror of in- 1 extremities
Tin
auricleand
tJn*
ticipating a suffering night, when the terring a living person. It was hardly collapsed edge of a wound in a tlead b.>d\
in
the.
it.
ease
that
such
question,
in distinction from a gashing wound in
chambermaid informed us they were the probable,
a thing did occur, tor the
body remained living one is the result of a peculiar it
blind race, and did not bite, and that unlmried
a
to
allow
return
long enough
<*t
t:\bi 1 ity, tin* extinction ot which i- >*;
they were often so numerous that they to consciousness. But in this country the the. surest indications of death. 1*\ nperil of interment, before death has actu- cidity is a certain sign of d« ath. put t
were taken on shovels from the decks.
ally taken place, is often very groat. For lion is unequivocal, Belladonna
Plenty of early vegetables, peas, pota- years
past it has been very common for Calabar bean applied to the eye. it i
a
toes and beans we found, and incessant
persons in supposed health to fall down will sensibly affect the eve it (In* p
sunshine and profusions of tlowers. An suddenly, with every appearance < f hav- is
living. 'The number of j>. *11
died. We do not regard sudden death have
orange grove opposite the town, contain- ing
with horror, as it is often, painless, and
KKYIV Ell AT 'l'IIK LAST M« >M l!N 1
ing ti\e hundred trees, is finely arranged exempts the person from the anxiety and
and a splendid sight. The frost this year other
unpleasant experiences which so About to lx* consigned to tin- eotlim i
Hie number known
has injured the fruit, but not the trees. often accompany a lingering dissolution. fearfully great.
have been actually buried :iliv i-.11 -»•
It is twenty years since the orange crop But there is a fearful liability of being
sullieient to justify extraordinary pn- m
prostrated by catalepsy—
has suffered as much as this season.
lions in every ease.
rm: corxTEUEKir or death
On leaving Pilatka, we sail from lake
Babior collected the details of lilt \ 1 \v.
under such circumstances that the persons eases of
to river, and river to lake, for nearly two
persons buried alive, of litty-t in
the
in
will
not
hesihaving
body
charge
who recovered without assistance
days. At times we find it very crooked, tate about a prompt burial. We could
!
were laid in their eollins. m !
and winding into such sharp angles it
wish that the old Oriental practice of '-re- they
1
1
seventy-two falsely reported amat
ion
in
was
us.
fashion
There
seems impossible for our small craft to be
among
Legislation ought to be interposed i:
would at least he the comfortable reflecmatter.
’Hie law shouhl require tie
turned. The banks of the river are covtion of no suffocation in a eoflin ; besides,
amination of tin* body by a medico m
ered with a luxurious growth of tropical the
application of lire would generally or expert before permitting; it- interne
vegetation, with often a clearing, but arouse the eatalepie person to a manifes- When a physieian has been employe.! I,.
tation of life. Some two years ago, a
should be obliged to certify to aetua
mostly a wilderness of oaks, magnolia in
was copied into the Rochester Demdeath, unless the umnpiivoeal evideue.full llower, bay. Cyprus, and gum trees, story
ocrat. purporting to be the experience of
of dissolution
bad already appear. :
and again a palmetto grove interwoven :i man in a low state of health, who was
Undertakers and others having eli irgv <<’
with llowering shrubs, and covered with compelled to seek shelter in a deserted funerals should be
compelled to a-eertain
wild vines of honeysuckle, nasturtium house in Illinois, where he fell asleep, that death has occurred before colli'iing
lie was found there in a cataleptic trance. the
remains. The idea of sutV n ation in
and varieties of ivy.
Mm
supposed to have died. In tins con- cotlin is more terrible than that of torture
\ve enter first Lake George, Hi miles dition lie was removed and
prepared tor on the rack or burning at the Make.
long, ami nearly as wiile. Here we liml burial, conscious all tin* time of what was Carelessness can not be innocent; cum
on.
but
to
unable
utter
a sound or
Kembrant’s Island, with 2000 acres rever- going
ignorance in such a matter is akin t
make a sign of lilt*.
His condition was
crime. A mockery is our sorrowim:.
ed with orange groves, fields of sugar
discovered
before
it
was
too
fortunately
our tears, are little better than hypo m Ln
cane; and here, lor a novelty, we see a late.
when we neglect precautions again-! this
two story house lost almost in the wilderThe story may be a fiction, but it did terrible fate to which
every one of us ione.
several
times
like
We
have
not
read
ness.
Next Lake Beresford, where imtlius liable.
is
seriit
too
tin*
story, although
mense docks of white cranes and heron repeated
ous for a jest, except when regarded enDouble Meanings.
circle the air, curlews witli their pure
ludicrous side, of a woman
on
the
tirely
'The English language is peetili irl\
white plumage, paroquets with brilliant who, while borne to the place of interabundant in words and phrases whi-1:
hues, wild ducks, geese, snipe and wood- ment, was aroused to consciousness by
the jostling other eotlin against the walls are capable of two meanings, and which
cock. The wild turkey is a splendid bird,
of a house, as the bearers clumsily turned thus give rise to an endless number "t
but didicult to find after being killed, on the corner. She was
speedily released mistakes, catches and pu//.les. which :i!
account of the treacherous nature of the
from her cerements and conveyed home, ford a great deal of the amusement «>f e\
A familiar example is tiewhere she lived several years longer. erv day life.
swamps. The air is tilled in the morning
She fell into adc» line and died ; the luneral word got, which may mean either w is >:
with the sweet songs of the birds, and at
again took place, and the procession set procured. Thus one boy says to another
night the hooting of owls furni-hes music out tor the grave. As it drew near to the with a grave face. "Ered got shot t. * 1 a \
'll
for us. Some of the horned owls are very house at the corner, the husband wiped ‘Where ?" asks the oilier, in alarm.
his eyes hastily, and cried out to the got shot in a hardware store,1’ meanimcurious.
of course, that he bought it.
| bearers,
Again wo enter the narrow river, “l’.F, 0 VREI I L AS Y< U I I KX 11IE C<>ItXER.”
A man assured a storekeeper, who Imwhere the cry from some of the party
itated to trust his companion for a pur
it is, however, no topic for .1 jest when chase, “If lie refused to
pay for it, l will.”
takes you to the side ot the boat for an alwe consider the matter from the proper
llis companion refused to pay lor i:. aed
ligator, but oftener you see a decayed log point. Persons are buried alive, and so did
n-e In*
the speaker, as in one
with a turtle perched upon it. and again have a tenable period of agony in the said he would.
It is thus very easy, b\
comes to their relict.
eollin
before
death
a good shot for a rare bird
using uncertain language, to .onm
proves to be a
We execrate the old Roman law which
buzzard.
impression.
Alligators are getting -hv ol arthori/rd the magistrate to bury alive* false
A sheritl asked tin* wife of a ijuake*.
I gunpowder, and no wonder, for some ilicir incontinent vestal
The
virgins.
against whom he had a writ, if her tin
Thra-aans. after the practice of India, band was at home
1
days there is such a tiring from the boa:
She replied.
Amestris or Ksther. lie will sec thee in a moment.”
buried widows.
Hie
it seems like a -1th of July.
»>ue -n f Xerxes of Persia, caused four- sheritV
waited, but tin* <Junker did n >! up
Lake Monroe is a very handsome sheet
be
interred ; and,
teen living children to
lie was contented with -e.-mg the
pear.
of water, and here wo find Mellonville, till
lately, Hindoo widows were buried or sheritV, he did not e;ire that tlm dieiiil
formerly the site of Ft. Mellon, during the burned alive at suttees. Hut we, in our i should see him.
Indian war. This is the place where the reckless carelessness, do as badly as they.
The position of words in :i sentm
A writer in the Nineteenth Century in- ami the list* of
Florida Improvement Company have lo- forms us that at the
stops, often entirely 111•
|
public mortuarie ol the
in
Thus an account <»i
cated, and taken thousands of acres of ; Paris about one in every three hundred noralmeaning.
declares.
“The remains wemI
be
to
dead
land, commencing to plant oranges and persons supposed
actually mitted to that bourne from which
comes
again to lite. At that rate one traveler returns attended by his tVicmU.'
banannas, and an immense vineyard is tic
hundred persons mud be buried alive anIgnorant peo|»le an* apt to us.- pin
iiig laid out. Many are buying lands, and nually belonging to the City ot New with
double meanings, without intei: 1feel that in a few years they may sit under York; and here, too. not a tithe ot the
ing to do so. Among the advertisom'n'
their own vine and tig tree. We visited precautions are taken that are required in
we may sometimes read that a renter!
ble woman wants washing. The pi •>pr:r
Senator Grimes’s orange orchard, of some France and Knghmd
A well-authenticated ease is on record tor ot a bone mill advertises that
jvi-ti-,‘>oO trees. Every tree is set out to form ol a
strong man dropping away suddenly, sending their own bones t> !••• gr eiM-1.
regular squares, and about the same size whoso grave or tomb was opened four will be attended to with fidelity and d:
and height, and are tilled with tlowers, the days niter, and the body found twisted
patch. It was related in a ei-v p.i"
around in the coliin, and a
dislocated, liow.
during the celebration, a child wi
perfume almost overpowering,and oranges the hair turned white amihip
torn out, ami
run
oyer, wearing a short red di<of all shades, from green to bright yellow
the tbatures distorted in a horrible man- which never
spoke afterward.
Here we find lemon and tig trees.
The ner.
Fearful was tin* struggle of that
Many popular pu/./!es depend m-M
frost did not injure the fruit at this place, man in his ghastly eonlliet for life with the
ambiguity or double meauim;
and the estimated value of the crop is (*verv odds against him. A young woman, words and phrases. 'Thus we :ir«• t« hi
also, beautiful in person and intellect,
*20,(100. One trot1 had la,000 oranges, was buried in the usual hurry, some ten there was a man who had sixt hiMi'ii.
\\ « n
and liad never seen one of them
and many of them a thousand each.
The body was alterward
years ago.
led to suppose that none ot the chil l n
nanoval
to a distant cemeDirectly across the lake is Enterprise, taken up for
had ever been beheld by their pare;
She, too, h id been engaged and Hut the words
may mean equally a- w
comprising some dozen houses, and a tery.
worsted in her eotlin in :i terrible struggle that one had been born while the
pal at
large hotel tilled with invalids. The air is lor life. Her face was gashed, her hands w as
on a journey.ami lie had. eonsetpn
said to have healing in its drafts. The ami arms frightfully lorn, her feet drawn
ly, never seen that one. Another pn
Green Spring here is beautiful, as eh nr us up in a wild endeavor to extricate her- is this: 'There was a
1
poor blind I*
self from the hoiribh* prison, her lain*
who had a brother; the brother da I.
crystal, one hundred feet deep, and surfurrowed and lacerated by tin* fingerhut the man who died had no broth'
rounded by palmettos which are splendid'
nails. ><» desperate had been that strug- What relation was the
to the in n
ly reflected in its depth. The water has gle. A young man, in another city, was who died ? We are aptbeggai
to think the be
thus buried, and ids grave opened six
a sulphurous taste, and is not pleasant.
gar was a man, but when we think tin!
'The body had turned the
The sulpher and salt springs are very days alterward.
beggar might be a girl, the amw. r
the face, the arm was bitten to tin
upon
becomes tjnii** plain.
numerous through Florida, are
tepid, and bo.io, ami there were other
We are told of two men who met ••«• li
recommended for rheumatic persons to
other at an inn, and greeted each oth<
<>r
mi: 1*1: \ m-w
r.\ ii»i:n< i>
bathe, and be healed therein.
The hotel keeper in*111
We remember that tin* story was tohl, affectionately.
l-akes Ilarney and Jessup, above here,
ed of one how he was related to tin
several years ago. that Lorenzo 1>. Sheper, who replied:
is as far as file steamer can go. These ard. a
prominent lawyer of the City of
**brother and sister have I n>»n
lakes are the head
for hunters and Ww York, who died in the
■

—

■

>

■

■

their

1

<

quarters
apparently
Vet this man’s lather was my lather’- -«»n
fishers, and the woods abound in game. full vigor of life, actually recovered after This i; a
perfectly plain statement. iml
and that the clothes about his
interment,
Hero are found plenty of deer and the
are ele:u
face were found to he saturated with his yet there are lew whose minds
"!
waters all well stocked with excellent fish
blood. We know nothing of the accuracy enough to see at once that this jingle
l»odh"i lmv<* bi»on removed word- is only a roundabout way .H -n\
cecity onnglil. sill'll MS leiss, mullet, t.-oiit, of tl><‘ «5f<*rv
m
&c. Quite a trade is carried on at these from old to new lmrying-grounds, several ing that this man was the speaker’
of them liaving turned over in the collins.
places on the river with the natives.
Immense Peace Procession.
lVrhaps this phenomenon is produced by
Flowers made of paroquet feathers, alli- the
mechanical force of the
which

delight on hearing of the appropriwas not to be compared
gases
surprise when they learned that gator's teeth, converted into charms and are generated by decomposition; but who
the Government surveyor and a large whistles,
have
rctleetcd
much upon
palmetto seed necklaces and knows? We
tliis subject, and not without much anxiety.
party of workmen had commenced operafans; canes of the orange, guava and na- There
tions atjMethuen, above Haverhill, pickis actually little protection for any
ing stones from the bed of the river and tive woods. It was amusing to see the of us from this terrible peril.
We exhaust our energies by overwork,
carrying them ashore while the ledge at dress of our friends on their return, deckMitchell’s Falls, just below them, which ed with these Florida curiosities. As none excitement, too much fatigue of the brain,
runs entirely across the river, could not
of the party were invalids we had a line the use of tobacco, sedatives and an.-esbe removed so as to allow vessels to pass
thetics, and by habits and practices which
time, and shall long remember our sail lo hasten the three sisters in the
up to the locality where they are now opspinning of
the fatal thread. Apoplexy, palsy, epierating for less than a quarter of a million the upper St. Johns.
Before leaving Florida 1 must speak of lepsy, are likely to prostrate us at any
of dollars.
Their astonishment moderated, though, Fernandina.
Our brief visit satisfied us moment; and catalepsy, perhaps, is not
when they learned that the lion. Maj-Gen.
that it is a desolate place. At the north far from any one of us. This last affection
is characterized by a loss more or iess
Benjamin F. Butler has recently purchased of the St. Johns
river, it has a fine beach, complete of consciousness, with a pecua
large tract of land in Methuen borderand
one
can
on
a
line
have
cool
ride
for
the river, where these “improvemiles. liar rigidity of the muscles, causing the
ing
ments in navigation” are progressing.
it to retain the posiIt There is a Ladies’
Seminary-here, under body and each part ofhave
is stated in the Boston Herald that Gen. care of the
been at tin* moBishop of Florida, and it is tion in which it may
Butler has been informed by competent considered a fine
place for the health ol ment of attack, or in which it may afterengineers that he has fall enough to carry the students: but I should feel it rather a ward be placed. It may attack both sides
as many spindles as either Lawrence or
lonely spot for a young girl to bo sent to of the body, one side only, or a single
Lowell, and the people in that region look from a northern home. But I must now limb or organ. Sometimes it is preceded
upon it as a singular coincidence that take my friends who feel interested to fol- by signs of nervous disorder, and at other
times is occurs without any
Government should be clearing out the low my course, to Savannah.
a. s. m.
previous
river just where the General would want
warning symptoms.
his mill-pond should he undertake to build
ANY
STKAY
This story is told or old Judge Voso, of
KMOTION,
mills, while the stones taken ashore would New
in his last days, when alAny unusual or protracted intellectual exfurnish a goorl part of the material nec- most Hampshire,
lifeless through paralysis: A neigh- ertion,
great physical exhaustion, unessary to build a dam.
bor came in, who was understood to have saliateil sexual desire or excessive indulAn honest Congressman is the noblest
seen better days, but had been reduced,
gence, the retrocession ot a cutaneous
work of God.
by improvidence or bad habits, to rather a eruption—in short, any tiling that debilicondition.
He, however, ap- tates tin1
dilapidated
will produce this singuHuman I’koguess. “What have you peared this day, quite unexpectedly, in a lar attack.system
Of course, as with most disdone to further human progress?” said a pretty tidy suit of black. The son reorders, it is occasioned in males by dissententious philosopher one day of Jen- marked the change, and inquired if ho was orders of the
digestive system, and in
kins.
in mourning for any one.
"No,” was tlm iemales with disease of the womb. CauJenkins’ reply was clear and deccsive: reply—“only mourning for
be observed and
sins.”
The
tion
therefore,
my
should,
;
“I’ve produced seven boys and two girls, Judge raised up at the
moment, and but surfeiting, undue exposure to heat or
Sir.”
for a moment, and, with his former droll
cold, overtasking the brain, excessive
The philosopher departed, and for the look and his latter broken
mental
articulation, bathing,
excitement, sexual
tirst time in his life
asked. “Lost any of ’em ?"
—thouglVaberrations, the use of tobacco or
ation, however,

to

signs of
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The

in
lVaee procession, Monday.
point of numbers and enthusiasm, \1 !• •*!
any similar display ever witnessed in
Now York.
From an early hour tIn*
streets were crowded with orgaui/ationproceeding to tin* rendezvous, and with
citizens desirous of witnessing the paThe streets along the line <»i
geant.
march were densely crowded, as was
every window and balcony commanding
a view of the scene.
Flags were displaved from almost every house.
A majority
of the German stores were closed, the
proprietors and employees participating
in the procession.
In front of the <’it\
Hall was erected a large platform from
which the procession was reviewed by
Gov. llotfman, Mayor Hall, members n|
the Common Council, and heads of the
City Department, and Commissioners ami
Judges ot the State; Court, and many
other prominent persons. As the proces
sion passed the platform the immense
crowds that were gathered about the plat
form, greeted it with cheers and waving
of banners. At a mass meeting at Toni|
kins square, held after the procession,
there was a vast assemblage. Speeches
wcremadejby Horace Greeley, ex-Governor Soloman of
Wisconsin, Oswald Oallen
dort. Gov. Soloman in an address sanl
that the whole civilized world had reason
to rejoice at the
victory ol Germany,
which unlike France, was not actuated
by the spirit of gloiy and conquest, and
desired only to lie allowed to cultivate
her field in peace.
A son of the late 1‘resilient Tyler, only
21 years old, is a uhlan in the twelfth
irmy corps of Saxony, and served through
mt the Franeo-1 Yiissian war.

V
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The Struggle Around Paris.

Franco.
-;

vma: n\:roirn:i>.

i;i/

\

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

Pa ivis, 16th.

Till'USD AY, AF1UL 20, 1871.

!

Versailles says
Pari-; is completely invested and j
to
surrender
summons
within:.'! 1
In;
will !n' sent. (nil. Kudos,
i:
«
iin?i11;j.’ the forts, says all seems linislieil.
i hr night li1.- been terrible and the bathe r--:\nt. Prom six o'clock ill the j
ning Viitnivs Inna* a most violent as- |
mi:. Tin. i loyalist s' loss is enormous. I
fi;. y \ver«- repulsed along the whole line, j
1
was a -omplete. victory for tin? Coinj
•:;.
Oe.r men fought like lions.)
rtally Ledrux. (lovernor oi \ anvres.
i'
seini-ollieial journal says that one
t h< >us;; 11d
soldiers were killed before
several hundred taken
\ an\ r» s,
and
]>\\ so tiers at Nenilly. There was no loss
i.inmg the Parisians except Dornbrowski,
v. 11.»
The fresh
is dightly wounded.
anmunal election now in progress, exit.-- no interest.
The decree of the com.niu* places all railroads under its coniii'i and obliges them to produce all their
!r.oks and documents, if required, for inspection. The ipiarriers of the Champs
I.!\
has been exceedingly damaged
\ sludls which are still falling thickly,
flu; building occupied by the American
at ion, was struck by fragments of a
in II.
Saturday, nevertheless Mr Wasliii a.continues to remain in avenue
.1 i-rphine.
ll irricades have been ordered
in erected immediately in the quarters
ih« Tuilleiies, and Pelleville which
I ivndcr Paris impregnableMo the used's (lf the Versaillists.
.satunlay, at nine in tIn* morning, the
\
-ailh-s troops made a siuhlen attack
Some of the communists
anvres.
■d precipitately. cutting the traces of
artillery horses. YanVres opened
hi tin*'Versaillists, and at the same
in.
the i.mmunists in the trenches lired
a
hundred yards distance, causing
ii.it
slaughter. 'The Versaillists fought
li i< is reckoned that during the
-1
two days the Versaillists have lost
»
All
wounded
hilled
and
-nits are
not allowed to leave the
without a permit, except men between
Provisions are raising in
and 1".
i.'i
The gates except those opposite
111 «-nemy are open all day.
I

.v.

at

rnnient
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The

Alabama

If it be true, as

ington,

Claims.

reported

that the Joint Commission now in

session there, has agreed upon the terms
of a practical settlement of the vexed and

without the shadow of

excuse, further
the purely sellish

an

K.DITuK.

AKKKsT Ol- sir.eou:
than ‘”111 be lound in
handrev. editor «»f the Sieele, lias been
and indefensible one of the destruction of
.in -tel.
The charge is unknown: not
Our calamity was
a commercial rival.
eti his wife was permitted to visit him.
held to be her opportunity, in furthering
a groat, outcry at the number
Hi. re
Xu more will take jdace witli- i which she went further than
t apv-is.
prudence diehi a report from the commune of the
tated, and overstepped the bounds of inter-

j

cause.

<

ilACMANS III

INI

national law.

uliCKl).

'! In- (Annan- at < ivlci! have boon reinil with is,him moil ami aro preparing
to intervene.
i.

•

*

SriM

is \

•;<.].r

at

Xiuii.t y.

!';m cannonade and musketry tiring
An <»1 >m:min'd throughout Sunday.
tinate struggle is going on at Xeuilly.
•a In iv tin- around i- disputed inch by inch,
ill-' commune is resolved to continue the
i' I'eic <• to the last.

and Mr. Hayford knows it is, that we
slackened any efforts in behalf of the road,

Tin?

reckoning

was

eavo-

ally kept and filed away for futnni use.
It is said that tin; individual who treasures

1

lip a wrong and bides his time, is sure to
tind it
that sooner or later 1ho opportor
retaliation comes. This maxim
tunity

applies

with much more force to the af-

fairs of nations, and to Kngland, who is
constantly in peril of war in all quarters

There

certain

are

had

honesty

other one

the

hand and

one

of purpose,
behind them with

of their

declaiming

much as possible the innate savagery of the
South, and for a lime let it “stew in its own
gravy." If it can stand it the rest of the
country can.
That isn’t the object. Unless some

who,

here

persons

gesticulating with

while

beckoning fingers toward any man or
any corporation that could bo made to
bleed. The wharf proprietors, it they had
understood how to pull the strings, could
have found some one. happily uniting the
opposite functions of President of the
Iload and Contractor for building it. who
could have made matters agreeable.
So far from having been strenuous
about the extension of the road, along the
wharves, Mr. Ilayford has repeatedly expressed his surprise at tne ease with which
the point was yielded, and that he wouldn’t

of the

instance ot this in

an

ia

.-i.kk.Ts lliaann’.

lien, ('luserel in ollieial rejiort to the
iy th.it fort Vanvres wa< alin U'-ec--ion. Saturday.
i.eil ii, i• ii111•
A
detaehmenl of gov.rmiient troops on
Mi.- I la ml of (irande datto !iaescaped.

«

oininum-

>

■

A\ Attack F\i*i:<ti:i>.

lien.

rin* \ ersailies army has been eoneon»11n• lor the last four days, and a gen•
d and formidable attack is momentarily
e \
peel ed

troduced,
lie

not

call for more men

to

on

completed by Nov.

On tin' lttth of

on.

August,

we

gone

“Tn this emergency,
feel il to he

nnr

i*

via:

ok

rnr.

to

out, in the
bitter discussion

bring

Congress or more prominent places,
conspicuous for hatred toward
Kngland. The State of Maine, especially,
with her extended sea coast and exposed

to

men

frontier, should rejoice at the removal of
cause of war which
might transform

a

a

battle

14.

iu -Ki.rx mu..

of her

ground, to the deimpoverishment

people.

It is understood that the

responsibility
of Kngland for the cruisers that escaped
from her ports is fully admitted, and it is
agreed that such responsibility shall be
hereafter accepted as a political maxim

Nearly nine hours were spent in debata ml voting
upon the Ku-Klux bill,
ml the discussion throughout was interand lively.
The apology of Sena11 owe for his attack upon Senator between tin
I'nited States and Great
nnuier. after the latter's recent speech
Rritain, both these powers also pledging
."'1.1 Domingo, was made as a personi xolanat ion.
Il proiluced quite a sensa- themselves to make efforts for a general
i"M in llm (’hamher, ami i-the
leading international acceptance of tin; same view.
i•
>pie l i-night ii. the city That Air. Sum- The claims at present under consideration
i- -till win the party out of%hich
'b 1 lov. attempted t«* read him, is ap- art* to be submitted for verification and
ptivn! from the course pursued and votes auditing to a new commission of live periiy him to-day. The speech ol'Sena- sons--one to bo named by the President,
t"i Sehurz was an addition to the
already one by the Rhioon and one each respectivenumerous li.-t
clear, able arid rhetorical.
ly by the President of Switzerland, the
! .:*■
ou< may be said of Senator ('asser1\. who w as cut oil* before lie had conclud- king of Italy and the Emperor of lirazil.
ed. 11\ the arrival of the hour agreed up- These commissioners are to be sworn,
i o*' loek), when Senator Fdmunds
like jurors, that they have formed no preuoiild lake th Moor to close the arguei.'iit upon the bill.
'This speeli of Sena- vious immovable opinion ami have no
'•r Fdmund- ipronounced by all to be prejudices in the matter, but that they
he ablest and most ctVcctive delivered in
will decide altogether upon the evidence
favor of the hid. The ground covered
as they receive it.
• •v him wa- hroad, and his
points were
irong and well taken, and he was listenHow it Worked.
>I to throughout with marked attention,
s' Veral
colloquies too!; place between
Last week, in a wrangle between two
Mesrs. Kdmuuds. rminbull, Thurman,
members of the New York Assembly, one
ami others, which were genarally spiritof them, a Democrat named Irving, struck
I ami >harp -giving life to the dabate,
ami frequently irave cause for mirth in his
antagonist, who was a republican, a
ill*- galleries.
Voting upon amendments blow in the face. To save expulsion
about
I
ami
continued
until
begun
past G
o'clock, when the vote on the bill was ta- Irving resigned. The Kennebec Journal,
ken, le-uilting iii its passage by forty-live rememberwig the Democratic majority of
veas against nineteen nays. Senators IIil!,
one, exults thus over the matter—
llobcislon, Sehur/.Tipton, and 'rrumbull
The blow whi h Irving administered to Weed
oi the
Republicans, voting in the nega- in the New York Legislature had a far reaching
elect.
tive.
Irving knocked the nose of the democratic majority out of joint. Irving’s resignation
leaves Hilly Tweed without the neeessarv maWashi\t;ton, April 1 • i.
jority to carry his pet measures, occasioning
■riir. Ki'-Ki.rx
iu.
that potentate considerable anxiety and calcula\
taken lip in the House yesterday, and tion about the matter. The republicans have
concluded to stand their ground unitedly in op.11 l!a amendments of the Senate .Judi■

1

■

<•

ciary < 't-mmiltee,

eoneuiTetl in. Senator Sherman's additional section, which
provided lor the taxation of communities
Ibr los.-.cs sustained in consetjuenee of
lawless depredations upon, or destruction
of properly in, such communities, and
s- iiator Morton's amemlment,
conlinuing
the administration of the iron-clad oath
to jurors, were both stricken out by the
House. .Judging by indications yesterday, the House will, through its eon I erces, insist upon the omission of these provisions, and thereby compel the Senate
lo recede lrom its amendments.
Should
this be done, the few remaining points of
disagreement between the two Houses
would oo4i bo Settled, and the bill passed.
oi

were

tiikkx KAIUCALS JLLlLANT.

1’erlam Southern Radicals now here,
omc of whom have been exiled, and olhcis
who exiled ihemselves from their
home, lrom fear, as they .claim, of personal violence, ate quite jubilant over
the passage of the Ku-Klux bill, Imt apprehend the. defeat of some of the more

tringent provisions added by the Senate.
I hey assert that it will be unnecessary

the President to enforce the law, allhough they believe be will immediately
jiiit it into execution in several sections
of the South.
lor

Tilt; AMNESTY KILL.

The friends of amnesty believe the Anthony resolution will be broken through
t-morrow and tin*. Amnesty hill taken lip.
They claim that if the bill is gotten beA two-thirds
fore the Senate it will pass.
vote is required to pass it, Imt many Senators who will vote against rescinding
the Anthony re solution will vole for the
Amnesty bill.

Like

is the

on

figure ?

a

ot sin and sorrow.

wheels,

no

as a

driver sits

sound of

no

voice y>f driver.

silent and solemn
of the

There is

It moves

funeral. The

as

figure

to he here at Rockland, to take

obliged

any of the morning boats, to go North or
East. That was my feeling last Tuesday

sheeted corpse. His head is fixed on
one side, as the
body stiffened in death;
a

the fatal rope is about his neck ; his jaw
is fallen : his eyes stare wide open and

protrude

from the

with the last

head;
struggle. Between

the face is livid
the two

bag labelled “l niteil .States Bonds.
Amt so tlic wagon moves oil' anil disappears in the ilistance.

is

:t

What

those

ghostly appearances may
portend, if anything, is unknown. llelievers in the supernatural assign some
previous connection of apparitions with
haunted localities.

We have all read or

the

Wandering Jew, of the Flying
man, and of Washington Irving's

less

Horseman.

famous

as a

Is

haunted

llcllast

locality

to

DutchHead-

become

j

saloon at that hour

j

having found what i believed to be
right number, 1 applied the kev and
opened the door and hear*l an exclama-

being dimly lighted,

and

j

the

I tion, “Oh !”
••With wild siirpri'C,
As if to marble struck, devoid of sense.
A stupid moment motionle-. | -!o.»d."
Having regained my shattered o-ii-c-. 1
stammered out “Excuse

ma'am,” and

me

other words of

!

appology which w< re all
by shrieks of “Stupid, \pnselos.

dmwned

fool!” etc.—the tones <>l which, arc -dill
in my

ringing
After

ring

ears.

the mistake of

rived at
On

(

nine o’clock.

about

Rueksport
inquiry at the hotel,

individuals who
t

pleasant trip, barthe morning, wc ar-

and

speedy

a

were

There

Ellsworth.

I found two other
desirous to go to

being

regular stage
day,
takingonr number and
no

line that connects with, the boat i ii.it
Mr. Mitchell, alter

dimensions, concluded to hitch us up a
j
team and send us over the road at the rei

|
;
i

j

j

gular stage prices.
tine 1 torses and

a

The ride from

'Phis lie did with two

careful driver.
to Ellsworth,

Rueksport

to the

core

considered

However. I think it is not
and

intoxicating;

although

there may be some statute in regard to
taking trout or pickerel from its waters,
certain seasons, of the year, I think
nothing in the prohibitory law

at

there is

“agin” taking

a

drink

from the

vraters

After leaving East Orland, v**ry

thereof.

little is to be seen but bills am! mobs
low

scrubby

bushes, till

you

ami

arrive

at

copy a terse paragraph from the Lewiston
Journal.
It says—

politics

to ho almost hopelessly subservient to the Devil. A few days since,
a democratic member of the
Assembly (Irving)
got involved in such an indecent row that lie
was obliged to resign.
This left the democrats
minus one vote to control legislation in that
body. On Saturday, however, a Mr. Winuns, a
republican from an interior county, publicly announced that Ik? had discovered the democracy
are right, and that henceforth he should vote
with them. The New York Times alleges that
the conversion was brought about through Senator Fenton and Jay Cooke, and that $70,000
were paid Winuns and that he is also to receive
a railroad position worth $.*>()<)() a year.
X

*vv

York

A few

queries

seem

run

to the

point

of our

pen iu relation to the above.
First, is it
possible that any member of the radical
party of purity is accessible to bribery P
Second, what the deuce are radicals like

last

Superintendent,

way.
bank

by

and

run

the other

Neither will he get wounded in the
his own machinery.

zealot, in

a

way that will he

temporary insanity.

ance.

beneath

Iloral

a

base of this temple, is a mimic
garden, the fragrance of which
In
tills the building with rare perfume.
the centre ot the llower garden is a t iny
fountain, the tinkling of its falling waters
making us imagine we are transported
to some fairy land, and the merry song
ot a couple ot canaries, hanging in their

by, adds to the delusion.

near

Maine

Register,

of
at

had in 1S70

It is situated
tlie head of

judge,

one

on

navigation,

of the smartest

cities in Maine,
thereof desire

-.

way between the Iloral temple and the
are two tables covered by a white

pavilion, ornamented with blue,
mounted by tiny French Hags.

and

sur-

the corridor will be found the

Out in

inevitable wheel ot fortune, at which, by
paying the small sum of fifteen cents, you
have the

can

of

privilege

winning

some-

Hut you may be sure that, whatyou win. you will not be much rich-

thing.

of refreshments, he must
mount still another Might of of stairs skyfeels

in

need

On tin*

ward.

must

once

are

re-

Last, but not least,

man.

speak of the fair ones who for
striving to emulate those who

the mercantile line of business.

in

are

be wished for, to

can

fresh the inner
we

circle lloor will be

family

found all that

attractive
a great many very
attendant.'* at the tables, many of them
wearing the jaunty French cap. which

There

aiv

look- very phjuant, when
prelt\ face, ft is utterly

give

a

description

ticles to be

in order to

see

it. has

proved
receipts up

The
about

surmounting
impossible

of the innumerable

and

bought.
appreciate it.

seen

great

a

a

to

ar-

One must

However,

success

so

far.

Saturday night were
together, the
proving a very Frenehy afto

Taken all

French Fair is
fair.
ki:.m

via

sia im.nts

a

r Tin.

<nn

iiosmwi..

l'iie Joint Standing Committee on City
Hospital, gave a hearing at the City Hall,
Friday afternoon, upon a petition, asking
that the students of the Female Medical

College

be

dosed, and the Committee have the
t«*r in eonsideration.
thi:

oKvn/s

mat-

iddu:.

Those ear piercing strains, that saluted
us from
every side, have at last expired.’
For a few days the internal noise raged
last and furious, and people of sensitive
organization, would lain stop their ears
with something more noise-proof than
was Hie cotton which Uiddv wished her
master to stop his ears with, while lie
read to her a letter from her lover.
Tm: Sa<

a

cinilo

tint

why

imputation
liver,

and is. I should

niuunlaetnring
the inhabitants

charter and
liard for

a

Union

a

an

oitv governoutsider to

n

Ti:a<;ki»v.

There is

nothing

concerning tin; atlair at S;icm Beach,
which we published ;i lull iicfouui last

more

«»l

week.

The

parties have been fully identified, although the whereabouts of Joy is
still unknown.
The stomach of Mary
McCarty lias been sent to a chemist for
analysis.
I ndcr the

appropriate

head of “Sweet

Consolation/’ the Boston Journal tells

a

-v
rt‘"r
Georgetown man, mnsidered respectable ami of good standing,

who

short time since was templed by
the circulars of the professed dealers in
a

counterfeit money in New York to forward
•S25 to them for a quantity of the stall*.

He received in reply a package, but of
buildings are concerned, are not quite course it
only contained sawdust, the
first class; lint the City Hotel, kept by
rascals being too sharp to make criminals
Mr. lxigley, is where the weary t raveler
He then wrote a letter to
of themselvi s.

will be well taken

care

ot and at moderate

prices.

at this time of year.

Ni>M 1'N.

..

■

Mid-

stage,

the

New York, and with which you undoubtedly intended to cheat and defraud your
neighbors. 1 not only refuse to give the
least assistance in the matter, but I am
sorry you have bought your experience
so cheaply, and sincerely wish that instead ot 825 you had been swindled out
of every cent you possess in the same
I hope you will continue to send
manner.
all the money these rascals ask from you,
and that when at last you are driven to
stealing funds for the purchase of counterfeit money you will be caught in the act
and be sent to the State Prison where you
evidently belong. I return the ten cents
and advise you to invest it in a cheap
copy ot the 'Pen Commandments and
studs- the one which refers to stealing.
J. OAYMm;
Special Agent P. (). Uep’t.

>

o

temple.

At the

The City of Ellswo rth, according b the

Esq., the well known ad- The docket of that county is now, I am
vertising agent, has been compelled by informed, quite large, numbering over
Fenton and Jay Cook spending $70,000 to the march of
improvements in Boston, to six hundred cases. For ability the bar
create a Democratic
majority for? Third, vacate his old quarters in Scollay’s Build- of Hancock Co. is
equal to any in the state.
when did Jay Cook fall from grace? He
ing, and has removed to No. 6, Tremont Among the most talented members 1
was not long since the pet of the bondSt. Mr. Niles is one of the most upright would mention lion. Arno
Wiswell, Hon.
holders and the model man of the loyal and
reliable of business men, as well as a
member of Congress, and
Hale,
Eugene
crowd. He entertained hosts of ministers
pleasant and genial gentleman, and Hon. Charles Spoll'ord.
He endowed a
at his summer resort.
After a stay of two days in Ellsworth
throughout his long connection with the
Sunday School in Oxford Comity. And press of the country, lias never in any and vicinity, and having missed the stage,
I procured a team of the stage company
now he is set down among those “almost
instance forfeited the esteem of a newsto take me to llangor.
Alter a long and
hopelessly subservient to the devil.” We paper conductor.
wearisome vide through an almost barren
hope somebody will rise to explain.
—On Fast Day evening, at Augusta, country, I arrived arid took the steamer
City of Richmond for home, fully conthe Adclphians had a paeked house, and
A dispatch from North Anson says that Miss
vinced that there is not much pleasure in
A. II. Dinsinorc committed suicide, Saturday cleared #501) from the
evening's perform- traveling through that part of t he country,
She was laborin'''
morning, by drowning.
under

—S. 11. Niles,

directly

Special Agent of the Post Oiliee Dein New York asking bis assistEllsworth lias not any public buildings partment
ance in getting back bis money.
The reot whieh they ran boast, except their City
ply was as follows:
fine
is
a
brick
whieh
Hall,
very
building, ( Mtici: »f tiik Special Absent of the )
erecCal at a cost of nearly fifty thousand
1\>st Office Department, Nkw
£
The County Ihiilding, Court
dollars.
York Post Office, Mar. JO 1.S71. )
one
House and Jail, are old
I have your letter of the 29th enSir:
story buildings, and hardly til louse. The Supreme closing ten cents and asking me to assist
Court for Hancock County is now in you in recovering 825 which you have
paid on a (\ (). 1). express package of
session there, Judge Kent presiding. what
you supposed to be counterfeit
terms
two
a
have
now
but
They
year, money, which you had ordered from
remembered.
Thomas V. Walker of 52 John street,
one in April and the other in October.

phnVk of Mayor (iarcelon,
ol Lewiston, who, it will be remembered,
is the Democratic chief magistrate of that
flourishing city. IIU administration of
the city affairs being slandered in Ihe
prayer of the minister at Fast Day services, the Mayor arose and “talked in
meeting.” He charged the clergyman
with having addressed a false {and libellous prayer to the Almighty, and otherwise exposed the meddlesome spirit of the
—We like the

Balloon

of the auditorum,
the great chandalier, is

Ellsworth.

understand.

example

of the matter will be to

called the

zine.
conin'

oc-

small magaIn the
Post.

a

granted admission into the feat this time of year, is anything hut
male wards of the Hospital. The petition
pleasant, as the road is quite hilly, and was
supported by the signatures ot many
with the frost coming out of the ground,
prominent citizens. Several M. Ds. spoke
the journey is slow and tideous. On the
very eloquently in favor of the petitioners.
way from Rueksport to Ellsworth, you A Mrs.
Carter, a student ot the College,
pass through the thriving little village* ol followed
with an eloquent appeal for the
Orland, and further on is another little
of the petition, citing many ingranting
village called East Orland. at the font of stances whine women had excelled as
Toddy Pond, so called. From what the
physicians. Alter which the hearing
water ot this lake derives its name. 1 am

We were quite amused at a
—The IJangor Whig, in giving an ac- remark of the driver, while passing
count of an accident on the European through the woods, whieh abound on each
road, l>v which an engine was thrown sine o! the road to Ellsworth and over
from the track, and a man killed, says— which a lire ran the past year. Said lie
“We had quite a conflagration here in
A dispatch was at once sent to tilts city, and
position.
Superintendent built immediately started tor ward 7, last year. That blank stump is
The expectations as set forth the above* ttie scene of the disaster.
where the ward begins.”
It will be seen that Mr. Hunt does not
were not realized.
Perhaps the shortest
The hotels of Ellsworth, as far as the
of our lidfollow tlie illustrious
way

cupants of the boxes sell

the
tin-

■

ment, is

?

<

arc

i morning, as 1 hastily got inside of my
er than when you had your fifteen cents
wearing apparel, and into one of berry
in your pocket. In what used to be the
Bro’s [coaches to meet the steamer City
cloak room, are two more tables, groanof Richmond. After procuring a ticket
beneath the burdens they bear, for
tor Rueksport, 1 was kindly furnished with ing
there is a profusion of everything that is
a
key to a stateroom by the gentlemanly
found at a fair. In what is now
clerk, Mr. Cushing. The number ol that usually
used as the cloak room for ladies, is a
room I have not forgotten, and probably
museum of curiosities, which you can
will not for some time, for the following
enter by paying an extra admittance lee.
the
aforesaid
reasons.
Having procured
On tin* balcony floor is still another table,
key, numbered lortv-one, I proceeded
like the ones semi below.
In the great
cautiously to find the corresponding num! ber on the door of a state room. The salon, is a gallery of art. It’ a person

the seat, his head
bowed, as if overcome with shame and :
terror.
Beside him is the apparition o* unable to say.
on

Over where the footlights
supposed to be. are placed two boxes,
panneled sides of which advertise
various departments of the fair. The

ditorium

ever

he

as

one

up from a sound sleep at
three o’clock in the morning as we are

S.

appeared on that eventful
September morning, when he was conveyed to the steamer after having been
the midnight guest of the Mayor, at his
residence. The two shadawy occupants
appear to be in a hilarious and joyfully
satisfied state of* mind, gesticulating and
grinning ghostly laughs. The wagon
disappears over the hill towards the
steamboat landing.
Another stage of the apparition is visible at a later hour. The ghostly horse is
semi
tugging the shadowy vehicle back
again, as if oppressed with a great load
Stevens,

to your many

uninteresting

experience,
being called

burly

Shepard

LLLSWORTH.

To

will say, who has had the
there is nothing of pleasure in

As any

driver, and by his side a dark complcxioned. thick-set man, bearing a remarkable resemblance to tin1 late

ROCKLAND

readers.

toward

In i! sits

>

••

llowcr

occasion to visit Ellsworth the

would not he

well-ap-

pointed bugg}', moving briskly
the steam boat wharf.

>

and around tin* sides of the stage, are arranged tables, similar to those in the au-

past week, perhaps a short description of
the place 'and the journey to and from, cages

m:\iANP

sleek am!

FROM

Having

of the Directors,
to say to the people oi

a

a

Rockland, April 17. 1ST 1.
TRIl*

the occasions when it has

been seen, i- that of

order

customer

a

Correspondence of the Journal.

upon the fretful

apparition,

line-

Letter From Rockland.

published

quills
porcupine."
The first appearance of this remarkable

a

a

machine with that attachment, and what

the

that greater
energy he put into the proseeuiiou of die work."
That article aroused a feeling that Mr.

in

Can

tisement.

as one

duly

llelfast that they should

We

displays
sewing machine adver-

—The Lewiston Journal

looking girl

Wildes, saying that
night trains should be put on at once.
In accompanying remarks we said—
we

have

to

far to learn that, Samuel

so

a

of the

could have, told it to von here.

letter from Col.

a

>

1

It had nf>

1st.

lobby

an

make

■

>

the line of its curve from one side to the
other. Against this curtain are placed

The line of tables
mental predominates.
is broken in several places, by avenues ol

ginia. that the Democrats “will
desperate effort to gain control
government in 1S7l'.” X o need

1

\-

v

be set up, the country will choose a ! bhnoeratic administration, and the radical

the Kennebec Journal, writes from Vir-

Generalities.
r.

■

The family circle and
own gravy.” entrance and exit.
j
awfully unpalatable gallery are quite bare, and look as though !
disli to Ulysses and his relatives.
a little decoration of some sort would bt» j
—Samuel II. Jones, a correspondent of a great improvement. Across tic* rear,

effect upon him. There was more than a
suspicion that he did not intend to have
the road done. At length it became apparent that it could lie finished only by
working at night. Mr. Harford promised
night gravel trains, but they were not put

attempt of
Presidential

struction of her cities and

Washington Matters.

April

sun*

Fair,

French

tremendous scare-crow of the kind shall

work—that it was far behind, and could

recent

next

heat of parti/.an strife, a
of t!iis wrong, with perhaps the election

her soil into

W \siiin<;t«>\.

a

Tin*

election would be

of

Loni h >x, 17.

I Sutler's.

of

public, in the Boston
Theatre, last Tuesday evening, with the
most llattering success. The extra door

party bo left to “stew in its

on

<

talked
the

to

opened

tables tilled with every variety of articles,
both useful and ornamental, but the orna-

which would be

have given it up so.
The directors know, and the records of

witli

aik-.

Till-: FRENCH FAIR.

long

right along, pretty much as now. Trees which was used some years
ago, on the
and llowors are pleasant accessories, hut
of a grand military ball, was
occasion
real estate in which we are interested. not necessities.
Besides, your remarks
in position, covering the
The road was located from the Sanford tend to discourage young folks, and you again placed
and auditorium The Hats are constage
to
two
last
wharf
lirooks,
should remember that Coleridge holds
years ago
cealed by a white cloth partition, on
It was not built below the that “They sin who toll us love can die,”
January.
which are arranged glories of llags, of
of
an
because
alleged and adds—
present depot
the French and American patterns, fraall
“•All thoughts all passions,
We never made comdelights,
lack of funds.
Whatever stirs this mortal frame.
ternally intermingled. A canopy of red,
no
others
who
more
than
have
plaint,
All are but the ministers of love,
white and blue, screens the irregularities
flame.”
sacred
his
feed
And
were urged by him to subscribe to the
the Hies. Pendant from this canopy,
of
!
Go away with your Mayflowers
stock of the road, because it was la he so
are three chandeliers, and projecting from
and
did
subscribe.
It
the
don’t
is
believe
—The Portland Transcript
built,
the sides, are four others, which light the
belief of all those who were thus cheated in the legislating to suppress the mythical
A white curtain i> hung trom the
static.
that the road would have been extended lvu Klux.
It says—
of the balcony, separating tic*
ceiling
if certain itching palms had been anointed.
All the government can do is to restrain as
from the auditorium and follows

globe. The existence of a quarrel
people like those of the I'nited States Hayford dared not attempt to stem, and
I I;<• (’hamps Idysces, is full of people. is specially hazardous. And tin* beauty he was compelled to urge the work.
<
oii iye-- and omnibusses an4 running, and
And the ex- Mayor’s wagon is trotted
justice of the application to Kngland
111 y up t'» the arch. Stalls aro open
of a lesson that she- had herself giv en,
out again, with ditferent occupants. All!
aid Punch ami dudy shows are exhibited.
to drink from the cup that
that vehicle seems destined to become fa« rowds are in
holiday attire, moving to an invitation
md fro.
(iroups are gathered around she had held to our lips- would be very- mous, even to immortality. We are not
i.d curioimly examining the lampposts when
recognized. It she had so inter- inhumed by any good authority that
w liii h were struck.
her laws, which are almost identi- wagons pass to a ghostly and intangible
preted
Srimr «h tiik Ix.srnurxTs.
cal with ours, that piratical craft had been state ol existence, hut their occupants do.
(e-ncral ('luserel say the demand of
h t loose on our shipping—how could she 11 is more than whispered that this wagon
j
l liiei- t-i the surrender of Paris within
•-1 hours i- nonsense,
it is very well foi justly eomplaiifwhen American built ves- of the Kv-Mayor’s is connected with a
iie n
but our sels. carrying say the Russian Hag, should supernatural display, which often takes
nei ust.mied to capitulate,
1'Idiei- will let gun-powder bear back make ocean bonfires of her
ships ?
place along the highway leading from the
"iir reply.
lint, as wo said, it is a matter for re- residence of its proprietor. The street is
Mimsii.k Wamiiu kn's Family.
joicing that an understanding has been actually haunted by the apparition of a
The family of Minister Washburn have
reached, and the disputes put upon the horse and wagon, with occupants ! It has
i<Tt Pari-.
route to a settlement.
The inflamed state been seen
( '«iNTJXI I.I» Fiujm.,
by belated way Carers, who
of the public temper in this country was have stood rooted to the
1 here lias been tiring in various direcspot, theirterrors
tion
all da\. Shells struck tin* Arch likely to be taken advantage ot for per- making their
“Two eve.*, like stars, start from their spheres,
liiiunph, -which hears marks ot much sonal or party purpose, which might
Their knotted and combined locks to part.
h has been struck bv
shells
Turner,
the countries into war. We had
Ami each particular hair to stand
end.
plunge
m all.
Asn:< r ui-' Ai

Boston, April 17 th, 1871.
The

Railroad.

Jail

it was not built to reach some

because

dangerous disputes between the United the company will attest, that the editor of
States and England, the fact is a matter this paper during the past summer, time
The conduct of Eng- after time,
for congratulation.
spurred up the lagging Presiland during the war of our rebellion was dent of the
company, by resolutions in-

(

■

from Wash-

the trees arc gone, and the Mayflower forsakes
the shades and leafy loatn it loves so well!
Will young people fall in love no more? Will
we all go to dust without a blossom?
Wo guess matters of that kind will go

•
The Force Bill.
(From the N. Y. Evening Post. 11* pwMk-m pup*

Uiil ’tic.l I'rimi tlic yard nl
She i~ IN
Ill, April 7.
Why the people of this city first conceived the
The House of Bepresentativcs yesb ;idea ol building a railroad into the interior towards tlav
passed the Force bill ot Mr. sic 11:i- tons burlh* n.
Moosehead Lake, was because it was claimed by her
Tin lmaMr. .hiil- .11 \.. \V'«*1«*1j. in 'Millibarger, with amendments, which avoid
citizens,that Belfast had a natural advantage over sonic ot tlie most obvious errors in tin- v.iu w.i-. ia ;ii pro!, ibiiii
i1 i'il from «l«‘>lru.
ti**il l.v Iiri
all other ports in Maine, in having the nearest port
i•
u
,lit la-! v.ook. by tilt’ sai/am*
retain
but
measure'
first crude
proposed,
"f
h'-1
:HI‘ a- l"J
111. •.
11111
ty
to the interior, where a ship could come, and go, at !
the essential features even of Mr. Butlers |.nv-:
\
rt tim
lit. ;• th" family In I Mirall seasons ol the year; and that, other things being |
'■I
lor
lln uiirlit, tin- imu-iial ami in..•'-.ml
original plan.
equal, she could successfully compete lor the trade
A groat part of the bill, as ii now ; barkm" of t:i.• >l.»_r, whi. li w.»- m tin- iiouof the inland towns, and that such trade must add !
is harmless; but this j,.u t of it is arou-.'.l th.’ !11.■ i-• 51• >': 1 IV-mi tii. u -lumbt r-, t->
stands,
liml tlml thoir .Iwollm/ h i.l taU.-n tii in tli
vastly to the wealth and growth ol this city. And j not new, and adds
nothing whatever to room ocvlipl.al by tin1 t'.uuily that ovonuur.
believing these to be the facts, and that to make us the
of
the
an*!
Kxeeutiv
iv-l.'l by Ml
\\
power
.1
i'll'1 ll Hilo- worn
presold
equal with other cities competing lor this interior ! courts of the United States. Tiiox*
IIINwortli Ainorir.-m.
parts
trade, wo must have a railroad. Our city, in its |
of it which are new are directly at vaTli' ?"! tb- milm-i I through s.dnn luncorporate capacity, agreed to take first $:fi»0,<)00 of
rianee with the Constitution, and with the
1
ImvriM to almit tli'1 Pullm 01
i- briti
;i'
non-preferred stock, and afterwards $glO,Ooo ol prefundamental theory of our government.
ferred stock. In addition to this, our citizens took
< •.!*-.
for *h. m^ltt train, -■»»n to rim
-I
has no right to say that m>
Congress
stock.
of
$150,000
preferred
from li-mirm-.
Was it not persons shall resist the officers and courts
Now what was the talk at that time
i.
tiiat -'ni.ooo havo ben
I'll.’ I; ;r! iill.
nation, or interfere with their
assumed by every intelligent person, that the city of the
n_' u- in inula, tory in that
nil. ml t A.i! 1- a
would not, lor a great many years, if over, receive duties; and to punish persons who at-! ity, with th |n
I -till lurthm assistauoo.
But this bill
Tivat, l.ati/ A t ... in- buiMimr a Jar#* mill
anything from it< non-preferred stock ? And very tempt or conspire to do so.
tlunv. l! \vi!i in su|.|.lif«l with an omrino ot
goes further, and declares that if any l\v
many of the private subscribers said, when they
tin* iir-l ola--, -.I ’.'i Inn-o p.iwa-i : -limn/
or
more
“shall
could
aftogether
persons
subscribed, that they would take what they
conspire
I»*• 11 of 'IP
wlmi i 12 foot in >li moot r, with
tbr the purpose, cither directly or indirect
ford to lose, if they could have a railroad.
i!i»• 11*• >. Tlii< Hikin'- will supply powvr to tho
From causes which we will not here undertake to l.v ot depriving anv person, or any class
all'I a!-o
•'..till W ll ir V
-:.r. in/ llliil- oli ill
enumerate, whether from bad engineering, inefficient o| persons, of the equal j>rot< <-t i«*n ot f!i
!.
traii-mith ’l l.v wiiv mi-ia to tin* *oopor
or irresponsible contractors, or unfaithful officials,
laws, or ot equal pri\ileges or imrnn .a i,
-h..p- mi lb.1 north wharvo-, ami will furiii-li
-m ill linnnl'a •toiio-.
under the laws, or to injure anv ; a on
our road cost mo*v than it ought to, and more than
pow
" e expected; and consequently, wc find our rehis person or his property for lawfully* i.- i
ii-rillo aiv pulling I'orth
-i. l. -ais ami I.
sources all exhausted, our Uoad
; rlauo- a- t!;•
incomplete, and a
forcing the right of any person or C
plan !br lioMini' tlm I>( inomtlir
debt of $100,000 still hanging over us. Now what
of persons to the equal protection of tin- Nali"ii i* onvi’toI'.!; i.ovt
y. ar.
shall we do ; Our advantages as a seaport, that we
laws,v they or any of them shall be pun\ 1 > ilutli pay
-m
: tii- -tiv ilu- ro 11
originally claimed, we still have, amt -hall have, let
ished by the courts ot the United States aHim/ into 1 ui..• 11. a >r, li on 'It North. I- al
who will run the railroad; provided that it i- ruu
1
for a high crime, and may be lined S>,odO nl
tli'a
in
it i- llr on!v
r.’mpo;
without any discrimination against us, and tint we and
Olio of lilt- 1 ril.utai i
! tlm l ib. tint In- in> bar
imprisoned six .years or less.
have as favorable rates of freight for the same disat
itmouth.
is
not
unconstitu'Phis legislation
only
tance as other competing cities have.
< li u !.■
tional, but it is impolitic, and so vague in
T!t
lor.tin
n\\
onipl..\ 1
Now tin* Maine Central proposes to give us ?
of the law, in running a Wool. ii mill at Win-low, .-on -i-tihc
traditions
its form that, by
boo per annum for a lease of our Bead for fifty y« at.-,
it might be pronounced “void for inn e>-- of ion p.r-on>, an*l what is romarkablo ton
to run trains to convene tin* public travel, and to
lato. ar>‘ ail In -own ohihIron, so that ho is not
tainty.'’
obli/.• I to biro in', l» > |y on'-i.l" <>( hi- familv
give us as favorable rates of freight to and from
It is unconstitutional meati'** it assumes
Belfast as from their nm.st favored point, which
An i•• Ii■ r lably -out In k a tailor’- bill a*
national jurisdiction over municipal police
tlow say is Bangor, if they will do that, is it not
by a n 111y-prinh.l -lip, informiii/
matters, which are not delegated by tic ooinpnnio.l
about all we expected when we started the enterI ho tailor tli 11 in- m inu-.ripl w e> ••rospooifu lly
If two per
Con.-iitut.hm to Congress.
I. olitlnl.
I-rise
sons
“conspire" to commit any crime
We -ha'I.of course, lose something iniuterist;
l ii.
York !mlopomlon!
V
ra-lioab) in an
against persons or proper!’.. tins bill, by .In 11:
but did we not expect to in the beginning? Can we
'tli it
i'i».- roil1 i
>u ! »ok.“ -ayot its terms, Pikeion
construct
natural
tin?
not afford to
It wc cannot then it was a failuio in
ovory p.r-.'o lc arm/ .|..\vn upon th-- national
them from tin- State authorities, and troa-tii> a o.v ilu tin; ll » of ropu'.lioam-m
its concept ion, and should never have been combrings them before the 1 idled States
menced.
.lolm l/in.l- r -'i Suiiihm M oommillo.l -uioj.lo
It creels new on III Till
II llii' Minin' Centrul run the Road, they will ot I tribunals as police courts.
in-t., l.v
uttiun hi-throat with tin
scats of justice, with a jurisdiction which
\; th* limo h
course try to me.ke money out of it, try to developo
>iu.ill .'ilo .f
; ii k-Unifo.
•
was
a'
Mo-othat
of
the
iroon -. in rairii.'l'l.
Mi
l.inthe husiness along its line, and very probably, build oonlliets at all points with
litham
ilor'>
hoallli
|br -moral
I
.fiito
poor
sets
two
distinct
and
and
State courts,
on lrom Dt xt« r towards the Lake—all of which will
up
vo a
II'1 \va-ill.! ill an.
codes,
tor
the
inure
different
to the be lie lit of Jicllast, if she has
certainly
penal
widely
i- It mu hi of N. vv II.mITm.1 oivu
;h u
wliat was originally claimed by her citizens, the
same classes of olfi-m-es. in tin* same palonl. < 'aptain lonio/an. mttlin
a! M.in|iio- .a< t vantage of position.
ri tor y.
l-lamls on Maivh 1/ n. S.-\nitorii millun
Those who oppose leasing to tin -Maine Central
It is impolitic, because it afVonU an op0- '-apo.l. alii i' -o\. r. ;.
w "in.lin/
tho lir-t oi.l
ot .course hav«
a
purpose, if that purpose is to
-oo.'io! ma'o-. an.I I * .U wi!!> t!i• ni tlii- o boat-.
portunity for indefinite .-innoyanee :md
bankrupt the road, and by ‘'ways that are dark, and pression to be exercised under tin' !■ m,
i.l run I In* -hip
As tiny mloinlo.l to rot urn
tricks that are vain,’'get pessessioa of it with all its of
law towards
the
very mm who :i-hotv. th-- oapiaiii pill to -o i.
franchises—why, wo don't '-xpi-ct them to say so,— ought to be conciliated by tin- gen* ral
t/io h oi .1 <|ll H I I
M al1. Ilu- M I'M u ol \
not much.
But it they have anything better than
government; and who must be treated wit11 Mo|\ik i’ro.P v ati.l. afloi1 li/hliii:: -*»iii
$:h»,ooo !>* r annum to other let us know at once what with forbearance and kindness, if peace i- tiuio. -lab!. ! lorn I w:
with a I ir/.- uni!.it is,
Wahu Foi k.
ever to be obtained
the land. I’roi it \ i- in a pi- oaiaoit- omlition ami Af \ riok

Our

of the Journal.

Correspondence

spring

copy the article as we did a former one,
save that we don’t care to lumber our colIt is false,
umns with pointless drivel.

Fof the Journal.

Boston.

Letter From

—The Lewiston Journal is alarmed
Ex-Mayor’s Wagon Again.
the disappearing of the woods
about
tlio
behind
jackass
Ex-Mayor Hay lord is
around that city, and asks—
of the Frog. Age once more. We would
walks when all
What shall we do for
The

throughout

Under this act, any two members of a
State Legislature who unite in pimp >sing
or supporting a bill which can be conThe hallowing (lis[>;itch from Hoy. Al- strued as
abridging the “equal privileges
<>r
immunities" *>f any person or Has--,
corn, ol Mississippi, sot.- ;.t. rest. (In- t« rrible talcs that 1‘utler has been rehashing may be dragged at once before a national
court and tried t<»r “a high crime.*’
in Congress, and di<pro\e- tin- reports
It
It is vague in the highest degree.
that have from day {<> nay fippeaivd in confounds all distinctions between tin*
our
jurisdictions of tin* national and the State
Northern^ Radical journals:
\\ henever an olfcnre i 11:11»1
trilmnrils.
d u ksi >\, April
1 s71.
to pimi-hment by two cuths, :iii.l h\ twHon. A. Ames, I'nitcd St ikes Senate, and
sets oi administrators, tin* rommoii r«*suit
Hon. (5. L. Harris. J. L. Marphis. II.
is that it is punished l>y neiihes
An i>
\Y. Berry,-<L C. McAee.'and L. W
dietment by one mav bit piead in bar <>!'
Fierce, Members of tin* 1 [oust
How t'ar t hi
an indictment by tin* other.
1
InLest
Government act would extend the jurisdiction o| tie
(Iknii.r.MKN:
should he led astray by In- reckless state- national courts
depends entirely upon tiements published in Northern newspapers,
interpretation tie* federal courts inns*
on tin* information of irresponsible parties,
choose to give to it; but it is plain that
and by other misrepresentations, 1 feel it they must either accept none of the powof
State
to
as
Govcrnoi
this
ers it
my duty
grant, or else must overthrow am!
bring under your knowledge the follow- supplant the State courts entirely in the
ing facts: 1 have be ore me the otlieial protection of civil order; their own pecureturns, furnished by the Auditors of liar and characteristic work under the
Fuhlie Accounts, of the inquest. claim- Constitution.
And this is passed jn>t
presented and allowed in Mississippi for after the Supreme Court, in the en<e ot
the Iasi two years; lor twelve months of Uulliuton
against Day, Irm decided that
military rule, ending; -March, ls7.'J, they the Slate < ourts are absolute independent
number Ol*; for twelve months of civil of the national
government.so that it '-an mu
government, ending- March, 1S71, they interfere with them even to the. extent ol
A
on the
number precisely t ie same.
levying upon tin', salaries of their judges
I whole year, then, ireluding the transition the uniform tax it levies upon the income
in the popular mind from force to law, ot
every other citizen,
the civil power has been fully as sueccsslint ihese.are not the worst provisions
till as the bayonet in protecting life. In ot the bill. The Constitution
expressly
the last six months of each of the two authorizes the Kxeeu!i\e to use tin*
army
of
to support th" law
years under comparison, the number
and authoritv "!' tiemurders thus
h iwu was as follow-: State, when tin* State K\e.*uti\•• ".ills
a
I'mler military loo eminent. 11; wlu-reas him for aid ; and thus, direct
impli ate >
the number under civil government was for-mD him to d.» s»> in other
j but Ith While w thus see the military t hi bill authorizes him t» interfer-- win-;
I rule gor- on :n an increase of crime, the
rights of riti/e-ns a re not pi- >tee:--d
j which points to he presumption that ii a State, and when the State millionth
would lead to anarchy, v,v see the civil “fail or
Uegh-et" | ask hi- aid. Ac I
rule go on in a decrease of crime, which the
necessity for such interference, and i>!
points to the pres imptiou that it will lead tin extent to which his military operato absolute. repo.-e.
1 speak for only my tions shall be carried, it makes him the
own State.
only and final judge. He may even, it
S. 1-. A!.< <>KN. (iovemorof Mississippi.
anytime, pronounce by proclamation tindisorders in any State **a rebellion main t
the Cniled States,” ami “when, in his
A Damaoim; Aooint or San Dojudgment, the public safety shall require
The State He|>artment has just
mini;o_.
it," may suspend the habeas corpm. and
issued a volume on our commercial rela- establish
military occupation and mar
tion-.
The article on San Domingo oc- tial law anywhere.
In other words, every constitution u recupies a page and a half. Tin* following
striction upon tie power of the Kxeeutive
portion is considered rather a remarkable is withdrawn,
and instead of the < •:
statement to be indorsed by Secretary lion and its checks, the nati u i- ! f; : >
Fish:
the voluntary
forbearanci
uul
n l
A -ab
“C-otleo is gro*vn on the northern side. judgment of the President as the
I
in- should
The production i- scarcely sulUciont for guard for its liberties.
the « ii; ■•!
tin* consumption of the country, and has choose at any time t•» deela
New
of
York or
Washington in
recently been imported from st. Thomas
and Curaeoa. The retail price is twenty- and to take possession of it with tie- arlive cents iii gold.
Cotton and cocoa are my, under martial law. that is. under tinraised in insignificant quantities. There will of himself as eomman h-r-in-ehii-f.
the people must choose belwt-n submisare no productions from mines in s.in I>oI armed resistance to ih enloiv<mingo. 'The exaggerated accounts pub- sion an
->
'Flint i
menl of an act of Congress
lished iii the l nited Slates arc gotten
up
by adventurers who have obtained con- say. it gives the color of I v\r to such a
cessions for nothing and expect to realize coup <f etat as made Xapoletw 111
profits from the credulity of their fellow- ter of France.
No republic is ju-tilied in 111
irr«-ncitizens. There is no question that there
it liberties. 'fh" sue v- <>t -m-h
are indications of
copper and gold, and dering
a measure is more to be dreaded than itthese metals have been found in -mall
of order by
quantities, but it is extremely doubtful utter failure; the restoration
whether enterprises in search of these such means would be a greater calamity
to the country than tin* promotion n! dishidden riches would he prolitable.
As :t
warning to such as may be tempted to orderin' it. For it would establish a, preembark capital in Dominican mining cedent untler which any [»oliti«*:il party
enterprise, it is proper to state* that Mr. berealter, on obtaining the control .»f<
Hem-ken, an English gentleman who re- gross and the Hxecutive, might inlreir.-h
sided in this country more than thirty itsclt and its President iti absolute pow.
and leave the people no remeny ag-iin-?
years, was constantly engaged in visiting
all parts of the island,
lie was a member absolutism, and centralization but in : -v
It is an attack upon th found.i
olution.
ol the Geological Society of Loudon, and
lions of civil liberty; an a! andonim-n'
employee seientuic engineers and Gorni-m
miners, but it proved to ho labor lost. that reliance upon law and upon pubic
Ilo died about live years ago impoverish- opinion which is the growth ot hist.• : v ami
ed and disappointed.
'Pile wealth of the crown of civilization a reeurrcnci to
this country consists in its various cabinet, the principles and methods o| uarbari>m.
lignum-vil.e and dye woods and the ferI’he success of the Newfoundland
i!
tility ol its soil, which is capable of producing all tropical plants in abundance ; lishery this season, says th*- (i 1 o11<• *• -1<• r
lull it languishes in consequence of its Telegraph,
is
something marvllou
constant revolutionary stale and because Steam vessels, with large crews, pm mit has but a small and ignorant, popula- this business, trout the, ports of Si. ,bdms
tion.
Kllorts have been made at times to and Harbor < lrace, and lor some vent
introduce white imiui-i.uiiMi, iiiu un- niueli siiiiermg lias existed among tinsuccessfully. Nearly all immigrants from fishermen's families from the ill sm-ee;Europe and l uited Statics fell victims to met. 'Phis season the steamer Walrus
the climate in a very short time after their sailed from St. Johns, March l-t. returnarrival.
flic I act is repeatedly recorded mg on tin* I'.'tli with 1 ‘>
:i!'. m-*
in the archives <>| this consulate.
There captain reporting that for days to- f!i.• !•
I
are
no white
liehl-laborers in San I to- they were surrounded l-v -\il
Tim Ximrod. which
rn intro.
the eye could reach.
sailed Ih*1 s.unn day, returned on the .loth
with 'JS,Ol») seals, the large-,1 cargo on
The Lowell Outrage.
record and a tew hours alter the I Lector
eune in wi.li over
]iU\vt:i,i,, Mass., April lb.
more, her captain reporting that the ice oil' which he
'1'he examination of William Emer-mn,
Charles Galvin and George Cleary, the loaded communicated with more than
Iil'ly sail of vessels, all loading or laden.
three young rascals arrested for committing’assault, and rape on Harriet E. White- I’p to April, eleven vessels had naived
head, on the Pith of March last, was com- at St. Johns with an aggregate ol 'dl.ooo
menced this morning before the Police seals, and four at Harbor draer wiih
Court. The testimony shows one ofthc over 100,000. There -are yet loo ye--elmost outrageous crimes ever committed in to arrive at St. Johns, and Ido -it llarhor
The victim Miss- draco, and the merchants are building
a civilized community.
Whitehead, a very good looking young temporary vats to accommodate the im
girl of is, took a walk beyond the agri- mense <|ii:mt it y of oil. The earnings per
man are estimated at Sldon, and each \ e
with
cultural grounds on Tuesday P. M
sel can make another trip yet. whi -'a i
John Kergerson, an acquaintance, and in
lot some eighty rods \ cry unusual.
a thinly wooded
from the main road, sat down beside a
The (ieorges lleet are arriving slowly
roadway. In a few minutes they were
assaulted by a party of seven or eight since the gaie, many of them in a more or
young roughs, who pounded I'ergerson less damaged condition. All agree that
and kept him at bay, dragged the girl in- the gale of the tid inst. \va the most vioto the woods, threw her down, held her lent experienced for the past ten
years, hut
mouth, and in turn violated her person.
fortunately it was of short duration. ConThe victim of the outrage has been un- siderable anxiety prevails for the
safety
able to testify until to-day, when she iden- of 10 of the lleet, which have been absent
tilied each of the prisoners, and gave a much longer than the usual time of making
clear account of the outrage. Dr. Pink- a trip, no tidings
having been received ot
ham her attending physician, testified to them since the gale. 'There is a
possibilion
the injuries
her person, showing bruis- ty that they
may yet arrive, and we hope
such will he the case, as the loss of lib*
es, great intlanunation and prostration.
Evidence was also put in of their admis- and properly this season has been learsion of the crime to the olUeers. Neither lully
large already, 4(» men and <! vessels
are over twenty years ol age, and sit in
having been lost since the lirst of Jan.
the dock smiling, manifesting the great- The season has
opened quite disastrously,
est unconcern.
and we hope the remainder of the year
Each was held in jjU0,0rtn to the Supe- will show a more favorable remit in this
rior Court and committed.
The Sensational Ku-Klux Reports.
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|*,ov|on,

hr ro111<I Pi1 -ml,- San.I .. n, ht train
Vwv
ml...
Ih
Ii i- "lop.-.l .,1
Samly I’oinl an
hour, to tak< m, ro;,l, anil arrived in ItoMon al
II) O rlorlv y.lay
min/. Tins i- rr«pir.lr.l
a-' a very
jilirk trip lor a propr||,»r of ihr d:c.

ior

^

11 lam?, i,• \Vhi:r.

A tradesman, who fai led in Kmp»r, Maim*,
wi'olr ,,n tl,t* front door :
l‘a vine ill Ml'pended
tor tliirlv days,*'
\
neiyhhor ivadin;*: thi-,
-'id :
\ on havr not d ilr I Up- not ir,*." "No,'
aid I,,*, ”1 don't intend lo .|
it would mu
•ml it l did.
**
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Tin: Mtkemk Judicial Cornr, Judge
Dickerson, presiding, commenced its April
1,1,11 in this city, on Tuesday. The following
is li-i oi liie Jurors in attendance.

c.

News of the County and City.
!'l<

j«i >]•!:■«•*r of a saw mill
brook in Hurnham. where

fam"ti' trout
our railm| ;iiii| ilu Maine ( mitral join hands. The
I dn, In 'ides being a good millinan, helii’Ves
pi ’-: tin. roughly in lien. (Irani. and i> a
preacher of Hip
word t" the laithfui of the religion*•*« el
to wliieli he belongs. Om day last full a
-uple nf ii'!>. ”men from M i-.'ediU'eH'. v. ho
w»re dropping her,
and there a line into the
sl earn, ealied at tin Elder’s house for lvfreshM,"td lor the inner mam
Ainu a -ui*-1:■ ut ia I
!|i
d.’die I dder caution-i) sounded lli> gm 'is
■'it lb, ir opinion of (ir mi.
"Why.” -aid one I
them, “(Irant i- wadi emnigli for an army ofw
v. but lie don’t Know enough lo run tin gov- i
For inriinieiit. Every man for bis railing.
I

.1.
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you .m
ill,1 sou do i
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Dry Cod,
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Winterpnrt.
Troy.

Small,
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tor

j», rieiiei• in sickness, her natural sympathy
I beinw'o|.-n« e drawing her to those in alllie-
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By J. H. SCHENCK, M, D.

l-KHMIXKHAUrKS.

kkiwrit

4M>

HUF.

Beltast.

M uiv a human being has passed away, lor whoso (loath
there was jio oilier reason than the neglect of known
and indisputably proved means of cure. Those near and
d.-..r to family and friends are sleeping the dreamless
s.umber into which, had they calmly adopted

St-lden Walker.
Jackson.
< i eorge \\
While,
Montville.
Tohuan Young,
Fiherty.
Thomas storcr,
Morrill.
Vi a hew l.a o-U vs. \. B. Plummer, appelA etion n> recover SI 1 overpaid on tax for
lant.
iin town of Searsmont.
Verdict for de-

Mi" S. has bad great

75 to 1.00 llnwus’d
30 to
30 to 33 railed
10 to
20 to oo H ides,
7 to
17 to 00 CaltSkins, 10 2-3 to
is to 00 Sheep Skins 1.00 to
8 to 10 Wood, hard,$5 50 to C
1 :•> to 1.50 Wood, soft, $4.00 to
s
"to
5 to
Dry Bollock,
8 to 10 j Straw,
$s to

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Knox.

Andrew .1. Stevens,

hi'

d 'al\e wliieli hears

oowm

Si-arsiilont.

CgSS
Lard,
l’eef,
Ap'ls, Baldwin,

,1 (TRY

Albert Palmer,
Win. W. Ritchie.

of liotk la ml, the inventor of the

r.

Cookie

■F W. .Moainan, Foreman, Sear>porl.
I 'lin <
I lopkins,
Frankfort.
!<>liu IF Jones,
I*rooks.
Samuel Marden,
Palermo.
Ci w. McDonald.
Bellast.
Charles M. Mitchell,
.Stockton.
Franklin Mudgett,
Burnham.
I" -ejih B. Noves,
Lineolnville.

r.

Mi-

Norlhport.

Belmoiit.
Waldo.

vardmer IIemm<nway.

70 Chicken per lb.21 to
2.75 Duck per lb.
25 to

,oo to

Peas.l ,25to 1.50 Geese per lb. 15 to
05to 00 Hay per ton. $18 to
Oats,
75to SO;Lime,
$1.25 to
8 to 00 Waslien Wool 40 to
Dried Apples,
Marrowfat

Thorndike.
Morrill.

!

sKNOXD

05 to

Freedom.

’miner,
FI wood,
Oellliof Could,
\V in. .). Civenlaw,
Richard Creer.
Thomas Cumey,
Maine] llarriman,

hook, preparaton to
< Mi returning'!" the village,
mne 'em again.
d learning the wa\ in whis h he had ••pul his
i-'ot in ii.“ tie ii'her of trout.' solemnly ■-barged
( ipt. Fletcher with
m
-ere of apology lathe
a

Islesboro.
Montville.

<

Sialpli

!- i>ra\ iI\ of mankind. Ihe Kider moved toward
!i
mill, while the linholieSer proceeded to inide

Philip

(

Ibis mill, but what in h-

I'nljiitWith

«

Unity.
Swaiiville.

Augustus T. < lillord.
F. Coomb',

1

t-iiH-i■.

Fowler, Foreman
lamius IF Frown,
-.ia

J. 11.

Weekly for the Journal.
Belfast, Wednesday, April 10,1871.
$8.00toll.00 Hound llog, 10 to
Corn Meal.
1.00 loo.oo Clear S't l*ork$22 to
1.25 to 0.00 M utton per lb. 0 to
Uye Meal,
7
1.00 to 0.00 ,Lamb per lb.
1.00 to 0.00 Turkey per lb. 25 to
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sc.
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S
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TREATMENT,
availed themselves of his wonderfully c/licac-imis
medicine'*, they would not have fallen.
l>r. Sehenck has in his own case proven that where
ever sullieient vitality remains, that
it^lity, !>\ his imdieines and his directions for their use, is (jniekened into
In-alththl vigor.
in this statement there is
nothing presumptuous.
To the faith of the invalid is made tin representation
that is not a thousand times substantiated l*\ living ami
\isihle works. The theory ol the cure by J>r. Schenek’s
niedieintvi is as simple as il is unfailing. Its philosophy
li is self assuring, self-cun'
requires no argument
and

for deft.

nr imjomisi: cask.

that of Hannah F. Barlow
II
vs, William Sibley, for damages caused by a
The parties
*»:. ami she ha
n ii
nf promise of
on,poum;• ! tn:in> r< m, d;•
li is el aimed that about two
li\, in Five.loin.
‘■ui none whit h has
11\, 1 a reputation -,i
the plaintiff contracted an engageidt* as ihe
live.
W<* Warn that a vei
large
ment ei marriage with defendant. which den Ion of her jiroii:
IV nn ! !»• great sab ol Ini
Icndael ha> refused 11» carry out and has since
The Seaweed Tonieund Mandrake Pills are the first two
\ another per.-on. Miss Barlow is an atmai ri
in- dime i„ «• \
weapons with v high the citadel of the malady is assailed.
pi aid'd lor hemwok lit purposes,
tract Ke voiimr wmiiaii. i’ll years of age, of fresh
Two-thirds of the eases of consumption originate in dys
oid that '!•- d.-light- in goim' arouml doing
pepsia and a functionally disordered liver. With this
complexl >n, blue eyes, auburn hair, round,
condition the bronchial tubes “sympathize" with the
lull face, and of medium height. She appeared
stomach. They respond to tin; morbific action of tu
in Court dre-sed very becomingly, and took a
li\» r.
Here then comes the culminating result, and the
\ 1 unity
e
Ii\ in:
Wa'do \ nine, in eivtal
seitmg in. with all its distressing symptoms, f
-eat bebde her counsel, in front* of the jury.
d
ami startling shock <*n
The
i<
a
man
of
of
medium
defendant
2-1,
Wednesday
young
COXS E MPTIOX.
-nii' ol
last week, one of t he daughters height and good
complex ion. and
The Mandrake Pills are composed of one of Natur es
wearing' siih* whiskers. He is the son of Win.
noblest gilts—the Pudonhilliuu 1‘eltatum. Tiny posses.-, all
d-d
mldenly in a manufacturing town in c.
the blood-searching, alterative properties of VaP.nu
sihley, a well known and prominent citizen
I...t
Massachusetts
lie, -i'ter, who was there.
unlike calomel, tlu y
<»t Freedom.
Mi" Barlow lived in the family
of
the
..I
at
the
time
Mr.
ami
alleged
engageLEAVE
NO
STIXL
Sibley
KEIIINR."
graphed lionit
immediately darted
A. C.
n,. ut. and a>'isted at doing housework,
t he work of cure is now beginning. The vitiated ami
with the bodv.
Ik.
'onie
ovi'iglit. tin
.lewet! ••ondiieted the ea-e for plaintiff, and N.
mm oiis deposits in t!ie bowels and in the alimentary e.i
!■-patch was md deli\eia-d. and the lirst in- Abbott for defendant.
nal are ejected. The liver, like a clock, is wound up.
It
ai--usi slrotn its torpidity.
The stomach acts respond el\,
timation the family had that tin young lad>
n cut
to
''liIV-irlow. plamtill, testitied.
and the patient begins to feel that he is getting, at la-i.
and
wife
m'I'Icv’s
in
.Jan.
is<;s;
Mr.
Mr.
;
Sibley
i"
ne-t alive ami well.-w a* th
in i s al of tin ;
A Sl'I'PLY OF v OOOD BLOOD.
inir for in.-: lived a mile away: lived at Mr.
Min at the door.
'J ho SeaAveed Tonic, in conjunction with the Tills, per^iI»h-\t«> do housework; remained there, tirst
meates
and assimilates with the food. Chyliiieation is
:i:in•. !-2 weeks: then went home: was absent
i- iiihT- < :iiul»ri« 1
and K itnhdui tin 1.»»111
liinv progressing, without its previous tortures.
Digestion
or six weeks; when 1 left Mrs. Sibley wished
bet Mines painless, and the cure is seen to pe ni hand.
i:i« rout-' now. ninnin
:iron llit-ir l‘«»rm»-r
There is no more flatulence, no exacerbation of the stome
return; '•aid 1 would let her know m a
uueli. An appetite sets in.
mgement **r tin-,**- trips a week. This brings
week or two; in two weeks told her 1 would
Now comes the greatest Blood Puriflcr over yet given
!• turn, it'sin* wanted me; I worked on wages;
m "ii thi* shaun r ( it;. <>l ll- hmond*> «!:i> '.
by an indulgent father to sulh-ring man. sScheuck’s Pulwhile there. Win. Sibley one day, eame into
monic .Syrup comes in to perform its functions and to
Itii'll is ;i disadvantage to 1 !i. 1!' I\ .11 ill a public.
hasten and complete the cure, it enters at once upon its
house, and eame to me; put his arm around
v<.rk. Nature eannot be cheated. If collects and ripens
W
it not !i. «• \|m .i}« 111 r.ir tin insjd. Tim*
ne 'ayin:? “you are a darling, I wish you was
tin-impaired and diseased portions of the lungs. In the
mine." Said 1 “Win Will, do you mean that?"
elnll
eVi :i
,1 nil- |• :i■ In 1 I" It lll;i«i(‘
form of gatherings it prepares them for expectoration,
audio! in a very short time the malady is vanguished,
1 had rather have you than any
He ii 1 “Yt
n
iiiir-1 i\ 111. •! i!
II ir '-'ii !)• 11 \ work of such
the rotten throne that it occupied is renovated and made'
one i know •»!.’*
1 said “-Will, if you are sinnew, nml the patimit, in all the dignity of regained igor,
u
i:
iiiv iurii! w-mld
les linn is now <1 me
cere. and mean as vmi say. I will be yours any
steps lbrih to enjoy the manhood or womanhood that was
•Ml !li,tine- you say.** Said he “When 1 have a home
Cl I VEX UP AS LOST.
I said
oi my own. I shall eonn- and gel you.”
> m:ikc
\ mouse promises no}
in
The second thing is, the patients must stay in a warm
up I m.
He re••When do you think that will he?”
until
room,
they get well; ii is almost impossible to pre*-tree|.
l int
Kill i' tiler.- no way
well.
pi d -hi about a year. That his father wantcm taking cold wln-n the lungs are diseased, but it tnii-a
be prevented or a cure cannot be ctVocted. I'resli air and
ed him io have tin* old place, and it would he
which th«* public ean be prop etc! from the
riding out, especially in this .section of the country in the
n :i■1 v
in aii nit a vear; that he had thought of
fall and winter season, are all wrong. Physicians who
!.i> or tint wonderful phi/, in its n:tlui';il
a
in.- t n
long time; that lie inllueneed his
recommend that course, lose tlu-ir patients,"if their lungs
l it to n
ll w
h.cl iicu.ii always, hill
me there: he kissed me: I ivniothei- to ■:.
are badly diseased; and yet, because they are in the house
n,i u d ii : once afterwards he told me I might
they must not sit down quiet: liny must walk about the
it lei- pot on :tii iinit i' i i: •; < ipe Lli/al" III
room as much and as fast as the strength will bear, to get
iakr hi' miniature from his room and keep it:
11 hi', wilii ui. e-. c ii \c|
in.I the otlu r r<-v ..lV'
a good circulation of blood.
The patients must keep
1 ••' ii: he a-ked for mine: [deft's photograph ( ui>
in good spirits—be determined to get well. This lias a
lie'.
I lie appi-amie
I T«■ I'll i
I or
All
debited to court and jury}: spoke of ongagogreat deal to do an ith the appetite, and is the great point to
iimiI in April, to my brother’s w ife : it was eonon in-—wh\ he nni'n'l ihink he sees in »'\ ry
despair of cure after such evidence of its possibility
iidenti.il; shew her the picture: wen! to llaii:
I'o-isler. lie
he IIIeo.-k in III' C\e.
in the worst cases, and moral certainty in all others, is
r: none 1! weeks; on return home, they sent
siiii'ii!. J>r. Scheuck's personal statement to the i-'actills
of
bis
own cure was in these modest n\ urtls:
Ibr
me
to
come
to
Mr.
saw
defendant,
Sibley's;
The lecture committee lnv
ii!n| to-eeure
ears ago 1 was in the last stages of consunip
during absence from there; visited there, and ti.ii..Many
coiitiii, (! to my bed, and atone time my physicians
nv lil-l e|:c- leellirer tor the
.111- Ill-inn "I 1 he
ai rird me home: once spoke of
Wm. sihley
thought that I could*not live a week; then like a di-owning
•ur-e ‘i1111 have decided t" lie. lare tile
a .oil
M
Morse, whom lie afterwards
married;
man catching at straws, 1 heard of.and obtained the pre1 In e.|.
'aid he didn't want her at hi- parly: or to have ; parations a\ bieli 1 iioav oiler to the public, aiul thev made
ll has I,cell
'lie. essl’ul olle, ;tI!• i all
a perfect cure of me.
It seemed to me that I coiild feel
one until -lie was gone: lie once declined to
j them penetrate my Avliole system. ’J'hey soon ripened tlte
ie.-l 1 hat t lie mambers «|«
rv
lhe thank- o: ilie
earrv her home, when hi' mother asked him to;
matter in my lungs, and i would spit up more than a pint
Ah
"(II
of
UUeX
gb'd
iell-1'.a
|
funds
IVi-ol.lie.
of offensive yelhov matter every morning for a long time.
in! lie woiildn'i go to Ito.-kland to bring her
|
As soon us that began to subside, my cough, tin or, pains
main wliieh will he :ipp.-..prial.«l lo the lei tin**
ii| egaiu: w hen 1 eame hack -aid he was glad,
and night RNveats all began to leave me, and mv appetite
itin- time had seemed long, aild hoped we
became so great that it AvasAvith difficulty that I could
"I another v * ar.
1 otild soon he together always; lie took me to
keep from .eating too much. 1 soon gained my .strength
and havegroAvn in llesli ever since.
< »wr
A* vi
tile plaee \\e were to live at : he occasionPi;mi < n ».\
people who v\ ere M
1 was weighed shorth after my recovery," added the
kissed me. and I occasionally returned it:
ally
iiiin h
with
Hie
entertainments
oV
Doctor, “then looking like a mere skeleton; my Aveight
pleased
lie treated me with respect: the third Sunday
an us only ninety-seven poundr.; mv present weight i-. two
I’rol. Slone, at his previous visit, will he glad
after
hundred ami twenty-live
returned he carried Miss Morse to a
pounds, and f..r Nears I
have enjoyed uninterrupted health."
know lint lie will he here a/a ill oil "'a till'd IV
baptism; his mother and sistey wished him to
Dr. Schenck has discontinued his professional vi- its to
-to
she
because
was
homesick—so
William
so,
•nine ue\'l.
IIis engagementa imit of only
Nona* York and Boston, lie or his son, I>r. ,1. II. S.-henek.
informed me: while they were preparing,
dr., still continue to see patients at. their office. No. |;»
entertainment here, -h this tim
11
Nortli Sixth street, Philadelphia, every .Saturday from!*
William said “Won't you go with us?"
I said
A. M. to ;; I*. M. Those whoANish a thorough e'xamiua
introduced -"in.- n,m I l- alure.' iu hi I'ill. ami
tle-n hi' mother said “Will is going for
1: .ii nn-ith the liespirotneter Avill be charged S'-. The lbMilie
h»r
1
Morse:"
did go
went
lu-r;
•iw-' away a
u ml. lol- of ]■<• ■-■•n
See :>.lpironietcr declares Ihe exact condition of the lungs, and
with hi' brother; next d:>\
Will said “Hanpatients can readily learn whether tiny are curable
e|‘i i -eljieHl.
nah. w iiat make' you sober?'* lie put his
Tin* directions for taking the medicines are adapted to
uni
round
he
went
said
lie
his
i ellllV o|i -a\
'•
me;
111.!
la -pl ill
by
lit
tie* intelligence even of a child.
1 oIIonv these direction*.,
null;
mother*' request
told him I wanted to talk
ami kind Nature Avill do the rest, excepting that ins.-ine
mm'' lalley liali'iy Kirn !.. thoughts of
(asi-s tin-.Mandrake Pills are to be taken in increased
with
him again, as we were interrupted:
j
-: tie three medicines need no other accompaniments
Kilt 11
I!
Ill"
dll' time la. Vnllli"n< \: d ;\
I asked him if lie had been de- I f
than the ample instructions that accompany tin m
ir.-t,
v
a
iving me: he said no, that lie loved me, 1 create* ai'petite. Of returning hoaitli
turn- to thoughts of
|o\e ot'a honhunger is thenm-d
and earned Mi'-■ M n->• hv reijuest of his mothu. Iconic symptom.
When it conies, as it Avill tome, l.-t
aiel
iieh mallei'.
Amithi- reminds m
tlm
i-r: I >e lie \ el him; lie earried her to ride afdespairing at once lie of good cheer. (lood blood at
onee folloNvs, the cough loosens, the night sweat is a bat. d
e,
il.al .'lia Kavmoinl '.s ill have hi- spring
ti rwards three or Jour limes; once said lie was
in a short time both of these morbid symptoms are ..im
•Mi:
to take Mr. I nulge to I’nlty, hut I after11 i Ii"
-I iron. I' Jo-1 lay.
adverti eiilellt.
;
Dr. Seheiiek's medicines are constantly kept, in tens <o
ward' discovered that he carried Mi" Morse:
tliousands of families.
As a laxative or purgative, the
,,:ii i."i"lihor■ * i.o 1
in- iiilrotlu-. ii into ! said !i knew he didn't do right; said he intendMandrake Pills are a standard preparation: whilu the
ed to tultill hi'
and wouldn't ; Pulmonic
u
Syrup, as a cure of coughs and colds, mav be
-hop. yoiin g man wit • handle. a ra/.-w j ?:d.e her again, promiseto tome,
a
as
he
had
reearded
as
a
cxeept
piopbylacterie again, t consumption in’aiiN
baptism,
'I h ma, \e|Jou*
ii-.-.- maiiiI, ll
it..
h:\ded h -r to y •: Mi" M• ir-«■ 'o<,n afterwards
Pri. of the Pulmonic Syrup and >cnNveed Tonic, $ I'd
ul
ilioi;
•»-.
went
home
to
and
when
she
came
tint iii'lrmii' ii! lid"
e.- th
fa.a
Uoeklaud,
I
a bottle, or SV r»o a half dozen
Mandrake Pills, y.j cents
!
I r-ale I v all driii/ei-: and dealerea
id.e a a phn
W
'Oiilelim- llnllk tlnl -mod acalll. she was lii' wife; he told me he didn't
t.K".
'*. Agents Boston.
(iOUDWiN A
M-- w hat his parent' said about his niarying
Y
!• 11 h. r
like orator-, are horn, not made.
in.
he would have his way: in October 1 he_• mi
to talk apout preparations for marriage;
)
T 11 1]
This paper i- prinled ou \\
iue-lay nL hi,
In asked me to sit in his lap, and he put
"ii not pllhlished until
So paper
I'hur day.
hi- arms around me: said lie wished lie could
-i w ay' hav<- me so
he
nv Ml lie red to iea\
111. olli
near; we talked ofotirmarWeflt I
ie<
hi- •:other was coming, and I was getmailed, imiil Thur-dav n, .r,nn
I. ihi- i!
ting up. but In-told me to sit still; his brother
tiuriie in mind, some Inntle-s ..irn*-,\
Arc endorsed and prescribed by more leading i*hy
up tie
iiiie in and talked with us: he was constant
aiciuus
than
other
tonic
or
stimulant
any
or- will he
in manifesting attention, and J believed Inin;
aved.
now in use.
They are
1 think now that he was sincere.
Lewis iV < ro.-l.v's ii Ii ear! i- now going on |
At tins point wo are obliged to suspend our
121*!
A
!
daily round', with the treason of He deep. ;
•d.i !eh of tile ease. It w’ill he tiuished next
l*'or Fever and Ague, Intermitlants, Biliousnes
a. I lie -hade of halibut, <
od, lohstei's. clams, Ac. week.
nul all disorders arising from malarious causess
‘halers left at < ’after A A le\aud. r's will 1h* at*
I’licy are highly recommended as an Anti-Dyspeptic,
ind in case of Indigestion are invaluable. As an
leled to.
Probate Court.
Appetizer and Kecuperant and in case of General
Debility,
they have never in a single instance tailed
Mr. Kulrifeivllie accomplished legal reporter,
A
v I'm ui.orcn, Judge.
1». I'. FlK.r.n, liogister.
in producing the most happy results.
They :uu
-iting a- ollieial r< porter at the present term
particularly
ue following busim's.: was transacted at the April
i
<
IIEXEE1CIAE TO FE.n.4LG<i
the '..ni t in this count'.
Term of <aid Court—
the mind, and
Strengthening the
flic slate .(name-, in Ktirnlnm. we learn, are 1
A i»Mi \i
i;
11'1N
whole system, l he
on i'i!i: Kstatksor—Addison
giving tone and elasticity to
Home Stomach Bitters are compounded with the
ley loping well, and very handsome specimens A. Moure, late ol Fcllnst, deceased, George ilemetr
greatest care, and no tonic-slimulan thus ever betoro
wav, Administrator; Mark 1’. Went worth, late of been ofl'orcd to the jmblic bo pleasant to the taste
have I,,-, a seemed. < M leT par la1' ill the vie iiu y
>•
and combining so many remedial agents, endorsed
Km.:-.
id Harriot Wentworth,Administratrix;
an-claiming to have wider ami I letter v.-in ot
the medical Iraternity as the I’harmacopieia. It
l>.n:it
l*o..« n. late of I.ineohiville, deaceased, Sarah by
i:>
.miimdit v.
co*ts but a little to give them a fair trial, and
.I iiit 1
u, 1 .xt uuti i\. William F. Foulter, late ol
I .4.TIILY NlflOS LI) HAVE
>:V1!K1
livery other man <»r \« hide !<• hr mt:i in the
uitv dee-nsod, Charles Hutchinson, Executor;
A ItOTlIj:.
Min-i all'll! thi' time. I >c:. r*> bundles of trees
rotor ('. l.ukoman. late of Troy, deceased, E. W*
.IAS, A. .JACKSON & CO., Proprietors,
■'I'
-riling out. Ii' no untimely trusts oeeiir, Bennett, Executor.
I.aborator>*JU5 it lor N. ‘-id st., St. Louis, Mo.
For Kale by all ItriigrKt1* anil Ftealers.
I’ w ill ho abundant. and IVuit a- plentiful ;w
(i kaudians AiTiUNTiOD-U. A. Rich over minor
i

next

n

(:i<e!u

as

■

marriage.

■

figure,''dark

j
\

■

READ ! READ! READ!

Corrected

TltST .Jl'RY.

I

1

ci KBian1.

i*ni€E8

hele asv

■
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grand fashionable night.
GRAND BIOLOGICAL NIGHT!

■■

1

PRO BONO PCJBLICO ! !

II AY FORD
SATURDAY

HALL,

EVENING.

For the Benefit of the

Prof.

APRIL

22,

SPIRAL GEAR.

1871.

A T

public generally,

STONE,

54 Iain St.,

ll.is the honor to announce that in
consequence
of tiie great numbers who were unable to
gain admission on the last night of his entertainment in
Belfast, and being on his way to the East he will,
without regard to personal interest, give one more
Entertainment as above. l:pon which occasion he
"'ill hope to remunerate those present
by affording
a
highly amusing and interesting Entertainment, in
addition to which he will distribute the EARLIEST
AMOUNT OF PRESENTS, IN YAH'E, ever
f’iren Aicmj to an audience in this city. Tin- gifts
will be

j

j

>

j

••

J

e

remedy

HERSEY 4 WOODWARD,
being desirous of closing

principal Present, decided from the hat, will
be a magnificent
< J 1A MBKlv-SET
Of Furniture. (Value
$-14.00)
Among the presents to be givpn from the numbered list, will be
J BA 11 HE 1. OF FUPEIIFTX
FhOFR.
(The best to be purchased in U.-lf ist,

^TO.MAPii

ISITTi-tKM

PRiiVKiVTIVI

MU

!

j

body,invigorating

j

■

j

iwith the

annoum-

boots and 'hoc

I

i*ac|v up ail

heirs

land.
eome

liny

eonspiniously
niont of lii-

They h:i

<

i,,

w

j

j

YDS. BEAUTIFUL PRINT,
given in Druss jintlei ns of ten yards each.

look

£o The Entertainment will be conduct*■i
■

:>•

sold

over

The

■

c

ui\

slieh way

as

W

i>

on

KsrATKS oi—Thomas

j

and common Cloths, propose to sell them from 14*
to 40 per cent, below what they have ever been
offered in this Market. They will sell good,
durable SUITS of heavy CLOTHING for
$*. Good all WOOL CLOTHS,
from 70 cents to $1.4*0 per
yard, such as has been previously sold from $1,414*
to $1.45 per yard. A
large lot of furnishing goods
such as

...

Boots,
Drawers,

Shoes,

rickets may he obtained

tin

at

AMLLK

which never

pulls

out.

have a

They

i»

low

stock

which will lie sold

lelt

cost.

F1FT\

DlKL.s.'lO \YoKK 1M A ( l.uillIM
Manufactory, Boston Prices w ill hepaid. For par.1. UALKlS, Stockton, Mi-.
ticulars, apply to
Stockton, April In, ].s, i.
.;\vll.

co

7<

prices.

h.
-a

I|cjM

la- steals papers from

Abby

inlwood

Allowanci.

mam:

to

Widow

William

oi

F,

Yates, late ol Freedom.
to

Ski.l

Kkal Estatk.

ok

Frank F

chartered to load
will eonn* over the

I’m: Ni:t'uai.cia.
Iiumeasutably the host
Known run* for neuralgia, rheumatic pains,
ladies and ailments of that nature, that ha*
yd been brought to public. notice,' i* Briggs’
Allcvantor. Thi* valuable compound is prepar« l by Dr. J. Briggs, the celebrated ohiropodi I. -md Ido his corn curative is an undoubted

lilroad Irom Pittslidd and he ianded in Huston.
*

apt.

*»ih

lett

on

All work done in the best
Slate promptly attended to.

IN OIL..

manner.

Orders

Shop over FRAN K B. KNOW LTON’S Store,
Jlelfast, We.
KHigli Ktreet,
3m:J5si>

are

(Pile has been

Imnher which

Specialty.
“MACHINE,”

GRAINING WITH

deceased.

l.u k.nsi.s

Woodward

ANIJ VAKMSUINC.

and Papering Front Entries,
Parlors and Sitting-Rooms made a

Painting

Minor heirs of Cyrus Morrison; Wilbert M.
Noyes minor; Minor heir of True Sanborn.
Will 1’uovkd- l’eter C. Kakeman, late ol Troy,

ilia!.
A

Hiickland, late Krsid<-nl l.n

Hirer on

Kaiho id. is in town.

Sunday Iasi Ue\. Dr. Palfrey. of tin I uihoiaii ehiuvli. prcacli.-d his | re well sermon.
iThe schooi>

commenced Mon-

Dr. rl. Briggs’ unrivalled Pile licmI’ll.i s!
e
is mild, soothing and reliable for Internal
It afj internal, Bleeding and Itching Piles.
fords immediate relief and rapidly cures the
most distressing cases, except those requiring

set Tuesday—( will probably
{
something.11* v. Dr. Palfrey look)
leave of his Parish list Sunday.
11< will
i-mach occasionally through Hie suminor.
We arc indebted t<» <ho. Wells I'm* a pleasant
'.' «mirt

batch

Mail
l.
Ephraim Ham it,
1 .eamhr Wi ks,
IIt, N A Uiirp.
Fian.i. ’• .!•!»,

MAKUIKJ).
In this city, lvth, inst., by Rev. W. O. Thomas,
Mr. Charles A, Fllis.to Miss Fannie A. Dunton,
both of tliis city.
In Knox, April ‘.'tit, by E. Pease, Esq., Mr. (.’has.
II. Waning and Miss Mary Ann Berry, both ot
Stockton.

CUTTER,

believe the best in this part of the State and
only ask a trial to make others believe the same.
We invite every one in want of

we

urgieal operation.

Few individuals are aware that the deceases
of the t'eet, if not fatal to one’s life are certainly
as annoying as can be, and the
remedy is simd:iV :*t Itivorsidf < i»tI
l/ik«* < JailIII ibacook
ple and sure; the corn, bunion, or inverted nail
must be skilfully and carefully treated, and the
<«*)<>. knows bow to ciitcrl:tiu bis friends.
| pain entirely ceases. The best way to obt ain
Fvery body is now burning brusli piles, and. 1 his relief is to burehase a box of Briggs’ Alleor Curative, can be obtained at any drugl< -ariug
up front yard-_Wo have boats three I viator
store. Sold l»v ltiehard If. Moody. S. A.
bines a week to and from Poston.“There's gist
Howes A Co. Belfast, L. Curtis *Jr. ScarsporL
imi'-i. in the air”
Huberts it Ifirliborn, Stockton, Mudgett A
every morning, Free ronrt
by the celebrated IJird family.\W no- Sibly, Prospect, J. W. Scavey, Frankfort, and
all druggists generally.
lm&S.
li'-'* in Kitchen Alley a lot of fruit trees for sale
Ska Moss Fakink from pure Irish Moss for
It smells of lrees-on.There was a slight
Blanc Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, Ac,
/ephyr last week In Minnesota whieh unroofed Ac.
The cheapest, healthiest, and most deli■mill* of the houses; the m-xt
day a foot of cious food in the world.
That is near the “big wheat field” |
now fell.
Mrs. Selina
"W11at auk your Symptoms?
< arleton told
ns of.
Don't all move them at Horton, residing at Fort Lee, was, five months
confirmed
line
a
ago,
hypoerondiac.
day she
and
crocusse*
are blossomonee.The tulips
was bewailing her miserable condition to a laed. We don’t mean the black erow or the
dy friend in Brooklyn. “What are your symrooster, both of whieh belong to the speeies of toms?” said the lady. “Oh, I am sick all over’’
was the reply; “never free from headache and
erow cusses.The subscription to the fund for
pains in
hack : very weak, and so low-spirDr. Palfrey has reached over '-Plbii.The ited that my
the least thing makes me cry.” “Just
male heads of two families had a slight diller- my own case a vear ago, when I commenced
■ 1*111'
Plantation Bitters,” said Mrs. If.
enee of opinion last week.
It resulted in a
“Well?” inquired her friend.
“Well: they
little choking; “only this and nothing more"
mod me ol every
distressing symptom in two
.Now is a good time to paint your house.
week*, and you'd better follow my example.”
1 In* ! idy did so, and with the same
The cavalry are having a furlough.Miles
happy re-

|

j

>

t it

Cloth

Clothing

or

1

I

< ltc*)iai< al

n

Medirat St

ami

i=J

THIS V.MTAl.’LK '.MAT. I
1>K A LIT
i., MLhk INK:-.

Staples hung out a new sign recently* and Fast
day evening he “wet it" with collce and oysters
at Dodge's.
It took some thirty men to do the
job.We are glad to see Major Chase out
again. Tie looks good for many years yd.
What IIe Wanted. A customer in ;i
Western drug store, not long since, wanted to buy a “tinker’s violin” to cun* a
certain malady. He said the doctor told
him to get it. After a vast amount of
cogitating and ijuestioning, il was found
that the man wanted tincture of iodyne.

sult.
Snuff or dust of any kind, and strong, caustic
or poisonous solutions aggravate Catarrh and
drive it to the lungs. Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy cures Catarrh by its mild, soothing, cleansing and healing properties. Each package prepares one pint of the Remedy ready for use, and
costs only fifty cents. Sold by druggists, or
send sixty cents to R. V. Pierce, M. D., 133
Seneca street, Buffalo N. V., and get it by rej turn
mail. Look out for counterfeits and wortlij
| less imitations by seeing that it has, upon the
outside wrapper, Dr. Pierce’s private Stamp,
I
I issued by the IJ. S. Government expressly for
stamping his medicines and which bears upon
it, bis portrait, name and address, and the
! “words l S. Certificate of Genuineness.”

A

T

Weed F, F,
the best in

in

Ft

LcH’ALLD in »ouglis, Colds, Catarrh, Asthma,
Bronchitis, and Cont-umption.
<

'irees

\\’ iI honI

10:ii 1

A recent cold in three to six hours; and also bv i!.
VI 1 AL1SIM., l‘t HIM INC and si 1M1 LA I IND
ellects upon the
in r.il System, is remarkably eiiicacious in all
IIVKBANE.S OS' '■’BBfrO
S5B.OOB».

missions
UNPRECEDENTED
sell Pictures everywhere.
!

to

One agent alone has

over 8,500 at 75 cents each.
Another agent
can make more money in this business
1 could on a $10,000 farm all stocked.’’ Address
with stamp, WHITNEY & CO., Norwich,

retailed

writes, “I

than

only

Conn.

I

!

CONVINCES

ALSO.

:

mechanics ano capitalists

A

liF.VI.l.Ol’KMI.NT

Great Western

All

-\.«t

Hisrrtyrs <»i the KOMK. TBBfiittAT
iSSMl
THK COMPOUND

& Cadiz Salt.

LIVERPOOL, Sc
hhds.,
alt. I'or sale
2000S;
Bos tun prices
by
800

at

Castine, March

1

1871.

SAMUEL ADAMS.
0W27

■

For use in connection with the KLIM IK TAR is
combination ol the TWO most valuable ALTF.KAT1VK Mi divines known in the Profession, and
renders this Pill without exception the very best

F. HYDE &

i-

OMllININt,

.Uion. ITatrr

•TOWNS

OF

J

A

Powfr

ami

AND

I,an«lv,

Now Goods!

NK UNDKRSIONED HAYINO KNLAROI.D
his place* ol Idisim-.NS, respectfully announces
to tin- citizens ol Belfast and vicinity,
that In- iia- added to his slock ol
Millinery, a lino of sma 11 wan s

Corsets,
Gloves,

Hoisery,
Handkerchiefs, l!ainl)iii!' ami I’itjiu- Trimmings,
Plaited Cambric Trimmings (something
entirely new,) Ladies ami Children's Aprons, |)ies> Linings, llraids,
Ladies ami Misses Kid
all Ilm

Spring

(ilnves,

in

Culnrs Ac., k,

Having just retiirtiid from Boston with a new
stock, ol Spring ami .Summer Millinery, lie will have
an opening ol

Hats,

Thursday, April •.doth,

the Ladies

to call

l-; 1, and cordially invites
ami examine.
S». IUVMOWI).

Church Si., next door to

(Sia

<

K.ssons TO

Hayford Block.

FAIRBANKS Sc BEARD,

MANUFACTURERS

Ale, Mineral Water,
Ginger
SODA AND SYRUPS.
ALE, PORTER,
Cider ami Liner Hier
In

Bottles,

or

HOWARD

Barrels,
family

Half

Barrels,

or

use.

Kegs

for

ATIIHNJEUM IHTILDINO,

HOWARD STREET, BOSTON.
Orders per mail or express tilled on the same terms
as it applied for in person,
All goods warranted.
Musks Fairbanks.
I.kyi Fairbanks.
:tms4l
o. S. Nioat.k.

STEAMSHIP

A I

I

I A N C! K,

('apt. T. li. SUUTE,
Will resumo her regular trips, leaving Boston
every Thursday at
o’clock, 1*. M., for TENANT’S
HARBOR, LINCOLNVILLK, BELFAST,connecting with the Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad,
SANDY POINT, BUCKSRORT, WINTERI’ORT,

and BANGOR.
Ret urning—Will leave Bangor .Monday at s o’clock
A. M., touching as above.
T in* ALLIANCE is in line sea-going order, having
new Boiler, Shalt, &c., and being thoroughly re-

paired throughout.
3S

ROSS (J.

LEWIS, Agent.

|

O NT!

ON FEB. 2(i, 1S71, BETWEEN THE Sanborn
House and Brown’d Corner, a Black Satchel containing several letters, two pairs of Spectacles anil
sundry other articles, (the let ters were subsequ ently
mailed at Belfast.) The fimler will please leave tinsame at

l'errigo's Other, Telegraph Buildin•«-,

:iw4i*

A

U RE AT

-.

BARGAIN!

Situated (>n the Corner of Main A High sir its, in
this city.
The reason ot liis do ire to mTI, i- that lie
wishes to vi-'it his aged parents in Italy, tin- coining
summer.
will ilo
Any one v.i.hiwg to purch. -i
well to apply .-non to !
on m-i ,:l
n p.
tin
* 1. A..
Leila i. April r :*•;
A<
.win
,i.

Judge

ot Probate tor the

City

I-nil
ion

City

Belfast.

or

JOINT STANDING
rjlUL
\cci
JL tlo- city uiliicil,

1

i'H

o.

oi

,\a.

F.tt S,

appl,

u

M

i.oi

SOLDIERS OF THE WAR OF 1812.
ATTENTION :

j

1 * > N11! I iS S HAS FAS.-Ll
\ I AW t; l V ! \b
A !'• n-i-m .it
V
per mont ii to t In -ihn
| soldier-<d tiif War ot !-’.'.S who serve.i -i\tv da\
1 ->t
ov.-r, and to tin- widow
such as haw dic'd
I bus doing justice to thi- brave and no rltorioim
j band ot I ’at rnat
1 ha v. all the Lolls and lb cords
; this -ci vic
iml they are not to be to.1 ;-t an\ other place o
til'1 si .tv- to my knowledge.
I wiileiv. ev« rv -o'.
di<
the I*, le nt ot my nv‘ id-; t.. e-iabli-h in elaim
to c pension sllid I will assist him iu tinpr.-mpf
and
-edv pro cm m -I hi- elailil. It thi
liar.-.oi the soldier is !.. '.-ie-e- -cords are invaluable.
I he ha* is lixe. 1 ! ty 1 a V.', 1
N
.-»• lire..- un;
less a pension is oluaim 1.
u pi
n
it my
di
Application can lu in el
in Hangor, or by letter irivin.-- into k| t'oinrai
t Ulii-er
dal. and i- ugth ! -or. ie.
-.

-,

“liiee

11’

Ii.

BOOTS

AND
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It.
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Si as <5 *» *4
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lv

-nr.

k.-ag Itridge, Lang.-i-.
r.angor, 1\b.
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Agents Want'.eci
i lie Librai v °l
Choir,

«

Eug-lioh

SHOES,

Si

i’ot'ln ‘t

rtr

NciXch.
W ith

n*

front

9eiv.ii

//.*'-

r.,

ami

Suim

( r,„i

tuirrii

.in

inti o.|tic!ion

an

By WILLIAM CULLLN BRYANT.
ail tin- light. rgi. des.it work il
ble, and the most delicate lady’s

pump-soh d boot is more
preserves its shape etter,

Hn-ati'i'H

popuirir
nerin

GuiuL

i*r*»

<ioh]

I
I

ro
mi

Leliust the ensuing

-uiinin

r,

aiv

re-

quested and notitied to meet me at my liou.se tor
amination on Friday the -'1st or Friday the ." tit
the present month, at I o’clock, P. M.
WOOSTHR
lieli'ast, April 6, L<i.

Jerseys for

PA

Cream!^

!H\ HR,

'-up.

x

ol

vs>..r.

Ill

Freedom Notice.
K A
NALL'ARIL C't NS IDF RATION
1
hereby relimjiiisli to my son Frt'.Jeriek A. Wes
cott, tin* remainder of his minority'. Shall ln reatter
claim none of his earnings and will not be responsible Tor any debts of hi; contracting after this date.
Cmil.SLA WL.-co i T.
Witness—L. A. WLSCO’I T.
Goulds boro, March J'.*, Is, i.
:Uv.‘P

1710

Small Farm for Sale

SsM

...

.CT

Mid elu

no

ephemera)

Searsport,

B. & M. H. L. R. R. Co.
STOCK llOLDKKS IN Till. A BOV K named
.L. Company are hereby notified to meet at the
Court House in Belfast, on Wednesday May -M. 1^71,
at 10 o’clock in the lorenoon, to act upon the following articles, viz
Art. 1st. To see what action, il any, the Stockholders will take, concerning the contract for a Lease, of the road, dated
June 10, Im.s.
To see whether, and upon what terms
Art. -M.
the Stockholders will lease the road.
To transact any other business that may
Art. 3d.
properly come before said meeting.
I’er order ol Directors,
JOHN 11. QUIMBY, Clerk.
IL &. M. I.. K. IL Co.
Be H e I. April 10. L 1.
::u |o

lit,

.«»/

,r.

j

itilull;. priet, I. .-Ii

!\

oiuiit.

J

!

inter, -t. will n<
lie, and will be. r. d
>!.i and voim ■. o ...u,

nature

or

,,

er -.'r.ov

..!.i
r.-ad

Stale, it can
md r<
h pleasure !q
a
it
1. o.,
hold together.
“A pel feet surpri-e.
SeMeelv an 'bin./
! a
( ivorit.-, or at all worthy ut
place here, i* i,e-l..
It is a hook lor every household."
\. )
M.ul.
W e know
'■
t no similar e.>IS t i.m u the 1 m-1
l.iiiguaee wliich, iu copiou in- iml h 'u ity <>;
lion ami ai allgeuu-l't, call at all cmi.ai e"v. tilt n
N. V. I 'one-.
I frills /.//>. ml.
Sidling v. rv rapidjv. ,s. ml t,.i
t'irciil ii and t erms to .4. Ut e- 4s> 91 hl» A < «»,.
•^4 Ssarl,
t.
I..

WALTHAIV1 WATCHES
\

Irl

e

'i'

cl u ced

Ir’

ia j nil-; •»<■' ,4 a/i'ns % ;j
y in o!nl < oin. silver limiting
A- there are t\\«- u t'.-six dillen
Wai.tii.ui Mov i..m i.\i s, person

(■*

r

i

c

o r-.

%% ft-s'4 sis v
(’a-.
tor
...
lit qunalili.
at
di-fam.

pun ha-e a line mov eim nt, will do well t.>
ud tor my Friee la t and De.-eiiptiv Circular 1
purchasing elsewhere; and ,u e lor them-.
that they can save monev bv huyieg ol me. 1 .*• nn ie
her I ell a lieniiim- Waltham Waieh for siA.oa.
I’< r- oli d attention given to Fine Watch K> pairimand satisfacti;hi warranted. « lirononu t.-r and
pm.-ion F.aiance- put into plain I balance Watches to
order.
I
l.\ I'lLKCF,
IHvliT
Winterporl, Maim-.
about to
si

tore

<

STIlUKOSCi >im:s
VI I*.We,
LIU

.ms,
fllKOMns,
i-

K AMI'S.

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.
531 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.
Invili* tin* attention of the Trade to their extensive
of the alx>\ e goods, oi f.'tr-ir tani fiil-lication, manufacture mu/ impoi tatiuii,

assortment

Also,
PHOTO I.ANTKhW

Searsport Village.
For Terms Apply to

us on the Premises.
JKNN'KITK 1). HOUSTON
SAKAI!
IIOUS ION.
April 3, ls?l.
trio

■.■nr

.H><>

A

WKOFFHU b’Olt SALK IIIK
Kustern sections ol lot No. 1J, in
the first division of lots in SoarsThis section will extend
port.
lrom the hay to the northern extremity of said lot No. I ?, embracing tillage,pasttm and woodland.
It contains about J‘» acres, and is
well watered. On this lot is an
North ol the bay
Orchard oi Young Apple Trees.
road is one of the finest building spots between Bellast and Searsport. This land is about three miles
bout two miles fiom
from Belfast bridge, and

stt/tt rri

utt

illu-trated, liaiid-om.

o/a

Jerseys for Butter!

A V F. SLVKNTKHN JLRSLVS, i.ARtil. A
small, full-blood and grade animals. 1 oiler onm
lor sale at reasonahle prices, and recommend tin m
as good as the h- st in .Maine.
Hv.f.i
\V. A. I*. DILLINGHAM, Sidney.

<'.a

Ol*
w it

hi

Teachers,

-t

bandsono

xtaut. HwrWMt oag.es,

lv

In-iy.

'er ti’ho

n

Mi

Listened with

il

Notice to
t-.-ach
\ii.

/

I’piaUy app! c.i
slipper or the lined
pliable, more durable, am!
i.

CABLE SCREW WIRE.

j

THE

of Belfast,

-.

1

THE

.a

to t

W. II. MA

.,

County

This Company hohls one ol the most liberal chart
ever granted by t lit* State ol Illinois, conferring
perjn-.lunl and exclusive right to create Navigation
Dams amt
a mi Water /’tnrer by the construction ol
Locks on the K ankakee and Iroijncis Rivers, with
authority to issue stock and bonds, hx and regulate
its own tolls within the charter limits, to condemn
materials, lands (or darns, locks, mills, and water
power, to purchase and hold lands lor town and city
site.-, and lor all purposes of manufacturing; also
power to sell, lease, or otherwise dispose-of any
pert or all ot its properties, franchises, or possessions, at discretion.
When completed, this will give navigation from
the Illinois and .Michigan Canal, with which it connects, to the Indiana State line, a distance of nearly
and extending more
one hundred miles in Illinois
than seventy miles in the State of Indiana.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
The fertility of this section of the country is shown
from the fact that one-twentieth ol the two hundred
April A. 1*; 1871.
and litty-two million bushels ot corn alone raised in
KINGSBURY cd, Guardian oi minthe state (one hundred and two counties), in 1870,
or heirs of James N. Pendleton, late ot Proswas produced in the three c unities through which
in said County ot Waldo, deceased, having
pect,
these rivers tlow, and from he peculiar richness of presented his first accounts of
Guardianship lbr althe soil, it has been aptly termed “The Garden of
lowance.
Illinois.-’
Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice to all
The extent and reliability ol the Water Power is
interested
persons
by causing a copy of this order
not surpassed by any river in the .State or New Engto be published three weeks
successively in the
land, the Kankakee River being adapted by nature j Republican Journal printed ut
Belfast, that they
lor this purpose, having a solid lime-rock bed, high,
may appear at a Prohate Court, to be held at Bela
of
water.
sloping hanks, and never-failing supply
within and for said County, on the second
fast,
The works tire now under contract, and in part Tuesday of
May next, at ten ot tin* clock belore
completed £’U miles above and below the City ot noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
Wilmington, and the Company will be prepared the same should not be allowed.
sell
or
Power
lor
to
lease
Water
season
coming
ASA THURLOUGII, Judge.
manufacturing purposes.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register,
ll
The facilities for the transportation, both by
water and rail, to and Irotn the two great distributAt
u
Probate
Court,
held at Belfast, within and lor
ing markets of the West. Chicago and St. Louis
the County of Waldo, on the secoml Tuesday of
the low cost ol living, the large and extensive fields
April A. H. 1871.
ol coal the best in the Stale) within three miles ot
OSCOE G. WEYMOUTH, Executor of the
the river, at two dollars and fifty cents per ton, a ;
fertile soil, cheap building materials, salubrious
\> last will of George Weymouth, late ol Morrill,
climate, and other inducements that will be ollered in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presentby the Company, all’ord a most inviting opportunity ed Ids first account of Executorship tor allowance.
for a remunerative investment of capital, and the
Ordered, That the said Executor, give notice to
employment ot skilled labor in manufacturing inter- nil persons interested by causing a copy ol this olests, which must of necessity develop western der to be published three weeks successively in tin*
Lowells, Lawrences, and Levvistons,
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
About two hundred and fifty acres ol land are almay appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
ready secured by the Company contiguous to its within and for said County,on the second Tuesday
largest Water Power, nearly all ol which is within of May next, at ten ot the clock before noon,
the limits ol the nourishing City of Wilmington j and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
1
«mly fifty-three miles from the city ot Chicago), should not be allowed.
whose fiti/i ns have indorsed this enterprise by a ;
ASA THURLOUGII, Judge.
to
its
bonds
of
over
thouliberal subscription
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
fifty
H
sand dollars.
I iiis company also owues the entire capital block
:t 1‘robate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
At
ot the “Kankakee Coal Company,” with j
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday >1
its valuable railroad c harter, and 000 acres of the
April A. D. 1871.
choicest of the Wilmington Coal Lands, selected by
S. DOW, iormer widow of Levi O.
actual test in boring, and with guaranty ol quality !
Bowden, late of W’interport, in said County of
and quantity.
The Company solicits investigation by manufacWaldo, deceased, having presented a petition that
8ho may be appointed Administratrix on said deturers and mechanics oi the merits ot this enterprise, and oilers to capitalists and others who desire ceased’s estate.
Ordeped, That the said Johanna, give notice to
to make a sate and paying investment one hundred
all persons interested by causing a copy of this orand iifty thousand dollars of its eight per cent, goldbeaiiug bonds, payable in ten years, interest semi- der to be published three weeks successively in the
annually, secured by a first mortgage on all of tbo Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
Company’s property and improvements; the pro- | may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
coeds ot the bonds to be expended entirely in Im- ! within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of May next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
prominent:s\
&iT Pamphlets will soon be issued giving full par- shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer ol said
petitioner should not be granted.
ticulars,
ASA THURI.OUGU, Judge.
1 hese bonds can be obtained of
A true copy. Attest—B. P Field, Register.
11
Messrs. BREWSTER, SWEET & CO., Cankers, No.
40 State -Street, Boston, Mass.
Messrs. R. L. DAY & COBB, Bankers, No. 31 Kilby
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
and lt> Lindall Streets, Boston, Mass.
concerned, that she nas been duly appointed
Messrs. GEO. W. LONG & CO., Bankers, No. 24 and taken upon herseli the trust of Executrix of
Congress Square, Boston, Mass.
the last will of Daniel Doyen, late of Lincoluville,
Messrs. J. 11. DANIELS it SON, Bankers, Wil- in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
mington, Illinois, and at the Offices of the Com- as the law directs; she therefore requests all persons
pany.
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any deHlgl'EllKlICEN.
mands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
If. O. Ai.den, Boston, Mass.
SARAH JANE DOYEN.
3w41
to her.
Emv. Appleton, Railroad Commissioner, 7 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.
Hills & Bp.otiikk, No, 117 South Street, Boston,
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
Mass.
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
Willis Phelps & Co., Springfield, Mass.
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
T. W. Stanley, New Britain, Conn.
of the estate of Addison A. Moore, late of Belfast,
William II. Odell,’Mayor City oi Wilmington, in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
III.
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons
|). IJ.Cohr, Wilmington, III.
who are indebted to said deceased's estate to make
A1 i:us» Company’3 Engineer, Wilmington,
*
immediate payment, and those who have any dein'
mands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
William Goodin*;, Secretary Trustees, Illinois &
:iw41
GEORGE HEMENWAY.
to him.
Michigan Canal, Loekport, 111.
\V. A. Goodino, Superintendent Illinois & Michisubscriber
hereby gives public notice to all
gan Canal, Loekport. 111.
concerned, that she has been duly appointed
.1. Y. S* ammon, President Marine Bank, Chicago
and taken upon herself the trjjst of Administratrix
111.
of the estate of Mark P. Wentworth, late of lvnox,
Ri« iiaui) P. Mokuan, .1 it., Bloomington, 111.
Further information in regard to this enterprise in the County of Waldo, deceased,by giving bond as
nmy be obtained at the olliccs of the Company, Ufo. the law directs; she therefore requests all persons
17 United Hitate* Hotel Block. Beach who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
Street. Bouton, and No. 10*'. Water Street, Wil- immediate payment, tfnd those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
mington, Illinois.
to her.
3w41
HARRIET WENTWORTH.
E. I*. CARPENTER, Managing Director.

THE

1 .m

particular.- a to Ca
he proprietor.

cat

''SMIL ! imam: l.OA R11
1' INISI'ILY, aiIIvin n-Ten at tin- Aldermen room on Men
day, M;i l. I i. at /cl”, k i’. .M :o act upon up.
plication- lor Licenses, Jot Inn il : mm, \ uiitalei
and Hilliard Saloons.
Per Older.
.'Oll.N H. *1 IML\ I'd Clerk.
Jivll
April 1", !>:!.

City
1>ROi’OSALS

JOHANNA

n-r

; /

JOHN

WILLIAM

Steaim-i
ill In re .!.:*!
...d -oiuni'i nic .rioii with
and i*<u t land. <»:i. ot tinmost desirable locations in M dmt o
tin
It.a, ;
and -umiU'T re-c; |, I.dd oil a •count ol i.a iin
n.
California demanding the i'nq.ru ba s iiniuedi t!

of Belfast.

COMMTITLI. OF
on
*i 11!
ami t 'humwill
GRKELY, Administrator of the estate be in session at the Aid run n s room, m :!m lii>i
ot Alexander How, late of
Palermo, in said Monday ol each monili at g o’clock r. M.
All bills against, the city must he pr< si m.-d ..; said
County, deceased, respectfully represents that the i
goods, chattels and credits of said deceased are not j meetings, to be entered upon tin- L<dl Jot pavun-nt
sutheient to answer his just debts and charges ot that mouth.
Per >)nh r.
N. 1'. Hoik's TON, tdiairmtui.
Administration, by the sum of two huudred and
mi
fitly dollars.
Leila-; April •, is.' i.
11
\V iie re fore your petitioner
^
pray your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convoy so much of 1
the real estate of said
deceased, including the reversion ot the Widow’s dower
thereon,) as will
satisiy said debts, and incidental charges of adminFOR J IIL (.’< »LL1 l TtON OF
istration.
JOHN (FREELY,
iaxesin thi.- City, lor this municipal '.ear, will
be received until Monday, May lst,:ii : o’clock. P..M.
Court of Probate, lu*lil at llelfaat, witliiu anil All proposals mast be
il. .1 amhiepiTt
At»
.1 u it It tin
*ur the
County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesdav City Clerk on or before aid date ;tlu- < ’on ucil rest r\
of
April, A. I). 1871.
ing the right to accept oi reject ;is they may deem
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the lor the interest ol the < ity,
Proposals, to be upon ilm amount paid into tie
petitioner give notice to all persons interested, fcv
Per < truer
causing a copy of said petition, with this order City Treasury.
JOHN IL QL’IMHV. City Cl« ik.
thereon, to be published three weeks successively in
ls.l.
:;wll
the Republican Journal, a paper
April
is,
printed at Bellast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at the Probate Office in Belfast
atoresaid, on tinsecond Tuesday of May next, at ten o’clock in the
lore noon, and shew cause, if any they
have, why
tho same should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUGII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest-B. P. Field Register, .’.veil
A Is A
I Vs fi.NIMl | »|; IIP. \ \

VILLAGES.

l'-o.stoa and Fortlatid
within -ix mih
! K ii

daily trains

■.

thousand

ALBERT C. BURGESS,
J- Main Mt.Belfast, Balnr.

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

President llmi. HTL1.I \M 0LATL1N, Gov. of Muss.

CO.,

T

PROBATE NOTICES.

era

I

Maine.
tflo

ten

KSI'oUT, Ml..

Ill

JOSLPII
Hair Dressing Saloon & Earlier Shop,

For light and heavy Carriages. All sizes thorough
ly seasoned, and for sale low by

Enterprise,

tl.U0U.000.

(THEM

SOLE PROPRIETORS.
II" /'. "S7.. Aar

New Goods!

AT

HICKORY AND OAK SPOKKS,

i:\ri.NSlVK—

K.VNJvAKEJ'i COMPANY

ollcrQd.

L

Street, Belfast,

IN SF.A

at

For Sale

& Woodward,

Just received

With beaut ilul sites Tor

TAR & MANDRAKE PILLS,

B*OSBeSVE

place,

Spokes! Spokes!
TO MANUFACTURERS,

For 1N1IA LA IH i.\ without application of HFAl.
A remarkably YA LL ABLF. discovery a- the whole
apparatus can be carried in the v< -t pocket, ready at
any time turtle most eihutual and jiositivelv cum
tive use in

Send for Circular of
to your Druggist, or to

A VALUABLE HOTEL STAND

I.LT.oN High

WF.l.S. KNitSVN. .*iear<i;n>i( lloiitc
three -torii
high, tiuished in Modern Style,
J. OACClOLA’S
and containing
or mor-- l ug
iml eonvenient
S !««***.
tSC
fit BI HIS
-ale. Attached
a Stable
loom-, is 1UIW utbia d I
nearly new, lU\;u, both 1 Lon- ami Stable ahumiaul
I ly supplied with U iter. '.lie Ll\LKd Sl'lM lv
I > to lu liorse.s, ( afi i.;gi
II irue.--e-, Koie
! will also be eld.
t'iii' 11 oti 1 is the oid \ Fu id ie II ouse, in tin j
is situated in tin- e- utr.d part ot :-tai
a
n.
.it
1 head o|
I'Cliobscot L.-y. one >d the mo
ln-au: itui
iu tie- world lor a.-hine and -ailing, whieli
bays
('ACClol.A O FIT PA 1’oR SALM his
renders Si nr .-port a iao- summer re.-i.rt, .,ne that
lashionable
has already h. come ery p .pui.ir wit ii In- t ra\ line
e..n-i a lit l>
n.
a
public, alld wle*-. pal Elia--ing. Fine roads Horn every laeilir,, tor pit ..-on-

■*.'»

April 11, 1N71.

\ olalik* Soiulioii nf Tar

ever

fin-

ft

Street, enquire

|

Im30*

Liverpool

54 Main

Including Scrolula and Lruptions .0 tin kin, D;,
pepsia, Diseases ol the Liver and Kidney-, lie:.it
Dis ••i-e.and Heneral Debility.
ONE TRIAL

Rare Chance for Sale

which we offer in the
above sale.

rpiIUJlK
JL

-.

<

A V r. IN STORL A I.A lit 1. LOT OK Till.
clearest anil pureice evei
or any other locality
frozen exgathered
pressly to order. I shall bo happy to supply customers regularly and in any quantity.
THOMAS LOGAN.
flunks
Belfast, March lit), I-.' 1.

1*1. LAS AN T ROOMS 1“

by l>rutri:i.-t

It has a wide range of applie-ttion.
t he an md
-i immediate n lo t Horn pain.
Indi ja n-ihle tor
Colds, Cough, Idarrlne, Mv-elitery, ( nolera, \.c.
Made xpn -'ly for tho
who want tin In -i. in
know alter they get it. Note- other- need Ian.
tevery pel-on ought to have it, whether at horn
abroad. Sold bv all l>ruggi-l.
March 30,, ls?i.
lyr.

use,

large assortment,

Mersey

Sold

m.

!

TGEJ_ jLGE

PHENOL! NJC,

hint's (';iiliiilii-(in. lln- Ureal llrim-ilv lair I'ain.

Ill
thickest, coldest,
in this

Sewing Machines,

OiiIm.
Remember the
ami be sure to give us
CALL.

PIN 10 TU 1010 TA IT

DM

cle.

.-LI) BY ALL

Rooms to Let!

FIltsT AN'i) ONI.\ SOU 1'I<»N ever made in j
one mixture
A 1,1 THE E « KIA fe: valu i
able activi principals ot the
ll known curative ;

am tree from all pain,
loss was to me precious gain—

SALES!—Large ComWanted, AGENTS, male and female,

..•

lyr 1

PAPER COLLARS,

Oh, listen dear mother, I

At South Bristol f»th inat, irorn the yard of A. &
M, Guumge.a sell, of «5 tons, built for C .1 -Norwood of Rockport, Mass. Messrs, damage are building another sell, same size, to be finished in about
six weeks, for Messrs. Bradley & Co., of Itockport.
Also one of 105 tons, about ready to launch, for
Henry Trefethen & Co., of Portland.
All coasting vessels of loo tons and upwards,
hereafter passing through Hell Gate, by a recent act
ol the New York Legislature, will be subject to taking a pilot, or in case of refusing so to do, to pay
half-pilotage to the first pilot tendering his services,
inward or outward bound. All registered and foreign vessels to pay the whole pilotage, as before.

v

11!

■

Da. E. E. GARVIN'S

Moses Fairbanks & Co.

NKWS.

WING’S

\' an unsarpa-soil healing Vegetable Lotion, In
Iroiii -tain, ai.d its healing properties in such, tli.ai
it once one becomes acquaint oil with them, the) will
always keep it on lian.1. l-'or < happed lland-, l*im
pie- on the Face, Son- Lips. Sore lb .-.ami Lesionot Cutaneous and Mucm- Miriam
ii >s tin- m<>
positive cure. Among all the medicines to; ( atarrh,
nothin^ approaches tin- benign aetion o| this ,q.
Ii quickly
-tan
th
the elands
plication.
mucous membrane ot the mini cavitie-. to
normal
and healthy action, N.. t uniiy -honhl
with ut u
a single day.
Full direction accompany each arti-

1

inire.

And tell me in what blessed sphere dost thou roam ;
Does a sigh never ist in thv tender young breast '<
Are loud hopes never crushed in the land of the blest V

SSIIII1

■.

V. '*ntt3 ••arh.
Up ill r...\-im ai
Prepared
*
WVYLR :i ,.l put up le,
M.
>•;* MI
KOrtiiiN.S VVhol.- ale I’.iid KaTaii JJiu#\
I'n'al l:
m i'i
gitst. Reck 1a,ml, Mv.
m
1.. M.
I.r
\•a.i
by in .;l a ,.
1UH1UIN
M

whatever purpose, commonfwear;or dress, to
give us a call and take the great advantage w<
offer them In this Sale, at GREATLY RE
DUCED PRICES. The assortment is
very large and FIRST CLASS, and
the utmost courtesy will be shown
all who come for inspection.
We have a few of the
CELERRATED

to

Bonnets and

In Jackson, April .’Id, Mrs. Harriet C., wile of
Daniel Carleton, aged 51.
In Palermo, 17th, Theodore Shorey, aged 70.

and

.1 (’••nant il’nstma-i-T ol
H n klaiid and with,
1 K Kim!. !1 ami \> dh,
Will inn .ULwu.

.-1

NEW' DISCOVERY

on

Then hasten when life’s troubles and trials are o’er
And meet your dear daughter to part nevermore;
I low sweet thuaJo meet in a haven ot rest,
The home of the'weary, the land ot the blest.
In Montville, March 30th, Mrs. Sarah F.,wite of
.lames M, Colson, ot Morrill, and daughter ot Dea.
Benj. Cowiii, of Montville. Aged til) years,
In Jackson, Apiil Sth, Gilbert 11. Hogan, aged 2*

v

»>.

.!

Main St., Belfast, Me.

J,*#r

(/Oiluai'i/ notice*, beyond the dale, name and aye,
must be jmitl for. J
In Lowell, Mass., April loth, very suddenly. Miss
Emma E. Kilton, ot this city, tormorly ot North
Haven. Aged Hi years and 2 mouths.
Oh, speak to me dear Emma, from thy beautiful

Wind was your bitter
Free from all danger and safe.trom all harm,
The Savior eiitolds me a lamb in His arms.

IV, :y.
wile.

Phenol Salve.

Is put lip in rolls, titt* d .-'i l.tin ily n.
.mil m. i.im •:
should In- without it. I: healing pro pi rib are in.’equalled by any Salvi \. .lor in u->-. it- adln
sivr qualities alv -ucii, I hut it can-.o! Ik- wa-!n d oil'
"I » xposed -nrlaces, like ■%%<■■■*.■!
u tin* ham,
\It immediately sooth- ami renn si il.i pain oi
inflamed Sore, anil quickly put an end i.» M vin|
toms ol nialijrnaiu-).
an
a w ill m s -i
fry
willing to bo without it

to mi: ar/.o.
Tf your Rnnrgi.-t
«.tit
rli** SuT.v, anil neglects
t-» keep supplied, finl
\< n(y :ivr e.-nls asdirect.- l
lii'li. w and
I.,
I, y i.
>..
i.
mall.

less-than

aso

IN BF.LFAS 1\ ON
It F.SDA't 1111 Dili. A
Docket Diary, containing S 1P.» in hank bills. Had
he tinder will be rewarded
my name written in it.
on having it at F. C. Hilton's Store.
THOMAS TAYLoll.
:;w!D
Belfast, April ! P. !.

Dii.; 1 >.
[

-•>

1' I!

big

Wing's Adhesive

m•

<>n

-Mom <' \ K

|)a\ id Aim > and
V.’m Wilv.M
L v.iil'.
t: K S|ir:i r,

lor

l'Al’KIMlANratiU, GRAININ'!;, GRAZING,
H'lllTK WASH IN.;, KNAMKI.ING

.Smart:

Staples, late of Stockton; Evelyn M. Maiden, minor;
oilering Charles Wotton, late of Belmont.
their very large and dr.-irah|r stock at exceedW A I’.It A NT Ol
JNSOLUANCY OX ESTATK OK—
inglv low figures, and im ite ^uhli.- allenlion to | .Jonathan Fuss, late of Belfast.
the bargains ottered.
Messrs.

Calit

unman-

EXPERIENCED

A little of the old

ceedingly

W in. ! 1 Titi'i nb,
M !>
littvlt.' I|.»W,
!•: I’. Cha
ami wife,
WaUolii'lil ami wifi
Win Beattie ami wil
•T..im'i Shaw ail.I m II.
■•“!m S Case and with.
1'. W \\ i■ lu ami with,
W i> Pi’ll. .• and wit.',
Thomas C"lson and wit’.*,
Dim. I!v
Inuralia'i.

rivalry.

a

1 hr PAIN of Rheum;! i-m fade-- ..w v l.y ti
11-«•
this Liniment -o rapidly and so pt rmam ntly rn.-.t
everyone who has used P is astonished at it- .-.In
tary effects.
lie M* Ala.IC PILLS ri'.storeall t!ie .-c-tci io::-,
ami cleanse the blood, making a eoinph !•■ mn iml
i:
di-«ase.
them. Sold
preventing a return <d
by all Druggists.

of

.1

W. Ki.nltall,
ui If ..k land) aii'l
Joseph Harwell,

YOUTHS’sumselling them at ex-

Shoes, and are

mer

KSS,

r

Maine.

M*Af.G!C I.INIJIKM and MVALt.lc PHI..>tand far ahead of a.I other- none v* i. approx

mate

1

agement

lot of .MMXS', HOYS’

TA1NM LNT ot t In- Season.
-Don't forget that this will he tin- HULA I F.S I
ot the tiliKAT (OFT NIC II IS.

Belfast,

Myalgia is derived from two words, one meaning
muscle, and the other pain or pang, it th* ret».i
means muscle pain.
Among th medicines for Rheumatism, WINt.'S

hie,

e

IT V.
1 <
Kev. V. <> II
itiii.
Ki v.
K;i!l

Department

made with the famous Cable Hereto H7rc,

iftij’-liemeniber, 11 AY FOKD II ALL, next Saturday evening, April
«*}-Recollect, this will he the HKAND KN I F.K-

a a *s’s:

city, and which they will sell
lowest prices for CASH. They

Hoots & Shoes,

AN

tthAhJs^ah

\V> the und. r.dgiie
b
u
acijuainted with
Miss Sawyer f.-r many > ai
and h. !ie\a* h.n t>. l*e
a (’hristian lady eid
a
-kili'al nurse, and luiving
us. d h.-r
salve f,
familie.-, j( gives us great
pleasure in saying il i- the 1 t g.u .-ral imTiicit.o

will be sold at the same rates, during the next GO
days. In addition to the above, we have $14*.
4*4*0 ot uice foreign and domestic goods
lor our CUSTOM D EPAK T M E N T
which we offer at a large discount
from former prices, and warrant
every garment to fit satisfactorily to the customer or
no sale. Our Custom
der the

llOUSF, and at the Door.

BKV

I}( TIM

WIMG’S

a.
This Salve ha. worke l
o\vr. w ay iul<
iety, and is safe Old ill lei.iedy for all th
above ailment.-.

Stockings, &c.,

keep

Commence at s o’clock.
Opened
ADMISSION, with one envelope,.Ho Cents.
FAMILY TICKI'iT, to admit
six envelopes, $l.(>o

1

RHEUMATISM !

—

lloli'1

fered in this

at

4.1LE

The Great Remedy For

ilor.

Iicl'.irc niakin" :<ny imreliasi’s, as they are
satisfied that they have the best assortment id everythin" in their line, ever ofat the

For IIoksf.s ant*
Hruises on Horse-, ,r <

Flannels,

Findings, Trunks, ifcc.,

PART FOURTH. UTaml distribution of Seventy
live Costly and Beautiful Presents. Every person
holding a numbered card will receive a (lift, besides
the possibility of securing the Splendid Chamber

row

ALHIhHT .<
72 MAIN ST.,

day.

Leather,

PART THIRD. The Prize ot aSlLVLK limiting Case,, \VAT< II, will be given to the best dig
Dancer, as decided by a vote ol the Audience. Those
intending to compete for the Prizes must send in
their names to Plot. Stone, at the American House,
previous to Saturday, next. April ggd.

by Mail or Express, solicited and will
prompt attention.

Orders
receive

-.-e

The Prize oi a SILVER
'.minting Case, \\ A I'Oll. will be given io the best
Amatt ir Singer ol Comic Song, to be decided by a
vote of the Audience,

Hi)'"

"ft irj-ir,

«-

PART SECOND.

HOUSE PAINTER,

«

oili-e, i' informed that
ar
not. for do-. ph, in

A. CULLNAN,

M.

row, late of Belfast.
A.
i»t'n s At.i.owi;dox Estatkoi —Minor heirs
oi riirisJianu Y. Milliken; Minor heirs ol F.lijah I’.

name,

unhedged lawyer

Fii.i

Yates]

say.

ii"- press room of this
•
mud loir*!. They

Clothing

Shirts,

PART FIRST. Wonderful and Amusing Experiments upon persons in a perfectly wakeful state.

Doors

.•

_

their stock of

fol-

B:.

>1

having

|. of their old stock, and re-

ino:

placed it with new ami desirable goods,
would ask the people of Belfast and the
Countly around, to make them a call and

ETC., ETC., ETC.

E*65(M-ll l.q

D INSHORE & SON,

15.
oli' tin1

dmosddsp

Elijah I*. .Smart, late of Swauvillc, deceased*

Slnit«\ late of Stockton: William F. Yates, late u*
1-roe-dom ; Henry H. Skinner, minor ; Wm. F
dr., minor. Annie L. and .William .1. Flood, minors.
>'i: v <>; ItiiWKiiox ICstatk ok—William FarK

large 'lock
herewith to

old schooner Suliotr, formerly the Icirk
luiill here J'J ; ar- ae'o. i- ashore,
with a cariro of eo:*.|, hc|«»w Portsmouth, badly
love, and will he -tripped ami abandoned.
I" i' owned in Huston.
that

ui

l.w lA'miai.s

l»»*!'« »r«• t h*

‘1 lie

•■I

their entire stock of

■».

<

promised

out

Made

Ready

SIX MARSEILLES BED SPREADS.
2 LADIES' GOLD AND JEWELLED RINGS.
A WEBB OF SHEETING. 42 1-2 YARDS.

1

FOLLOWING REASONS:
File ROLLERS are of large size an i Host.
ot White Rubber, and are secured to their
Quality;
shafts in the most permanent manner,
by the Moulton Process.
~‘-l* fhe .SPIRAL COGS used on this Wringer
gives the utmost ease and steadiness In working,
and will not throw out ol gear.
•id. The ELASTIC, CURVED CLAMP readily
adjust this Machine to tubs of any size or thickm-'.
fastening the whole width of the Wringer.
t.h. SIMPLICITY, STRENGTH, and KRAUT*
are combined in this Machine, with all the requisites
of a lirst-class Wringer.
Prices as low as other standard Wringers.

tor
bruises to

at

••

100
To lie

soothing and

many pains
which flesh is heir.
aches, wounds and
I' more easily applied than many other remedies,
never producing a bad eli' et, hut always relieving
pain, however sew re.
it is prepared by Jfiss .•■■nn/ey. who has used it
in her own extensive treatment of th
sick, for
nearly twenty years, with great success.
Tile principal diseases for which this -alv
i.
ommendi d are, r;,i'Ffnmua<’
>•.
/-'
v,'/ /.
m. sprain
Scrofula, Old
Freer Sores,
pi
Fifes, flu, !>, '■ /:■/,. /
huvCorns, Fifes ,< f /,.<■■;. ts, <
v, Tooth,left,
enhe, Sor,' Xi: flaldu
Sirii//tn Jireust-.,
Itch, Scald final, Teeth is
Chapped I/a„ds,
<
Scalds, (.'///•*. /Iran
l.d
and
Sores on ( 'eddy.
It never fails to eur-Uheuniat'-in il pr,,p. rly
applied, liuh it on well witli tin- hand ihr. tiun:s
a day.
In several cases il has eur. 1 palsied limbs.
For Fites it has been discovered
a sureremedy. Persons ihat. have been I'liet. I for years
have been relieved by a lew appli.- e.a.i,
Fm: Frysipe’ir: it works wa nders, allay ii g ihe inilaiumation
and quieting tin* patient. Fur Chapprd Jhn.ds it
produces a cure immediately, la t those with Salt
Ilhtum obtain this Salv
and apply il freely.and
ii
c
'-d ill cases of
they will find it inv.ai.i.tb!.
Cam
have been (Mll'ed
Scya/sd and /V.'.s.a
with it. rI'iie he .t eahe i-\er invented f..r S',alien
N
Ureas! and Say. Xij.pl,
way injurious, lmt
.s',,-,
sure to afford relief
|f ,/ /
1,’ah it
on the lids gently, one.* or iw i.
day. «’ureadeafness l.y putting in th.' ears «
of cotton.
pj
For Felons this
>upen..L i. an tiling known.
For Piiojd■ s this
al \.
and Seul.F, apply the
immediate relief.
For
apply once a
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Maine,
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SKVENTY-MVK,
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combining
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dangerous ingrednEUK
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Grand Amateur Prize Daiicii Right!
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T H K

SALVE.
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(VIsSS SAWYER’S

GRAND SALE

it'!
*

CUAPHOSCOPKK,
M W Y1KWS OK VOS KM I

I

K,

E. & H. T. ANTHONY &. CO..
.V.'l I’.UOADWAV, Nl.W YollU,
Opposite Metropolitan Hotel,
tMl-oKlKt.

AND MAN

piiOTO<;im»En

i<

lAHTlir.liS OK
M

rpiIK

Plows! Plows!
UKCKIVKD A
*«\v A llaiitoii

JUST

Plows &

UAKUF, LOT OF

Hum-

hilt-iViO

*
ors.
line assortment of NlioveU. llni>«i. MaFork*, and a good variety ot Fanning Implements in general. For sale at the lowi '•t market
Also a
nure*

A. J. HARR5MAN & CO.,

prices, by

il».

April

4*0

11, I‘'71.

Main M.. ItelfaNt. Me
ttm-iO

Twilight Porch.

The

I would ktrlcr to-night ;i Ion of gold
I "i :iii hour of the love-lit days of old,
Wh* u ieoo! -oiilli wind in its How and
'i!>' from t!ie Tropic's fragrant throat,
II -Ted the f aves of tin* summer trees
A it v »cks the ooats of the Mexie seas.

THE

Ucfo Jlbbcrtiscmcnts.
float.

NEW YEAR

f on

Hand and Machine

Sewing

E O H

J. & P. COATS’

For the generous patronage received from the public the
past year we extend our
sincere thanks and
trust that with

From No. 8 to No. 100 inclusive.
IIV

MM

FOit

an

Enlarged Stock k Low Prices

100 Eminent Divines

1 sometimes think when I
pass away
In the haz\ light of a summer dav,
Horne on the wings of a
seraph hand
I «• the silvery light of the Summer
Land,
1 hat wh< ii in the midst of t>-e
spirits there.
1 hough their eyes k- hlue and their faces fair.
\nd the songs tljey sing be sweeter than
oiing Mozart* song in the Vatican.
1 Mould turn away to the realms below
Who, your hlue eves beam and
your sweet

Pronounce tin*

we

Explanatory Bible

1,100 profusely illu.'trut.d Suprr Koyal
Experienced Agents Wanted.
s.’s. SCRANTON & <<)., Hartford, Conn.

40 WtiKS F0:i G.^DOLLaB

!

111!-: AMKKK'AN RURAL HOME from April 1,
1*71.--.% First-cla**, Eight'iiiigr. Agrlrul*
lit ill
anil Family UVehlr.
Spiciniens
HOPKINS t WILCOX, Rochester. N. V.
Free.

Hi.

liTCII'M

M.

sent

Family Pliynician

1 kiow tiiII well that the seraph hand
the beautiful plains of the Summer Land
W ould miss me when 1 thought of you;
The snow-flake arms and the eyes of hlue.
I n,' swt• i‘t meek face and the human tricks,
W here Art and Nature so intermix
Th t ion, sac-- Love could, tell any one
Where tin girl left off and the woman begun.

Write

complexion.

to 71 f

It
your House, Tunning Tools or Wagon need
lor “Eyi.ky Man his own Paintto mix and do all
ku.” It tells you how BM
of
fl 1 Graining, Whitekinds
Painting.
1 I I in Engli»h.
washing, &cM in IMa
\J and drain at home
Boys can learn to paint
Books sent post-paid lor 50 cts. by A. GILMAN.
Box gl»S, Lewiston, Me.
(State where you saw this.)

Painting, send

\li' >\y«t|, I tea r should 1 leave vou hero.
I w-mld wander away from the spirit-sphere
\n.l be with you when the seraph haml
H hum want me tip in tin* Summer Laud!
I ii.it in -pite of a sweeter world than this,
I mii-dii barter its bliss for a hitman kiss,
W In!-- th- lairesl spirits would gaze and grieve
\' \ our hand stole stealthily Up my slee\ e,
fill foldim; and resting just under my ehin.
\ on askt d my heart to let you in.

Battle-Field.

i!i rnom'.«i mii .4

m:

lor
iso

11AKTSHOllX,

S.

the sea
■M' lo\e! witb

cheek.
the

Broadway,

^

otiie

our

happy diearn;

in the

you

by

some

and

B\ the chiming ocean billows m the radiance of
the West,
1 hos,. busy lingers folded for a little while at
rest.

Ah! I

>cc

looking downward at

you

the

slender

golden ring.
With

blusli—you prize

faint

thinking of the
your lingers, dear,

Vou

have

< >n

never

the

tield of

battle, all,

lost
dying, gone;
cold, slow rain is

A

Mir

a

the

dared press

kiss that

are

it,

touched your lips yet, and I
lying here.

1

1

quirk,

a

foolish, worthless thing!

save

am

dead and

falling, and the night is
drawing on:
flag, deep-stained with crimson, is wrapped

about my arm—
I have sa\ed it with my

battle-day's alarm.

Are still the favorite Brand tor
our customers, and as we
cannot find their equal
for cheapness and

mellow

pure

FRAGRANT SAPOLiENE
Cloths and
Clothing; removes Paint,Creese, Tar, See.. instmith/
without the least injury to the .linest fabric. Sold
Fit A
In Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers.
; OK AN I SAl'OMKNK CO., :c: Hat clay St., New
York, In La Salle St., Chidago.
Kid Gloves and all kinds of

Cleans

1

V

L

*

01

s

K T11“ v 1 :GkTABLE

10-^h PULMONARY

BALSAM.

quality,

we

continue to
Stock of

1870

A

single tear
\v

you

km

sumption.
Boston.

VIH

KC«.4 IK. how made, in
Particulars 10 cents.

10

more

in

blessings—muv

bitter than those for

me

alone.

her of my fate? I

am

yearning tor one tender look,
pitying tone!

dying here
gentle,

one

to bring back honor, and lav it at vour
leet;
1 thought to win a glorious name, and whisper,
“Share it, sweet!"
But dying eyes M-e dearly; I never won vour
heart—
Well, better so. far better—it is easy now to

I

thought

part!
are many moaning round me, but my
wounds have <• ased to pain :
I hardly hear the night-wind or feel the chilling
rain.
They will lind me here to-morrow, and bury me
where 1 lie,

There

I ii

nameless grave, without
young to die.

a

I’ut it must be

so,

my

a

prayer—and

darling;

if you

I

were

am

by

You must kiss me a “good night"—the last before I died.
Farewell! Hod shield you, dearest! and sometimes think of me
As you sit in your sunny window beside the

sparkling
The

sea.

Mirage of the Desert.

A recent traveller

over

the Great Desert

Sahara. gives the following description

ol

that most remarkable

ot

deception,

the

mirage—
At that moment the caravan was in the
c entre
el' an immense valley. < hi our
right were huge pyramids of sand, resembling m the sunlight great heaps oh
gln-s. Some were of pure while; others
were blue striped with
yellow ; still others
seemed to retlect all the colors of tin1
rainbow; while at intervals a few presented the1 appearance of translucent tierv
masses, their luster slightly dimmed bv
the shadows ot tine neighboring hills. On
our left was an
apparently mountainous
legion, slreatehing as far as the eye could
reach, while hero and there an immense

only pyramid,

mathematically exact
its proportions as if raised by the hand
man, reared its lofty head towards the
as

keep
them,
of

as

usual Large
well as all

Alpacas.

This department will be found to
contain all the Leading Brands
of Bleached and Brown
our Prices of them. The
Bleached Hill Cotton, 1 1
ets, sold recently at 18 cts.
BOOT B. BLEACIIEI) COTTON
at 12 1-2 cts.
Sold everywhere
at 14 cts.
We have most all the different
Brands of Bleached Cottons, that,
we intend
to close out cheaper
than ever sold before.

should occasion require you to purchase
A. Fahnestock’s Vermifuge. In* particui-nr. i'ul to see that the initials are It.
A. This isthe article that lms been so

K

larly

Favorably

Known Since 1829,

And purchasers must insist
if
do md wish to have
forced upon them.

they

distended,

moving

gracefully

on
an

having it
imitation

I

the

right of the lake, and a little disbeyond it, lay a large city, its golden
minarets glancing in the rays of the afterd

tance

moments

wo

PRINTS.

XreaNiin

known as
“Greenbacks,”
\ationul Etanl. UTotew. and tlie new 'fl'reuM*
ury .lote«; also the process ol making this monot oO cts., a. copy will be mailed to
I
ey.
pon receiptFor
particulars, address LABAN
any address.
UFA i'll & CO., -id Hanover .St., Boston, Mass.

A

VOIII

will send free
II. TUI'm;.

to
">

his lellow-sutlWers.
Nassau St. New 1 ork.

Selling

Address

Cotton Flannels
At the surprising price of 10 cts.
per yard.
O R
Good Crash

Cure for Female Weakness.
Made from an Indian recipe; a certain cure without
supporters. Prepared and sold by Mrs. I.ini s P.i:i
chKi:, Pandolpli. Mass. S aul stamp for circulars.
Sold by all Druggists,

MEDICAL GOOD SENSE.
£,000.000
A WAV.

Containing startling valuable information. Send
stamp. Dr. Kin«.i » Pox :»f>, Station, E, N. Y.
AL

;it the Low Price of 12

1-2 cts.

Irri'^iiIaridiM an«l OlMtruo
lion*.—Dr. W. Foster's Female Periodical
Pills regulate and remove all obstruct ions. Nothing
a box. Otlieo No. IIP Nassau
injurious to health,
st., Pooni 14. New York City. Sent by mail any
where on receipt of the amount.

<o

of Beautiful Prints
selling :it 10 cts.

o-iisrc^NiAAivrs

UI AC I4§,-A victim of early innervous debility, premature
decay, &c., having tried in vain ev> ry advertised
remedy, has a simple means of self-cur -, which lie
A

new case

just received,

/^discretion, causing

i:\IIUVrH»Y and

whole Sexual Science in
and
PHYSIC
Pox •JWi, Poston P. O.
man

woman.

the
Send

per
!

XS

H
at 0 cts.

Towelling

yard.
Cotton.

Spool

A. largo assortment of the Best
Make of Spool Cotton in Bull'
| Shades lor Basting -2 spools for
I 5 cts.

LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS.

PAPER

Ayer’s

Hair

Vigor,

for

restoring Gray Hair to
its natural Vitality and Color.
A
is

dressing

at once

which

agreeable,

original
gloss and
freshness of youth.
with

gazed spell-

the

Thin

hair is thickhair checked, and baldseemingly impelled by the same feeling as ened, falling
1 hat which animated their riders,
though not always, cured
required nessitsoften,
no urging.
use.
On swept the caravan,
Nothing can restore the
every by
eye fixed on the glistening waters; but, hair where the follicles are destroyed,
with all our speed, the
goal seemed no or the glands atrophied and decayed,
Still on wo pressed,
nearer.
hope lending lint such as remain can ho saved for
to
our
wearied frames, when
strength
usefulness by this application. Instead
as
with
the
waveot a
suddenly,
magician’s
wand, the tranquil lake, the wooded moun- of fouling the hair with a pasty seditains, the resplendent minarets, and the ment, it will keep it dleau and vigorous.
swill-moving caravans, grew dim in the Its occasional use will prevent the hair
distance; a moment after, and they had from turning gray or falling off, and
all vanished into thin air, and nothing was
prevent baldness. Free
to be seen but the boundless expanse ol consequently
from those deleterious substances which
sand. We had been pursuing a phantom. make
some preparations
dangerous and
It was the Mirage of the Desert.
injurious to the hair, the Vigor can
The story of a
strange accident comes only benefit but not harm it. If wanted
to us from Massachusetts.
A day or two merely for a
a
child
while playing with a
since,
spool
or
three
two
inches
HAIR
it in her
holding
long,
tell
from
the
month,
door-way, the fall nothing else can be found so desirable.
the
down
her throat far
forcing
spool
enough to bring the head below the ton- Containing neither oil nor dye, it does
sils and roots of the tongue, and so com- not soil white cambric, and yet lasts
pletely wedged into the month, as to ren- long on the hair, giving it a rich glossy
der it impossible to withdraw it direct lustre
and a grateful perfume.

DRESSING,

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.,
Practical

anl>

Analytical

Chemists,

I.OWULI,, MASS.
i-rnci:

ti.oo.

COLLARS.

We cannot say too much in favor
of these Collars that are having
such an Extensive Sale with us.
Linen Finish, Cloth Lined Button
Holes, 2 Boxes for 25 cts.

Hamburg Edges.
The

stock ever in this
call the attention of
to these goods, as we
the benefit of a large
at Cheap Prices.

largest

healthy, and effectual city. We
for preserving the the Ladies
hair. Faded or gray
them
hair is soon restored give
assortment
to its
color

bound at the see.u:; then every one spurred Ins animal forward.
The camels,

without danger or taking the tongue with
it. f ortunately the hole in the
spool was
large enough for the child to breathe
through until the arrival ol the doctor,
who, by splitting the spool, was able to
take it out ill pieces, thus saving the little
one’s lili*.

landings.

For lull particulars impure ol ROSS & STUDIVA.NT, 17dConimerci.il Stmt,Dr C V RUS STL’DlVANT, Deneral Agent.
tf’H
1871.
Feb.

Portland,

STEAMSHIP

Will resume her regular trips, leaving Uoston
everv Thursday at 2 o’clock, 1’. M., for lied.FAST,
SANDY l’O! NT, BUCKS 1*01M', WINTERPOKT,
and BANGOR.
Returning— Will leave Bangor at 8 o’clock, A. M.,
touching as above.
The A1.1.1AN(’ F. is in line’sea-going order, having
new Boiler, Shalt, &c., and being
thoroughly reKOSS

;{S

AKUOR

Sail,

every

LIVE

G. LEWIS, Agent.
NTEA3IER8

Wednesday and
AND FROM

Saturday,

to

NEW YORK AND GLASGOW,
at l.ondondeiry to land Mails and Pasaen-

FIRST CABIN, $05
Cabin Return Tickets,

Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor,
knowing no other remedy, lie relies upon Mi.iu i;v,
and gives it to all his patients, in Pills, Drop-. Xc..
so the Nostrum-maker, equally ignorant. adds t
his so-called Extracts,Specifies, Ant i«b»t« Xc.,hoth
rely ing upon its effects in curing a few in a hiindn d,
it is trumpeted in various ways throughout tie land ;
hut, alas! nothing is said of the balance, some of
whom die, others grow worse and are b It to linger
and sutler for months or years, until relieved or
cured, it possible, by competent physicians.
QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless of the life and health of others, there are
those among them who even perjure themselves,
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or
BUT ALL

that it is contained in their nostrums, so tint the
usual lee” may be obtained for professedly curing,
the dollar," or fraction of it," may be obtained lor the nostrum. It is thus that many an- deceived, also, and spend large amounts lor experiments with quackery.

$75, according to I.ocation.
securing best accommo-

1NTERMEDIA TE,
1 STEERAGE,
$!»S.
Parties sending for their friends in the Old CounfurFor
tickets
at
reduced
rates.
can
try
purchase
ther particulars apply to HENDERSON BROTHERS, 7 Bowling Green, N. YOr to COX «v FIELD,
i>in.'15*
Insurance Agents, Bellast, Maine.

B. an<i lit. Lake Railroad

DU. DIX’S

charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly confidential, and a;I may rely on him with

the strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may
be the disease,condition or situation ol an. one,
married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all part* of
the United States.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to insure an answer.
Address Du. L. Dix, No. ”1 Endicott Street, Boston, Mass.
Boston, Jan. 1, 1*71—1 yr.
THE LADIES.—The celebrated DU. I.. Dl.X
A particularly invites all Ladies who m ud a Med
ical or Surgical advisor to call at his Room-. J1
Endicott St., Boston, Mass., which they will lind
arranged for their special accommodation.
DR D1X having devoted over twenty year- to
this particular branch of the tieatmcnt of all dir
eases peculiar to females, is now conceded by ail,
(both in this country and Europe,'that he excels
all other known praeticioncrs in the safe, speedy
and ellectual treatment of all female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express pur
pose of removing all diseases, such as debility,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
the womb, also discharges which flow from a morbid state of the blood. Tile Doctor i- now fully
prepared to treat in his peculiar style, lmth medi
cally and surgically, all diseases of tin femme -ex,
and they are respectfully invited to call at

rpo

Xo. »1 Kmli<ol!
All letters requiring advice
lar to insure an answer.
Boston, Jan. 1 1S71—1 yr.

FANCYGOODS.
It has been our aim to keep a
large and varied assortment of
Fancy Goods, and the recent purchases have made this department
very attractive.

mint

contain

.».

•>!;,.

lluity,
M.; Thorndike,
S.dl A M.: Burnham, Ar. OA.M.; Mixed, 1,40 P.
I*. M.;
17 P. M.; ILIM 1*. M.; :c.V> 1*. M.;
-M.; 1
4.do 1*. M.; Leave Burnham,
45 1*. M.; Unity, u. 11
1‘. M.; Thorndike, 0.22 1’. M.; Brooks, 6.54 P. M.;
P. M.: Mixed, ‘.Uu
City Point.7.26 !*. M.: Bellust
A.

M.;

A. M.;
12.14 P. 31.
lo.lo

M.

1U.2.S A.

11.08 A. 31.,

TWINES AND
mam i a<

WM. E, HOOPER & SONS.
ISoi

Jm-'CJ

JOHN

t

naoa-o.

TI<I,

POOH.

CORONER

11.56

at 7 A. M., conwith Trains on Maine Central Railroad at
Burnham lor Portland, Boston, and all Stations
west of Burnham, on Maine Central and Pottlaud
and Kennebec Railroads.
Mixed Train leaving Belfast at l.to, connects
with Train on Maine Central Railroad for Augusta
and Skowhegan, and with Train going Last lor
Bangor and all Stations on Maine Central & European & North American Railroads.
Trains over Maine Central Railroad leaving Bangor at 7A. M., and Train over Portland and Kennebec Railroad (going Last) leaving Augusta at«» A.
M., arrive at Burnham in season to connect with
Mixed Train over Belfast and Moosehead Lake
Railroad, arriving at Belfast at 12.10.
Stages will leave Belfast for Searsport and Stockton on arrival of .'‘•.la P. M. Train from Burnham,
returning in season to connect with lire 7 A. M.
Train for Portland, Boston, &e.
Through Tickets to Portland and Boston are sold
at all Stations oil this line.
tt'25
A. HAY KURD, Supt.

NETTINGS,

ri ui:i> nv

■fcafScnd lor l‘rice--List.

BELFAST. Memo.

M.;
Passenger Train leaving Belfast

A.

are

in Brilliant Colors on
Burlap. Eor Sale Here.
The New Year will be devoted
in englarging our Stock and Trade
and for that reason have made
improvements in the store to accommodate our increased Stock.
Those indebted to us are requested to call and settle their

Stamped

Blacksmith

I

SIMONTON BROS. & CO
Hayfork Block,

,

Belfast.

j. E. SPENCER & CO., N. Y..
ID

■

v.
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1
ii,o n ull*' ::ml wa\erittx ut sight,
i:;• 11
.iii
and llrl'iiMt* J,i«|iioi*s d- •< >r.-<i.
til others in use,
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cnedto please the taste, called"
that lead the *,pj
They Jt Mounted-in the’Finest Manner,
Kestorcra,”
era,"
t the 1m-t jtiality, of .>11 materials used
! In trui
drunkenness and rulu, but arc a true M,
tor tik.it purpom
from the Native Hoots and Herbs < California, lVoo
1 t*oiti nil Alcoholic Stillin'ant*. They
rut:Hi n.xi u
i.v/> />■/ hmuud
(iKRAT l!l,OOI> PIKIMKR and \ 1.IFI-:
t
\\\t 11 Itl SI Kl’ASM L>.
(jlVIMi PRINCIPEF a perfect Ken«»vator and
f\t
I * '-.Nolle
tillin’
llllleSS |. .ring til'll
lnvigoratorofthe System, carrying oil’ all poison..m
ti.nl. in o k <>
.on(>. .I on very Irume.
matter and rePtoring^he blood t'.» a healthy rondtti
No person cun take tnosc Hitters u-. eo-ding t->
ISA At!
A 1,1, \ 1 v 1 *,
tlon and remain long unwell.
Jcwelor ;md Oplician, is Solo A<)ent for
v
8100 will bo givon for an ineurabh
ItKI.IMNT. naluimim-iw! jm.is.
the bones nr-, not destroyed n
he ohtuiuetl.
,n only
I In
From iv 11•• 111 tlu v
other means, and the vital organs waste
to
ure
ii.-11j>111ie11
IVdlers, at any price,
I j'.ioiis
point of repair.
lyrid
For i nil;i mini, lory and Cliroiiie I!Iicmimlihiu and Gout. Dyspcjwin or I ndiin- ion
I ': 11• 111 I < >i' Halt •.
Bilious, Konilmm and iitt<*i*mit loni Ft % n
D1s<*u*cm of the Blood. I. vii*, Kidney^. mid
in
aim* in \i>im 111*01:
most
Bladder, these ISittcra ha\ e t
"‘'rr—- him
til mi
lntui ltrown’d t ’or
fill.
Hueli DineiiHCS are earned by \iiiated
li.
-1! r«
on
III.' I mu rontmns
X. I >
li'i,
Blood, which is generally j-r luce-1 by denincI
T.
11 1 >t O. 11
l* Oil. I Will ol
!-•«-, I.im, sin'll
of tlie Digestivo Organs.
w;iti
ii
i.u •!.
in.i tw
hun.li il
*r«ln of stmulinif
DYSPEPSIA OR INDIGESTION, Headwon.I, -i,It a ml li.inl. litis farm will In- soli! at
s of the
a l\ a:il i"«' to tip
ache, Pain in the Shoulders, Coughs, Tight
j mvlu.-i
\).|.l\ to
Mis. It* >111 I.’ !’ II COOMliS.
Chest, Dizziness, Sour Eructations of the Stomach,
1
1.
Mure!)
lii'Iia-1,
!.
tnt
llad taste lu the Mouth, Bilious Attacks, Palpitation I
of the Heart, Inflammation of the Lungs, Pain in Cm
regions of the Kidneys and a hundred other j- mu!
•ymptoms, are the oilsprings of Dyspepsia.
1
They invigorate the Stomach ami stimulate Mn-1
H51t S‘! SIBTI n<- THE IKIOOIt.
pidliveraud bowels, which render them of tine ,m;i
i'In* reputation this ex
efficacy In cleansing the blood of all i-npuritn
vllent medicine enjoy-,
imparting new life and vigor to the wh *s_\st
i' derived from its cun--,
FOR SKIN DISEASES, Erupt!, n. V. -tl many of which are truh
Tthcum, Blotches, Spots, Pimples, Pu. tub .1’.
I marvellous.
Invctent*
K:
buncles, King-Worms, Scald-IIead, Sore Eye
ca.-e.-j of .Scrofulous diselas, Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations of the S!;ri, II
ease, when: the -y-1• -m
and Diseases of the Skin, of whate vet :.ani-: ->rn-ifir
seemed saturated' with
arc literally dug up and carried out of the sv-i
corruption, have been
pun.ir 1 and cured by it.
short time by the use of these Bitters, on-tt i■ in
Scrouilous afTection- u. l
such cases will cou'-'incc the most incredulous of r-i
(li.-wnlcr.-. which were m
curative effect.
tri'M a ted by the scrota
id: 1 i*s
Cleanse the Vitiated Blood whenever
ii'
ontammatton hum
ha\c been ra-imullv
I nut'll!!. .1 ill 1-1 ii
impurities bursting through the skin in Pimple-, I no.1.
hi almost i-very
1
tions or Sores cleanse It when you find it, ot.-tr
'ii "t tin* « >»imrry. ihat i!
IHil.ln- :ir*■ ilord l>
and sluggish in the veins ; cleanse it when it i sf
and your feelings will tell you when. Keep the bl
] »ii '-ii i one of »!.,• most <1. »tni*'tivo
»»• nii«• .-* <>1 our va
< u'ti n
e.
this im-ect) amt uni' ll
pure and the health of the system will follow.
n .ni ot'lh"oiii mull
in in.'s the r> >l)-l Ulltli. a,
1MN, TAPE ami other WO If MS, lurking in s\
i:i'l invites thraiiai I of mfeetuintf or fatal ili.sea.si
system of bo many thousands, are effectually destroyvit !u>iit ui iny a
imu.m of its presence. Anam,
ed ami removed. For full directions, read eanTti’h
" 1 *i'«
nil. M hi throughout the hotly, an t
thecirctrtar around each bottle, printed inf ur i.
"oni•
!\ or;.t,|,
oeeasion, rapidly de\ i*I<>j>
'5* "H"
'I ii
lii.ii•on.' l"i ms, either on ! :■
guages—English, German, French and Spam.v
liiona the vital.-.
In tin- latter, tuberJ. WALTER, Proprietor. P.. II. MeDON Al.D & o>..
'!•
I ill the Iltll/S
tumors lonmal in the liver, or it show
Druggists and Gen. Agents, San Frann-.-. cm.,
M t-ri!;
..n the -Kin, or foul ul.noand 3'i and SI Commerce Street, New A w h
'•
l!"!l
"II"- |.:
t
ill.- l-"iv, I |t ll<
till* O'V Ijy SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS.
’:
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I tin
Sn fstt/utrilht
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Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

....

No. 4, Bulfinch Street, Boston.
tO;i|)o<d(e lleu'i'C iioiite.)
Du. VV. H. PARK Kit. Assistant Physician.
.)fnlical

,ja0,0uo copies

In-.'icUiljc for everybody.
sol‘I in tiro years.
A

Shsi)s.

for

e»e n

flan.

«

KtTF.NT F OF 1.1 FK, OR SKl.F-FilEsERYATION. A Medical Treat i-e on the
ause and
( ure (d K\M.vr -n-:i> Vrr.o.m. Prk.mah kk 1)i:
l.t.Nh ! N MAN, N I- i: S •'
AN!) I’ll V SH A ! DkRILli i, 11 via.; iu>NI»:;ia, and all oilier diseases nr>.»«»u mi; Indd
ing from tin I.kkoi to Voi
i:i. Ions ,j'i\iio.•% i«t matuie years.
I bis is
indeed a hook tor every man. Pri -e only si.Oo •>.*,
page:-. hound in cloth.
Till.

<

A (iooli for eiery 11 Oman.
Kntitled SliM Al, I’ll YS 101.0* V OF WOMAN',
AND 11 Eli DISEASES; nr, Wo wan tkfatfpof
Pll YSIOI.OOH A I.!. Y AND P A 1 1 to [.. m 1( A 1,1. Y from
Ini an* v ro Ou> A«. i-:, with emgunt li u stra»
ti vi. UN'.kan ins.
pages, .'louud in beautiful
French cloth. Price
.&

for S’m-mIiihI*.

!

j
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lyrllO

flattered by ! he reception of. and great demand
lor, tin above valuable and timely treatise, and also
to me11 a great need of the present age, the author
liasjii'd published a new book,'mating exclusively

olMdiVnrs AND M KMT A '. DISKASKS.
150
l’riee c'l.Oo, or skn ri:Ki: on receipt of
I P. cloth,
lor the other two hooks, po dage paid.
I hesefire beyond all compar son, t he most extraordinary works on Physiol >gv ever published.
There i< nothing whatever that the Makkikd ou
S1 n«;i.r:, oi
.i niKi: Si.x, can either require or wish
to know, but what is fully explained, and many
matters of the most important, and interesting
charach'T an introduced to which no allusion even
can hr
end in any other works in our language.
All the .V \v Dim o\ un.s, I the author, whose exis
such as probably never before f••! 1 to the
perience
lot ot any man, arc given in lull. .No person should
he without these valuable hooks.
VAt.r v!:*.e.
P.oimm. -We liave nceived the
.tillable medical works published by the Peabody
Medical lu-ti’i:1
*1 hese books are of actual merit, and should find a place i.t every intelligent family. They an; noi the cheap order of abominable
trash, published by irresponsible parties, and purchased to gratify coarse fades, but are written by a
n sponsible professional g- ntleman ot
eminence, ns
a source ot instruction on vital matters,
concerning
wliieli lamentable ignorance exists. The important
subj. e!s presented are treated with iklicacy, ability,
and can and, as an ap icmlix, many useful pree; i|>! ions
u.j- prevailiiia
complaints arc added."
‘oos Republican l.anca-ter, N. II.
Tiie author oi tln-se books is one of the most
-ariud and popular physicians of t!ie day, and is
tit it led to the gratitinh- oi our race for these inval
:.
m- to he hi- aim to induce
product ion--. II
mi v slid worn. n to avoid llit
atw of those diseases
to w hicii they are siihj, ct. aud lie
tells them just
bow and when to do it.’
(Jhronlch Farmington,
Maim Sept. ;, lsii'.'.
I iiher book sent by m lilon receipt of price.
N. is. The author of tin* above named medical
works is the ('hid Consulting IMiy-ician of the
Pt aliody Medical Institute, and is so constantly employed in consultation with invilids from all parts
of the country, that he lias no time to attend to
more business <! tail
Therefore all letters should
be addressed to th, I'M A IW>DV MKPICAh INS lilt 1 M, or l>r. W. II. PA P lv K It, the Medical Assistant of t he nut nor, and his 1 his ness Agent, who,
well as the .author hi ms,-if, may be cousultedon
all di-ea
la .piiring d.ili,
secrecy and experience.
i;< V AND ('LAKI IN IwKl.llil
1
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HUMAN MIS UR V.
Published, in a St aled Envelope, Erie,

an;•. ,| with the
1i•. I
iniie. 'hate

following oinrelief, .ami, it
'.hi- Vlif.S. I I*.I /ill
I- St. t t:i h <‘n i/’s l<r>. linsr or
njsiprla*,
ii r. Suit /'/ii nun SmU Ihinf, Bitty trurm,
Son
/'•/.
\or>
/.'nrs. ami --ther emotion-.
i-il*
1'iiu- ot s.iojitlotrs 'iisea-t'.
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u
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Sruraff/hl.
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I.'nihpsi/,
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Treatment am! lla.lka!
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I
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ni
1 Mrrmvial I/iseasrt
it. th••null a 1 on/time is require*t for
'‘"I. lb i!- t.ud.ndies by any medicine.
n a'
I i'
.| till- II;.-'he me will cure
/.
/••'■■
It hitrs,
ttrin
( in
/
•tiirlr /tisrasrs, are com
re! a■
a I., 1
cured
by u
ultimately
ol i1 ’.
Minute I no-.
iiui.n «(feet.
1
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•Ii':
I'onml in -nr Minati.ie
p
I..'
n mutism
ami Hunt. \\
I'l.-l
ae* 1111.-• 1 ati''e,s of extraneous matters
"1 1
to it, as also iimhhv’• I -i
",it y./of uts.
nr/u'Utt/, initt'i stinn
Jnjhimmntioii 'f
/. iri r. am! -fitinn/irr. wnen at i-iti.
•'I' the. often do, from the ranklim?
{.oi-oiis in Ur
Ti
Si US li t HI I. II
a
yn ar
for the n .a:.
nml v:*'..r of the .-.y.-b a.
yh'i.-r
I i;
e V 1
a
/ ,>ii/llil
1 listhss, Lif Spoil
•hut. si. i-f>i
! .i with „y irons ip
in
.'ll
"I
the ill'
I-nr-.
jifr/n II s inns
ot
nr,tin s.s, will timl mmiedin!i-lelJCe of its ic-sttirativf

Cure of .Semina! Weakness, or Spermut>»rrl:.i a
duced by Sell-Abuse, Involuntary Emis-imis, hm
U
tency, Nervons Debility, and Inip*'diments ;
riage generally; Consumption, Kpih p-y, and 1-1
Mental and Plivsical Incapacity, .Stc —15v Rni'.LR I
ir. u
.1. CULVERWELL, M. D., Author ot tlm
Book,’’ &C.
The worlil-renowncil author, in this almimM.
Lecture clearly proves from his own exp.riemt t!
the awful consequences of Self-Abuse m iy be !)• <-t
ually removed without medicines, mi l wit .out
dangerous surgical operations, bougies, in -t rum. ut
rings, or cordials, pointing out a mode of cure at
once certain and effectual by which every sufferer,
no matter what his condition may be, may cure
Mils
himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
LECTURE WILL PROVE A BOON To i ilOt
ANDS AND THOUSANDS.
Sent, under seal in a plain envelope, to ,ui>
ress, on receipt of six cents, or two pi.-;
(ly addressing the publishers.
VIso DR. n i.VERU ELL'S Mama
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TRUNKS

BUR RILL & CO

‘Til.

'I

s

.avail tin tn-eh

ot

es

R.MUU' \D r iriUTJBR

lyrir

cb*'5

This wHl-known remedy dnep not dry un
h,
b-art* tin' causa behind, as in the cas-‘ with most nr-t
at)oils; hut It loosens and cleanses the liiac •, and
irritation, thus removing rV cause of t.‘
SKTII W FOWT.F, Jt SON rumrietors. !•
by druggists and dealers in medicines

18

K

A. IILOIMirKTT. having
lo call'd himself in his new Hrlck
Shop,opposite I,. A. Knowlton &
Co’s. Store, would inform it in old
customers
the needy puoiic, mat
he is ready to attend to all jobs in Ids line, inc.'udiiiir Ship work and general repairing.
tf;tl
Belfast, Feb. S, 1871.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

IN THE TOWN OF MONROE & JACKET

MI.E

Curie &

Moi-ison'.Belfast, Mo.

HARDWARE STORE,

&4~Also needles, oil and all the iittinMachines kept constantly on hand.

lor

holn
t!

FOR RALE AT A BA RCA IN.
A Perfect Title Given !
-OIN oifDi-ilc to ri.osh a < o.v
eern.tlie Two Stoiy lions-' ami L,
in Itocklaud, on South sidcoi Ilockl.tnd street, adjoinin',' Hi njainin
Knowlton’s, will be sold very low,
and possession given immediately.
I lie house is
pleasantly situated, in a good neighborhood, live or
six minutes walk from the Post <*Hiee, High School
and Churches. It contains sixteen finished rooms,
numerous closets and other conveniences.
Cellar
under the whole. The house is iu good repair, lias
two handsome parlors, parlor chambers and spacious entries, above and below, ail which are elegantly papered and painted. It is very suitable for
a private dwelling, or lor a Hoarding House, ami is
convenient for one or two families. A perfect. I iHe
will be given Iree from all claims to dower. The
premises may be examined on application lo Henj.

..

i^POKEN

Received

,/rsr ju:ci:i ved.
5000 Best New Hampshire WillTK OAK AND
HICKOBY Sl’OKF.S, from 1 1-h to 2 3-4 inches
wide. Also a good Assortmnt of seasoned HUBS,
I will warrant the above goods tobeofthe best
qualCall ut my store
ity and will sell at low prices.
IM
No 1 i’heuix lio«v.
OAlvKS A NO IKK.

A

S.LUCE,
at. Law.
Belfast, Maine.

Attorney
0AYK211 BLOCK,
■

AN I

F ii H S I I

1XI» II I’ ItS !

>

KOI.I I >,

daily from Portland, by

Edward

Gross,

and for sale by the PUT. UUAIIT or «- A S.
1.0.1. Also rrucker*. PiekleN. Keu lmiis.
Ac., besides a good assortment ol fruit and c.m-

fectionery.
H«xt door

!li<>

to

Court IBoiinc

Belfast, Maine.

H-itt.

Ladies I
You

can

Ladies T
have your

buy an Kartli Closet, which is a substitute for
the water-closet or common privy, and places within reach of all, rich and poor, in town and in the
country, a simple means tor providing, in the house,
a comfortable private closet, affording comfort,
neatness and health. Prices $i) to $35. Send for
Circulars to

Sacks,

&c.,

DYED, CLEANED, & PRESSED,

1 n A Dc

l'J

Steam

hut^

Von ha'.e heard enough of that kind ol hiimbugPut wlien 1 tell you that Dr, Sage's Catarrh
Remedy will poslively eure the worst eases of Catarrh in the Head, I only as-vrt that wliieh thou
sand- ran testily to. A pit unphlet giving symptoms
and other intorniation sent <rei to any addn ss. 1 his

E. BARBIER & CO.,
Office at B. F. WELLS’S Fancy Good Store, No. 1?
Main Street, Belfast.
lyr.1l>

THE AMERICAN

Company,

Movable Comb Bee Hive

BOSTON,
lyrll
)LA(:e M IXTKH!

AS AN EDITOR, Oil ASSOCIATE EDITOR.
(Jood rc*(«T4*ncoH given. Address X. V. Z.
Journal Offiqe.
tf
Hilfaef, Maine.

remedy

is

SOLD PY MOST DlU tit.lSfS IN ALL PARTS
OF mi: WOULD.
Price ;,o cents, Sent hy mail, postpaid, on receipt
of sixty cents, or tour packages lor two dollars. Peware of counterfeits and worthless imitations.
See
that my private stamp, which is a positive guarantee ot genuineness, is upon the outside
wrapper.
Remember this private Stamp, issued hy the I’nited
States <i •/. eminent expressly for stamping my modidem s, has my portrait, name and address, and tin*
words
F. S. Certificate ot (ienumeness,” engraved upon it, and need not he mistaken.
Don’t be
swindled hy travellers and others representing
themselves as Dr. Sage; 1 am the only man now living that has the knowledge and right to manufacture tin- < lenuine Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy, ami I
never travel to sell this medicine.
R. V. PIKRCF. M. 1),
bin
Ft:*. Seneca Street, Pullalo, N. Y.

purchased this valuable
patent for Waldo County, 1 will util farm
directions
for making, lor $1,00 each.
with
rights
Bee Keeper’s Text-Bcok, 114 pages sent post paid,
Also Hives and Glass Honey Boxes for sale,
40 cts.
Italian Queen Bees raised from
at low prices.
selected stocks of undoubted nurity, sent,by mail or
and
safe arrival guaranteed in all
Purity
express.
Now circular for 1871, sent lree.
cases.
Address
J. F. GRAY,
3mos35eow
Dixmont, Me.

Having
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r.

A First Class Investment.
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To Females in Delicate Health.
DK. 11< >W, Physician and Surgeon, No., Kndistreet, Bo.-ion, iv consulted daily for all diseases
incident t > the female system. Prolapus Uteri or
Falling of the Womli, Fluer Albus, Suppression,
and other Menstrual D. rungements, ar<- all treated
on new pathological principles, and speedy relief
So invariably certain is
guaranteed in a tew days.
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and the alllicted person
soon rejoices in perleet health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had {treater experience in
the cure of diseases of women than any other physician in Boston.
Hoardin;; accommodations for patients who may
wi-h to stay in Horton a lew days under his treat-

eoit

Dr. Dow. simv
ha\ in^ confined his whole atan otllee practice for the cure of Private
Diseases and f emale Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the L nited Hati s.
X. H.
All litters must contain one dollar, or
they will not be answered.
“dice hours from s A. M. to" 1*. .M.
Boston, July 25, 1s?y.
lyrlt
tention to

■£v% FISHING VESSEL FOR SALE.
—•>—

'ft’iu* Kcliooncr Nenator, :i‘» tons,
o. m., a very good vessel in every reWell found in Sails and digging, has 120
Will ho sold very low.
fathoms new cable
K. H. (JARDNKR.
tf 18
Hucksport, Alt-

K Jt A I> LE V

X. L.

Phosphate

S

of Lime !

riTI II10 HIOST PER 111.1/10It IN Til 10 MARKET
10. ■IKAMA.VW.
I. at
2inJ(>

“Buy

85 a 2* '.atHM-

w,

MORTGAGE

FIRST

n■
attention of persons milking in\
rpilE
of money is called to the above very <i. sir 0
A.
The
Bonds
run
lor
security.
twenty y..n
;>
per cent, interest in gold, and are seeund
tlie roadbed of the corporation, which e«>~'
nine huudrni thousand dollars rhowi.nl. mi. ui.
ol these bonds to be issued is limited to ou>* handred and fifty thousand dollars, each bond
ring
a certificate of one of the trustees that i'
a |
tion ol the said limited amount.
The money markets of the world do not j.r
a better or safer security.
These bonds are now offered for sale on n
terms. Apply to W. T. tOl.itl KN f r. a-.i
.:
Beltast June 1, loro.
-•

\

,i

c r n

Foot of Main Street.
mo, and 1*11 do you Good.’*
I>Ii. LANGLEY’S

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.
This medicine is, without tnc possibility of a doubt,
the very best remedy known lor the following and
all kindred diseases: Indigestion, Ccstiveness, Liver
Complaint, Piles, Headache, Heartburn, Dyspepsia,
1H. ■:incss, Scrofula, Salt Jlheum, languor,Laziness,
Debility, Jaundice, Flatulency, Foul Stomach, »)V.
By the timely use ol this medicine the blood is
purified. The appetite is restored. The system is
strengthened. The liver is invigorated. The breath
And
is sweetened. The complexion is beautified.
the general health is

it e s TO It KD.
The best Roots, Herbs and Barks enter into the
composition of this Remedy, making it a simple
and safe, as well as an unfailing cure lor ull diseases
of the blood.
(JEO. (j. (iOODWIN ^ CO., Boston.
by all Druggists.

For sale
4mos34
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A penny saved is
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H H FORBES.

United Slates Hotel,
Cor. FULTON AND WATFR STS

ri.Ai'K

and Rubbers.

ami

in-uiMft

mi:

‘IM.Ai-1

Largest ,m.I Host assort
piii f", til Sfln t from in thf
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TERRY, Proprietors.

tlii-ir itre-uhi? 1)
|i.irt .-I

-.1111
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Nkau Fulton Fkkky, nk\v "N ^»II!;.
This welt known and favorite Hotel li;«s re.mi1
been renovated, remodeled and furnished new .n
elegantly throughout. It Is kept on tin Km '| ;n
plan, and has ample accomodation for tour n .ii .1
guests.
Tin* location is more accessible to all pan m N. u
m 11;>
York and Brooklyn than any other hou
city. The Broadway stages pass tin Ho:
three minutes besides various lines r street
u
.\ w
one ol'which intersects every other routi
York.
tnakt
It being hut two blocks from Fulton I-. rr
it convenient lor those wishing to visit the “Uitv m
Churches,” as from this Kerry diverge all the rin
cipal railroad routes in the city of Brooklyn.
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Law & Pension Agent
No. I Main St., Bangor, Maine.
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or by letter.
All persons entit led that want Aclaims prosecuted promptly should appE. to th.
liable agency
.1 It It I TO t
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SHOE

SOLDIERS AM' SEAMEN Wlln
served sixty days in the War of lM .t i"i
widows of such married previous to I Mo are ma\
it;
entitledtoa pension of
per mouth. ! have
rolls and records of such service, and mi" nor
y.

ciniloriu to mod

iv

1

>n

WAR OF 1812.

ap|>iy
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In- -uppliml with -ill the
hi utifii
»i*nr*-il. mill
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presenting claims,
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most
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Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.
For salt; by all Druggists and country t rF. B. IIlESKHl.l., Proprietor, Bangor, M
<>. < ’. (ioodwin & !u., Wholesale Agents, :s || u
over Street, Boston, Mass.
Price
cent
|
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«»<».'% I

ill i:i;11 i.,
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TETTR!

Kiysipelas, Scald Head, Ringworms,

vantages

s.'

\L\\ A Y S

1 s

TETTER!TETTER!
rr< ar,

.‘*

Phthisic ! Phthisic !

-.

llieskeli's Millie Suhf

n!

A)

BONDS.

Salt Rheum, Chillhlalus, Scalds, Pint; A
Frosted Limbs, Inflamed Eyes, Piles, and ill
Also good for M'i ateh.
lions ol the Skin.

Lye House.

Earth Closet

DOANK ST.,

1

1 to
not wish to inform you, reader, that Dr. Wonderlul, or any other man, has discovered a remedy
(hat cures consumption, when tin- lungs arc halt
consumed, in short, will cure all diseases whether of
mind, l>odv or
tate, make men live forever, and
leave death to play for want of work, and is design*
»d to make our Miblunaiv sphere a blissful Paradise,
to which Heaven it-'elt dial! he
side show.

__

■

Dresses,

Mini Styles,

^

i do

VI'

OF A (iKIST Mil.I., and privirun of Stones, two of them !
two Bolts; it is onc^if the best
Mills
in
the
Country
State, the lower part is con- 1
struetcd of Stone and Cedar. Also one Saw Mill in
Ivnowlton, or to
good repair with opportunities for other Machinery,
all the lumber manufactured finds a ready market at PETER THACHER, Agent of Proprietors,
tlie Mill.
Also two Stores, Blacksmith’s Shop,
No. 2 Kimball Clock.
House lots, &c., all situated in the flourishing YilU :1.'
Rockland, Jan. L’f>, isri.
lageof Monroe, which is distant from tide water, or
Bellast & M. C. It. It. some six miles. Also in the |
timber
town of Jackson, several lots of valuable
Schooner lor
T h
lands, most of them containing a heavy growth of
Hemlock, Spruce, Hardwood and Cedar, The abo\e
J The Kell IDA MOKTON, »l
I..
lots lie six miles from the Mills in Monroe where
o. ui.built of while <mk, and in good orthe logs may be driven at small expense. Most of
il«T, will he sohl :it a hargaiu. En<{iiire
the land is within four miles of B. & M. H. C. It. It.
of
l. A. KNOWLTON, Agent.
The Hemlock Bark ihuls a market at Fly mouth which
tm
Belfast, March 1,1*71
is distant about ten miles, or at Belfast, for particulars apply to
.1 OSKI’ll I’Al.MFit, Monroe Mills or BKNJ.
|
Wild.IS. Bangor House, Bangor, Me.
tf30
INSISTING

C^t
j leges, with four
French Burs, and

HF.LFASi.
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k
Mr
I he-
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nil
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MACHINES
M»IS

TWO STORY DWELLING HOUSE

Shop.

'm 11'

FLIIliEM’K k IKIWK

N.

1

accounts.

si ax r i-M iti:i.h r. y

no

Manhood, Womanhood, &
Nervous Diseases,

MACHINES!

to

Patterns.

GLASSES,

THE DIAMOND

p?"Seud

SEWiNG

NEW

always happy

Dodge’s Rug

?

equal.

Popular Medical Works

gery.

All business entrusted to bis care will meet with
Best oi references given if ret/34

good profit.

WHAT ARE THEY

nects

to see
Without ripping, also with the trimmings on,
NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH
sell for
will
GENT'S GARMENTS THE SAME.
and
Dealers
Country
NO FARMER IS TOO POOR,
inthat
will
at
Kid Gloves Dyed or Cleaned,
Cash, goods prices
NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR
AT THE
sure them a
We

% I

.!

FISHERMEN!

prompt attention.
quired.

Country Dealers.

.Hi.. Igosfon

.v.i

a

!A
d

Scientific and

testimony to thrir W
ful Curative b'fle«-is.

for

Health-destroyingDrugsused
in other Hair Preparations.

FOREIGN AND NA1IVE Ql UKS,
who know' hut little ot the nature and charnel* rot
Special Diseases, and less to their cure. Some on
hibit lorged Diplomas ol Institutions or dlh L-e--,
which never existed in any part ol the world: oibers exhibit Diplomas of the Dead, how obiaiiud.
unknown; not only assuming and advertising in
names of those inserted in the diplomas, but to turb Pratther their Imposition assume names ot the
ed physicians long since dead. Neither l*e d<cei\ it h\
QUACK NOSTItUM-MAK I KS,
through false certificates and reference ;,and recoin
inundations ot their medicines by the dead, who
cannot expose or contradict them; or who, besides,
to further their impositions, copy from medical
books, much that is written of the qualitii and effects ot different herbs and plants, and n*eriheall
tlie same to their Pills, Extracts, Sp, cilics, Nr.
most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, hec.-ms
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything,"
hut now known to kill more than is cured,M and
those not killed, constitutionally injured lor lil".
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
NOS I KUM-MA K EUS.

or

Capt. T. R. S1IUTE,

paired throughout.

cirular.

Contains no LAC SULPHUR—
No SUGAR OF LEAD-No
No NITRATE
LITHARGE
OF SILVER, and is entirely
tree from the Poisonous and

I AN

11

Hear

Transparent and char
crystal, it will not suil
tIk' iim-t fabric -perhctly SAFE Cl.KAN and EF
FICIKNii
di"
uNli
SOl,‘<iHT FOR
treatment
fdcratum
1
in
of
Di-’eas.
a t ic; -■>
s,
Speeiul
|
engaged
we are known to many Citizen-, Publisher*, Mu- | AMI FOK.Nl) ,\ ! I.ASI
i! rc.'turi'' and prevents the 11 tir from becoming
chants, Hotel Proprietors, &c.,that Ini- nimbi
1 icy imparts :: soft, p.i<>' ;>
commended, and particularly to
appearance, removes
Dandruff, is cool and refreshing to the head, check*
STRANGERS AND TKATELLERS.
tin- Hair from falling oil, and res ton it to a gnat
extent ub. n prematuri !y lost, previ nts Headaches,
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and mi
tive quacks, more numerous in Boston than in oilier euros all Humors, eiituncou* eruption*, and unnatural Ileal.
AS A DKKSSlNti FOR 11! 10 11AI It
large cities,
IT IS Till’. P.F.ST A KT1CT.F. IN Til E MARKET.
DR. DIX
lilt. C. SMITH, I’aieniiT. tlroton .1 unction,
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physi- Mass. Prepared only by PRoiTER KROTHKRS,
cians—many ot whom consult him in critical cases, (iloueestiT, Mass. The (ienuiue is put up in a panbecause ot his acknowledged skill and reputation,
n« 1 bottle, made expressly for
it, w ith the mum of
attained through so long experience, practice*, and
tlie article blown in the glas-. Ask your Druggist
observation.
for Nature’s 11 :ii»• Rest ora t ive, and take no other.
fliKnclose a tliree cent stani| and send (or-‘TreaAFFLICTED AND UN FORTH N A 11
t ise on ti e II uman 11 tir,” which is worth $5<>U.OO to
be not robbed and add to your sull'erings in b< ing
Cmo82&*
any
person.
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresent ii ions,
false promises, and pretentions ot

run

Agents can make $ lad per mouth selling a Pamphlet. describing, in detail, I'nited MtuteH

wantinglo

low

Or on arrival of 10 x pres * Train Ironi Boston, lor
Rockiind, Cannh n, lu ll it. .searsport, Cast hie, l>crr
Isle, Sedgwick, So. Wi st llaibor,(Mt. DesertMillbridge, donesport ami Machhisport.
lb turning; will leave Machiasport every Tuesday
morning at 5 o'clock, touching at the above named

Sold recently as a good bargain
BUUNILAM!
at 10 cts. Extra Weight Cottons OPEN TO—o—
On and after Monday, Dec. 20, 1S?0,truins will
14
cts. to 12 between Belfast and Burnham as follows
marked down from
I.oavo Belfast,? A. M.; City l’oint, 7.12 A. M.;
1-2 cts.
Brooks?. 1? A.
ts.go A. M.;

THS BS, f OPPaHmHiTY YuT

sun ; while on the left rose a
majestic chain of mountains, covered to their
summit with a luxuriant lorest«rowth.
-Nor were the signs of life
complete the beauteous picture; long lines of
camels were swiftly coursing their
way
towards the distant mountains, as thouo-h
to
the
reach
haven
of
eager
repose ottered
by their umbrageous declivities.
a

KVKNING,

The Steamers of this favorite line are built expressly for the Atlantic Passenger Trade, and fitted
up in every respect with till the modern improvements calculated to insure the safety, comfort, and
convenience of passengers.
Pass a r. k Paths, Pavaulk in Currency,
TO GLASGOW, LIVERPOOL & LONDONDERRY

department. We shall sell a good yard
wide Cotton at 0 1-2 cts. per yd.

Eni|ilovnieiit for all classes, istioo jn-r month.
Business new, honorable and permanent.
Address
with stamp, F. A. Wai.DKo.n, Waterville, Me.

noon

for

Rail road

(’ailing

bargains

Yir« WILL PAY it. i:\TM 4 8 4 lift a IK\ of *:io run n i:i:h and
R\|»«*u««‘*, or allow a largo comm b> ion to sill our
new and womii rful inventi'Uis,
Address M. WAtiNHK & CO., Marshall, Mich.

along,

perceive.

DKKItlNli,

Look at

Agents! Read This! liROWNOOTTONS
Great
in this

vessels ol all sizes, some, with sails

others lying quitely at anchor.
The
further bank of the lake was bordeted
with trees, the reflection of whose folia<re
in its peaceful bosom we could distinctly

notice)

popular

j Endless Quantities of all Linen
in
stamp lor pamphlet.
of
Handkerchiefs sold from S cts. to
firmament.
12 1-2 cts. in good qualities.
Directly in front of us, and .seemingly p N. Y 1 (' K K 1! I O 1¥
not more than a mile oil', we beheld a verThe
sale we have had on
dant plain, (dieting to the enraptured Counseller $•
Attorney at Law! these great
vision of the weary travellers the
goods, prove that low prices
aspect
OFFICE, IIAYFOliD PI.OCK,
of a landscape of surpassing beauty.
In
insure
large sales.
e~2
the centre of the plain stroatehed a broad
Belfast, Maine.
lake, on whose silvery waters wo could
see

CllAS.

COTTONS.

Inch How !

Who will tell
So

mv

ain.

A h L I A N C K,

COITOflfCLOTIlS.

hours, without drugs
F. s.wn-:, Cromwell,

havconlv been

w

ntffc

PE1I

Will leave (until furti.er
VTIi.irf. Portland, every

we

our

grades

remedy for Coughs, Colds, Con- 1i
Nothing better.” Cr i'i.kk liKus, & Co,,

The old standard

Thank Heaven we were not lovers, since this is
how it ends;
i know ymir heart is tender, and has given both
prayers and tears
To your well-beloved companion, vour friend of

early years.
May they turn to
darling never

Till I*

shall

life-blood through this

Mv passimi has been silent;
true friends.

Will leave Boston every Tuesday
Friday at 5 o’clock P. M.

—

AT 10 O'CLOCK,

gulden trev.se>-and ever-varving

'-lose mine eyes alld see
A e II111 g gleam,
earnest face uplightcd

o:

On and after Monday, March 20th, will make two
trips per week, leaving Belfast every MONDAY and
111 II BSD AY, at 2 o’clock, P. M

F mi ) A V

in \ oui glances which your
sh> lip> seldom speak.

3

F O R

OXK

1*11'.

Hundreds oi' Thousiin.-i

>

TWENTY YEARS

INDEPENDENT LINE

RE IT KM NO
and

IS THE ONLY UKUUI.AU GRAniWTK

It!

ui 11T is PRICELESS

VINEGAR BIT

%

H
fl
<i
R

Money Cannot Buy
h o/

•d

H

ADVERTISING IN ROSTnX

LEWISTON,

■«*

ei-

w

SAN FOR D’S

holij:iin.
and

wutehiug for me. darling—are you
looking out for me?
on think 1 may becoming by the
path along

>o

he

1 lie monte steamer

you

boldly asserts, (and it cannot he contradicted, except by quacks, who will say or do anything, even
perjure themselves, to impose upon patients that

©Dr. WALKER',S

R

»lt. 1.. 111AM
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,

Train for Boston.

A GREAT MED*-'

HAIR

M

SEXES, SINGLE OR MA KU1EO.

touching ai Rockland, Camden, Lin*11 Endicott street, iloiton, yiaws.
colnville, Bellast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksis so arranged that patients never see or hear each
port, Winttrport and Hampden.
other. Recollect, the onty entrance to his office is
R. turning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings at (1 o’clock, touching Wo. 31, having no connection with his residence,
that on no
at the above named landings, arri\lng at Portland •consequently no family interruption,
in time to connect with 0 o’clock, 1‘. M. Express account can any person hesitate* applying at his

BEAVER MOHAIRS.

N. Y.

BOTH

MTURE?S

HE ST () HAT IYE!

Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and ail diseases o(
the Skin; Ulcers ol the Nose, Throat and Body:
Pimples on the Face; Swelling of the .Joints; Nervousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
youth and the more advanced, at all ?igcs, of

For Bangor,

fcFor further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 17‘J Commercial Street, or
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Ayent.
37
Portland, Mareh 20,1871.

1

SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies.
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;

Commencing Monday, 27th,

AMBRIDGE,

Balances used. Price Lists
Cords
H
Circular.
Models tor the Trade. Send
or

Capt.
Will leave RAILROAD WHARF, loot ol State
street, every .11 outlay, VFetln«,!inlay, A Friday Evening*, at 10 o’clock, or on arrival ol 0
o’clock, P. M. Express Train Ircm Boston.

THE STEAMER

—

i

Miair,

Richmond
City ofDENNISON,

I'KNOBSOOTiMACIIlAS.

K II U I \ II <» I' M F. Court
*«|Uiir«». Hostou. Kept on the European phi n. Rooms, $1 per day ior each
person. Located in the most, central and
convenient part ol‘ the city lor business
men or pleasure seekers.
HARNEY IIEI.L, Proprietor.

M il

N>i

I

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects and consequences;

THE STEAMER

FARE TO BOSTON,
Those in want of Goods in this
$2.50.
«-KO. ii. H ITDi, Agent.
department will find it for
LS7I.
tl24
March
Belfast,
20,
their interest to examSPRING ARRANGEMENT.
amine the Goods,
COMMENCING MARCH 10.
as we have made
INSIDE LINE TO THE
them
EXCEEDINGLY CHEAP.

Man His Own Painter.

Every

continu-

a

Dress G-oo&s.

free, reaches how
person; skin, hair, eyes,
Broadway, New York.

-i

An-

Trip

to close them out at tremendous Low
Prices.

•Ml pages;
Dll.
by mail
all diseases of the

to cure

'i

the

First

WILT, lili l'JIt 1KITKI) 11V Du. L.
DIX if I til ing to euro in loss tin:.
more effectually and perany other physician
manently, with less restraint from occupation or less
exposure to all weather, with sate and pleasant mod-

»_)'jyy

an

of The Season!

quently we are receiving
Boston & Lowell!
Large Invoices of Goods
SPRING ARRANGEMENT FOR 1871
by every Steamer, intending

MOST WCPKItll imoii.
AEW
\
ILVOIlIt I liLUMTKATEcontaining is
Illustrations ol' Public Buildings Street Scenes, and
Suburban Views. Elegantly printed on Tinted Paper, with Map and Descriptive Text. 1 vol. svo.
Price :>u cent?
copies lor $’2.5u; rj copies, ^t. Sent
tree bv mail to any address of receipt ol price.
1>. APPLETON it CO., Publishers, N. V.

I know I should long for the chair that stood
la the twilight-porch: and the womanhood
Thai made you come w ith your velvet feet,
\nd your lay-like words, soothing and sweet,
'i our coaxing eyes, and the delicate arts
That men w ill love in their ipjceii of hearts,
\ud fold your hands just under my chin
\ ml ask my heart to let you in !

secure

of the same.
Having just taken Stock, this firm
has resolved to keep one of
its members in the Boston and New York
Markets most of the time, conse-

COMMENTARY
Octavo

shall

ance

the Best.

A ml *-'^11 for the touch of the little bauds
I hat cooled my brow like
fairy fans,
< >r
stealthily crept along my s|.--eve
I n tin- dim twilight of a summer eve
fill lin y lay iiist under my chin as white
As the snow that gleams in an Arctic night.

«a>oi>

THREE TkIPS PER WEEK.

SimontonEros.&Co

SlI-CORD ID ALL HUMBESS,

I thought just then as ] looked on her
U ithjlhe pride of it human
worshipper,
i ha! the Sultan
might search the Orient land.
IT.-m the (iolden Horn to Samareand,
And send his spies where the snows caress
I In mountain tops of the white ('herkoss,
Vnd non-- could he found as fair as she
Who stood on the twilight porch with me.

From

Bangor.

-O-

A" ! sit alone in the porch to-night.
In he self same chair and the dim l w
flight.
I im:-s the voice of a gentle
girl,
And the touch of an
curl.
overhanging
Til-' n-U't that knew no shock or check,
Tli,' clinging arms around
my neck.
And the ev( s that said, when hent on tile,
to>-l marries, you know, the vine to the tree.

«

Inside line to

a

penny earned.1'

I’OMIS made on or before the 1st of any
month, w ill In- placed upon interest every
*«“'iit !i,
\e< |.t Mn\ a 1. I November
ami iu*t» r< t
computed upon tin am. in June ami December.
Deposits received daily at the llanking Koom,
from U to 1“ \.M. in-!
N:.tanh\s from
in t I*. M
’-•to \
AM.
a.v\ r.u ncb, Brest.
John ii.ijriMHY.Ti.
til
Belfast, July l-:, In’

ni

>

I'S’iS<

84

>
]>Li<
At wholesale

or

retail

a’

t>•

<>

%

1

S

'"\\e-l

market

prie,

by

A. J. nAKHIMAN &

RANTED

!

O N E OU TWO BOOK AH K N TS < >F K X1 F. III
once and ability to canvass Belfast and downs in
the vicinity for

The l nrivilized Races of Ron in nil ('minims nf
the World.
A splendidly Ili.ustkatkp Voi.umk l'»00 page-.
*»■ «►*»«*
One agent In Massachusetts cleared
to
tHIier agents arc making a clear prolit of
per uuy.
We have a large assortment ol standard Subagents.in
scription Books and we want energetic
.Send lor our descriptive
every town and county.
circulars and terms to agents.
( oim.
Hartford.
BURR & CO Publishers.

CO.,
Belfast, Maine.

No. 60 Main St.
Feb. M, lh.'l.
uu»

tl;t:

HnoxTO\.

|i»»i
Attorney

a.t

AND CONVEYANCER

Law!
AT

N.I/.V7’ /M/7., Minnesota.
Special attention paid to conveyancing and examination ol titles ol Beal Kstato, 1 lie payment
of taxes; or'l’li colled ion and inv« -dnunt of money; Tlu* purchase and <ah* of Bot*nnd Bands in the
eitv ol Saint I’anl, 11-. vli. r. in Minnesota.
1Child Street, Saiut
Tod Dili,. ,d i’
tf-'.f.
Paul, Minnesota.

